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SOME COMMENTS ON THE RESTATEMENT
OF AGENCY 1

By BASIL H. POLLITT

PART I

Essential Elements of An Agency Relationship.

CCT^OR what is an agent?" said the old Judge.2 "He

is said to be a substitute�a deputy appointed by a

principal, with power to do the things which the principal
himself might and could awfully do."
Certain elements are present in every relationship of

Agency. Thus: Agency involves (a) the idea of control
of the agent by the principal;3 (b) the idea of binding the

principal by contractual relations, or at least with respect
to commercial negotiations, with third parties;4 and (c)
the idea of acting for the principal and for his benefit rather
than acting on the party's own behalf and at his own

risk.8

1 The writer believes that these comments on the Restatkment of
Agency (Am. L. Inst.) will be more valuable if they are based upon
an intensive study of the decisions of a fairly representative state.
This article is therefore based primarily upon the decisions of the
state of New Jersey, but an effort has been made to preserve the na

tional viewpoint by frequently drawing also upon the jurisprudence
of other states for authorities.

" Kirkpatriek, C. J., dissenting, in Board v. Cronk, 6 N. J. L. 119

(1822).
* Board v. Cronk, supra note 2.
4 Morris & Essex Railway Co. v. Green, 15 N. J. Eq. 469 (1862) :

Persons employed by the railroad to procure right of way for it,
held to be agents as to the landowners with whom they dealt, irre
spective of the fact that the railroad agreed to locate its right of way
to suit such "agents," who in turn agreed to procure the right of
way for the railroad at their own cost.
"Perth Amboy Man. Co. v. Condit & Bowles, 21 N. J. L. 659

(1847).
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These essential elements of an Agency relationship are

all brought out by the definition of Agency laid down in the

Restatement of Agency of the American Law Institute,
Sections 2 and 3.6

Agency Distinguished From Other Relationships
It is noted that the Restatement does not attempt to dis

tinguish Agency from other relationships, such as a sale,
option, joint adventure, etc. Or perhaps it was felt that
an almost perfect definition of Agency would be sufficient

to exclude the possibility of confusing it with other rela

tionships. But the boundary line is by no means as well

defined as this. The cases show that there is a "twilight
zone" in which it is very difficult to state with certainty
in an actual case, whether or not Agency exists. A most

interesting case illustrating the possibility of confusion is

Hartshorne v. Thomas.7
In Hartshorne v. Thomas, supra, the defendant was en

gaged in the enterprise of raising the lost treasure from

the British frigate "Hussar," sunk in 1780 in Long Island

Sound. Defendant borrowed money to aid him in his en

terprise wherever he could get it, making an agreement as
follows : "I do hereby agree that I will, as soon as I recover

the said treasure, pay the sum of $ to the said . . ."

The enterprise failed and the question arose as to what

sort of relationship existed between the defendant and
those parties who had advanced money to him. The court

held that the relationship of Agency existed, rather that
of borrower and lender, or that of partners.
Yet it would appear doubtful whether Agency did in fact

exist here, for there was no element of control in the lenders
� Section 2. "The relation of Agency is the consensual relation

existing between two persons, by virtue of which one of them is to
act for and in behalf of the other and subject to his control." Section
3. "When the person acting is to represent the other in the con

tractual negotiations, bargainings or transactions involved in business
dealings with third persons, or is to appear for or represent the other
in hearings or proceedings in which he may be interested, he is termed
an 'agent' and the person for whom he is to act is termed the 'prin-
pipal.'

7 43 N. J. Eq. 419, 10 Atl. 843 (1887).
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of the money, nor was Thomas really working for their
benefit so much as he was engaged in furthering his own

interests. It would seem that the court would have been
more nearly correct if it had held that something in the
nature of a joint adventure existed.
The leading case on the distinction between an Agency

and a sale is now undoubtedly United States v. General
Electric Co.8 Here it was held that the many thousands of
"A" and "B" "agents" retained by the General Eectric

Company to handle the distribution of its patented electric

lamps, were in fact what they were termed in the agree

ment, i. e., agents, rather than buyers; the reason being
that they had no power to deal with the lamps in any way
inconsistent with the retention of ownership of the lamps
by the company, and also because title passed directly from
the company to the ultimate buyer, who could sell them
for whatever price he pleased.
Other cases lay down essentially the same rule as to

the difference between the relationships of Agency and
sale.9

Sometimes it is very difficult to distinguish an Agency
from an option, as is illustrated of the case of Alger v.

Keith.10 In this case one "option", so-called, was held to be

6 272 U. S. 476, 47 S. Ct. 192, 71 L. Ed. 362 (1926). See comment

on this case in 27 (1927) Col. L. Rev. 183 and 567; see also The Ex
clusive Agency System (1927) 27 Col. L. Rev. 838; and Sale, Agency
and Price Maintenance (1928) 28 Col. L. Rev. 312 and 441, the lat
ter article being based on the General Electric case.

�Eldredge v. Benson, 7 Cush. 483 (Mass. 1851). Cf. Mack v.

Drummond Tobacco Co., 48 Neb. 397 (1896) ; Snelling v. Arbuckle, 104
Ga. 362 (1898), Bendix v. Staver Carriage Co., 174 111. App.
589 (1912) ; Kaempfler v. Tompkins-Kiel Marble Co., Inc., 242 N. Y.

376, 152 N. E. 120 (1926), agreement appointing defendant "sole
sales agent" for four years with renewal privilege, providing that
specified quantity be taken each year, "as required," and that, if
quantity specified be not taken in any year, other party could cancel
contract; Held, contract of Agency and not of sale.
"105 Fed. 105 (C. C. A. 6th, 1900). The difficulty becomes even

greater when we examine such cases as Chezum v. Kreighbaum, 4
Wash. 680 (1892) ; Robinson v. Easton Eldridge & Co., 93 Cal.
80 (1892).
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in reality an Agency, whereas another option was held to
be an actual bona fide agreement to that effect. It seems
almost unnecessary to state that the mere name which the

parties give the agreement will not control the decision of
the court.11 It is also true that one of these relationships
may exist at one time and another at another time.12 Many
cases are to be found in the books illustrating the dif
ference between Agency and other relationships.13

Classification of Agencies
Agencies are usually divided into general and special and

this classification is preserved by the Restatement.14 It

11 United States v. General Electric Co., supra note 8 ; Alger v.

Keith, supra note 10.
" Restatement, � 5; Kingan & Co. Ltd. v. Silvers, 13 Ind. App. 80,

37 X. E. 413 (1895).
ls As to the distinction between a payee who is the owner of a

check, and a payee who is merely the agent for collection, Equi
table Trust Co. of X. Y. v. Rochling, 275 U. S. 120, 48 S. Ct. 58,
72 L. Ed. 75 (1927) ; between an agent and a trustee, Taylor v.

Davis, 110 U. S. 330, 4 S. Ct. 147, 28 L. Ed. 163 (1884) ; Weer v.

Gand, SS IlL 490 (1878); Titcomb v. Richter, 89 Conn. 226, 93
AtL 526 (1915) ; between an agent and a partner, Meehan v.

Valentine, 145 U. S. 611, 12 S. Ct. 972, 36 L. Ed. 835 (1892);
DeHaven's Estate, 248 Pa. 274, 93 AtL 1013 (1915) ; between an

agent and a servant in statutory matters, Regina v. Walker,
D. & B. Cr. Cas. 600 (1858) ; Brewer v. State, 83 Ala. 113 (1889) ;
Wakefield v. Fargo, 90 N. Y. 213 (1882) ; as to an architect as the
representative of the owner, Gerisch v. Herold, 82 N. J. L. 605,
83 AtL 892 (1912); Denoth v. Carter, 85 X. J. L. 95, 88 AtL
835 (1913) ; see also (1928) 76 U. op Pa. L. Rev. 327; as to an

agency distinguished from a joint tenancy in a savings account,
Skillman v. Wiegand, 54 N. J. Eq. 198, 33 AtL 929 (1896); also
Elwell v. Coon, 46 AtL 580 (not reported elsewhere) (1900) ; as to
an agency distinguished from a bailment, State ex rel North Amer.
Phonostate Co. v. State Board of Assessors, 54 X. J. L. 430, 24 Atl.
507 (1892) ; as to the distinction between an agent and an independ
ent contractor, Echols v. State, 158 Ala. 48 48 So. 347 (1909) ; Brown
v. Paterson Market Assn., 139 AtL (X. J. L.) 432 (1927) (Work
men's Compensation Case)�Restatement, � 6.

11 Section 13: "A general agent is one authorized to represent his
principal in the contractual negotiations or bargainings of a par
ticular business or employment, or in those of a particular class or
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has been said that the courts have very often denned and

distinguished general and special agents, but that they
are totally unable to do so in terms which make the dis
tinction applicable to the particular case.15 It will be noted
that the definitions of general and special agents given in
the Restatement are based upon the extent of the trans
actions which the agent is appointed to perform, rather
than the more difficult question of whether there is also
a distinction between general and special agency with re

spect to the scope of authority possessed by the agent.16
Some cases hold that the distinction between the two

kinds of agencies is the one the court stated in Butler v,

Maples.11 Other cases hold that there is a distinction be
tween the authority of a special and of a general agent
which does not depend upon the number of transactions in
which the agent is authorized to represent the principal,
but upon the scope of his authority so to do in the given
transaction.18 This same idea is indicated by the statement
so often repeated, that a party deals with a special agent

nature, or in those at a particular place." Section 14: "A special
agent is one authorized to represent his principal in the contractual

negotiating or bargaining involved in a particular act or in a single
transaction only, or in a number of acts treated as distinct transac
tions."

16 Scherer v. Post Office Bldg. & Loan Assn., 91 N. J. L. 666, 103
Atl. 202 (1918), the court saying: "A special agent as distinguished
from a general agent is one employed for a particular purpose."
Belcher v. The Manchester Bldg. & Loan Assn., 74 N. J. L. 833, 67
Atl. 399 (1907).

18 This point is adverted to in Comment (d) of Section 14 of the
Restatement. This question is so important that it would appear to

require much further consideration by the learned reporter.
17 9 Wall. 766, 19 L. Ed. 822 (1869) : "The distinction between the

two kinds of agencies is that the one is created by power given to do
acts of a class, and the other by power given to do individual acts
only. Whether, therefore, an agency is general or special is wholly
independent of the question whether the power to act within the

scope of the authority given is unrestricted, or whether it is restrained
by instructions or conditions imposed by the principal relative to the
mode of its exercise."

19 Bodine v. Berg, 82 N. J. L. 662, 82 Atl. 901 (1912) .
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at his peril,19 thereby implying that the same rule does not

apply to general agents. Obviously, this should not be

so.20
The Restatement has made no attempt to define a uni

versal agency, probably because of the fact that such an

agency is so rare as to be practically non-existent. But,
though rare, they are of course possible.21

Competency
Section 21 of the Restatement well states the general

rule.22 The converse rule, as stated in Comment (a) to

Section 21, is illustrated by the case of In Re Perrine,2*
which case involved the power of a deaf mute to manage

his property. The Chancellor said, in part:
"In the case in hand the jury found that Miss Per-

rine was of sound mind, and capable of controlling
her property by her own selection of a proper person
to act for her. But if the proof was, as the commis
sioners certify, that she is incapable of understanding

"Blackwell v. Ketcham, 53 Ind. 184 (1876).
Brahn v. Jersey City Forge Co., 38 N. J. L. 74 (1875) : "Wher

ever a person acts by an agent, the person on whom he acts disputes
or acquiesces in the authority at his peril."

J1 Gulick & Holmes v. Grover, 33 N. J. L. 463 (1868) : ". . . general
agents are to be carefully distinguished from universal agents; that
is, from agents who may be appointed to do all the acts which the

principal can personally do, and which he may lawfully delegate the

power to another to do. Such a universal agency may potentially
exist; but it must be of the very rarest occurrence. And indeed it is
difficult to conceive of the existence of such an agent practically in
asmuch as it would be to make such an agent the complete master,
not merely dux facti but dominus rerum, the complete disposer of all
the rights and property of the principal,"
" Section 21 : "Subject to what is stated in Sections 18 and 20,

every person who is legaly competent to act in his own right and
in his own behalf in a given transaction, may:� (a) appoint an

agent or employ a servant to do the act, and (b) cause the act to
be performed by an agent or servant, with the same effect as though
he had performed the act in person." See Snyder v. Sponable, 1 Hill
567 (N. Y. 1841).
" 41 N. J. Eq. 409, 5 Atl. 579 (1886) . This case was followed by
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the business, or even of receiving any communication
upon the subject, and therefore does not understand,
and cannot be made to understand, what the necessities
of the management of her estate demand, or what an
agent is, or what his duties are, or, in other words,
if the proof was, as they certify, that she does not

understand, and cannot be made to understand, any
matter of business, except it may be such as are of

the most simple character ; if she has no comprehension
of business matters,�it is obvious that she is not ca

pable of managing her affairs, and the inquisition can

not be sustained. The jury does not find that she is

herself competent to manage her business, but that she
is capable of controlling it by an agent of her own selec
tion. But if she cannot be made to understand what
the business is, how can she select an agent to man

age it?"

It is now in order to discuss the "special" cases of com

petency referred to in the Restatement.

(a) Insane Persons:

The first proposition of the Restatement (Section 22)
is that a person totally lacking in mental capacity, or a

person who has been judicially declared incompetent, may
not appoint an agent, or act by agent. This appears to be
well settled law in New Jersey.24
Comment (c) of Section 22 provides that: "A person

totally lacking in mental capacity, or an adjudicated incom

petent person, or his estate, is not liable under the law of
Agency� (1) for the torts of one alleged to be his servant,
or (2) for the torts of his guardian or committee, or of
the servants employed by such guardian or committee."

the Court of Errors & Appeals in Gates v. Williams, 137 Atl 524
(N. J. 1927).

24 The first part of the proposition with respect to a total lack of
mental capacity is illustrated by In re Perrine, supra note 23, and
Gates v. Williams, supra note 23. The second part of the rule with
respect to persons declared incompetent is illustrated by Blinn v.

Schwarz, 177 N. Y. 252, 69 N. E. 542 (1904) ; compare Coombs v.
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This proposition states the rule of Gillet v. Shaw,25 but
would appear to be very questionable law, for the estate of

the insane person should be liable for the torts of the em

ployes of his guardian acting within the scope of their

authority.
Section 23 of the Restatement states the well known

rule to the effect that the appointment of an agent by an

insane person with respect to whom there has been "no

inquisition taken or office found," is voidable merely and
not void.26 Section 23 is iaw in New Jersey.27 Comment

(a) to Section 23 appears to state the rule of Eaton v.

Eaton 28 and of Matthiessen & Weichers Refining Co. v. Mc-
Mahon's Administrator.29

(6) Infants:
There are two views with respect to the competency of

an infant to appoint an agent. Section 24 of the Restate
ment states the modern view, which has been law in New

Jersey for many years.30 This view is also law in New

Witte, 140 Atl. 408 (N. J. 1928) ; Den v. Clark, 10 N. J. L. 217

(1828).
" 117 Md. 508, 83 Atl. 394, 42 L. R. A. (N. S.) 87 (1912).
"Wamsley v. Darragh, 12 N. Y. Misc. 199, 33 N. Y. S. 274 (1895) ;

contra: Dexter v. Hall, 15 Wall, 9 (1872).
57 Blakeley v. Blakeley, 33 N. J. Eq. 562 (1881) ; Eaton v. Eaton, 37

N. J. L. 108 (1874).
ss Supra note 27.
"38 N. J. L. 536 (1876). The question in this case was one of

revocation, however, rather than of competency.
Comment (a) is as follows: "Any contract made with the agent

or servant, and any contract made by the agent, is voidable by the
principal, except that a contract made by or for the principal with
a person who has� (i) acted in good faith, without knowledge of the
infirmity, (ii) taken no unfair advantage of the principal, (iii) ex

ecuted his part of the contract, will not be set aside unless such per
son is restored to his original position, or is compensated for the
value which he has conferred upon the principal, or his estate. As
to these matters, the law of contracts applies."

so Patterson v. Lippincott, 47 N. J. L. 457, 1 Atl. 506 (1885) . But
see Eaton v. Eaton, supra note 27. Section 24 of the RESTATEMENT
reads as follows: "An infant may appoint an agent, and may act by
an agent with the same effect as if he had acted in person."
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York31 and in most other states which have passed upon
the point in recent years.

(c) Married Women:
Section 26 of the Restatement provides that: "A mar

ried woman, apart from statute, is not competent to ap
point an agent, or to act by agent," but, since the con

tractual disabilities of married women have been prac
tically everywhere removed by statute, the correct rule to

day would appear to be that a married woman may appoint
an agent insofar as her common law disability to contract
has been removed by statute. This proposition is undoubt
edly law in New Jersey.32
By a recent amendment33 to the Married Women's Act

of New Jersey, all contractual disabilities of a married
woman, except perhaps with respect to contracts made
directly with her husband, are removed, so that today the
competency of a married woman to appoint an agent with
respect to third parties, would appear to be complete.
A married woman usually may appoint her husband as

her agent, under modern statutes,34 and such is the rule
in New Jersey.35 But the evidence as to proof of the agency
relationship between husband and wife must be clear, be
cause, forsooth, the husband might have exercised duress
over his wife.36 Whether or not the husband, as agent, may
have rights against his wife inter se is, of course, another
and distinct problem.37

31 Casey v. Kastel, 237 N. Y. 305, 142 N. E. 671 (1924).
"

"Haywood v. Shreve, 44 N. J. L; 94 (1882), holding that a mar

ried woman's warrant of attorney was good, in view of the Married
Women's Act of 1852, provided the warrant was for the enforcement
of a contractual obligation which the married woman was authorized
by the Act to make.

33 Laws op 1927, c. 11, page 33.

"Munger v. Baldridge, 41 Kans. 236, 21 Pac. 159 (1889).
36 Black v. MoQuaid, 75 N. J. L. 639, 68 Atl. 102 (1907) ; Elliott

v. Bodine, 59 N. J. L. 567, 36 Atl. 1038 (1897) ; Yates v. Repetto,
65 N. J. L. 294, 47 Atl. 632 (1900) ; Crosby v. Washburn, 66 N. J. L.
494, 49 Atl. 455 (1901).
3eO'Carroll v. Stark, 85 N. J. L. 438, 89 Atl. 989 (1914).
"3 N. J. Comp. Stat. 3237 (1910) provides that: "Nor shall any-
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It is noted that the Restatement has not referred to the
married woman's separate equitable estate and her power
to appoint an agent with respect thereto. The reason for
this omission probably is, that due to the passage of modern

statutes, such separate equitable estate has become almost
extinct. Nevertheless, it is true, generally speaking, that
"a femme covert, as to her separate estate in equity, is a

femme sole . . . and therefore may charge her separate es

tate and appoint an agent in regard thereto to all intents
and purposes as if she had never passed sub jugum matri
monii." 38 Such a rule is recognized in New Jersey, but
"the acts and declarations of the wife, in order to charge
her separate estate, should be clear and unequivocal; no

doubt should exist as to her intentions." 89

One fairly important problem that has been omitted from
the Restatement is that of the appointment of an agent
by an enemy alien. Federal cases on this point are con

trolling, and the rule in the United States Supreme Court
is, that during the existence of war no agent can be em

ployed by a citizen of one belligerent government to act
in the territory of the other.40

Competency to Be Agent.
It is well settled that considerably less capacity is re

quired of a person in order to enable him to be an agent
than is required to enable him to appoint an agent. Thus,
a slave, although not able to contract in his own right, may
make a valid contract for his master.41 So it was that even
at common law, a married woman was capable of being
thing herein enable husband or wife to contract with, or to sue each
other except as heretofore."
" MacFarland v. Heim, 127 Mo. 327, 29 S. W. 1030 (1894).
"Lawrence v. Finch, 17 N. J. Eq. 234 (1865).
40 United States v. Grossmayer, 76 U. S. 72 (1869) ; compare Kep-

plemann v. Kepplemann, 89 N. J. Eq. 390, 105 Atl. 140 (1918), re
versed sub nom. Keppleman v. Palmer, 91 N. J. Eq. 67, 108 Atl. 432
(1919) ; Sutherland v. Mayer, 271 U. S. 272, 46 S. Ct. 538, 70
L. Ed. 943 (1925), dealing with the related topic of revocation, or
suspension of power to act as agent, by the outbreak of war.
"Governor v. Dailey, 14 Ala. 468 (1848).
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an agent for her husband or for another.42 Anderson v.

Sanderson states the rule of the Restatement 43 and of
New York44 and New Jersey.45
An infant also may be an agent, either of his parent or

a third person.46
Section 35 of the Restatement 47 states the rules of the

well known cases of Crow v. Carter 48 and Wright v. Dan-
nah49. There appears to be no authority in New Jersey
covering this point. But it is a very well settled propo
sition that the opposite party cannot be the agent to sign
for "the party to be charged." 50

Acts For Which An Agency May Be Created.
"An agent may be appointed to perform, and may per

form, any act appropriate for an agent." 51 The foregoing
quotation states the general law and is well illustrated by
the case of Silverwood v. Latrobe.52 There are two excep
tions to this general rule: (a) personal acts, and (b) acts
that are immoral, illegal or opposed to public policy.

43 Anderson v. Sanderson, 2 Stark. 204 (1817) ; see also Hopkins v.

Mollineaux, 4 Wend. 465 (N. Y. 1830) ; Prestwick v. Marshall, 7

Bing. 565 (1831); Gray v. Otis, 11 Vt. 628 (1839); Parrott v.

Peacock Military College, 180 S. W. 132 (Tex. Civ. App. 1915).
13 Section 31 : "A married woman may be the agent or servant

of her husband or of a third person, unless a statute forbids."
44 Gates v. Brower, 9 N. Y. 205 (1853) .

" Sterling v. Potts, 5 N. J. L. 773 (1820) .

" Robinson v. Freeman, 38 N. J. L. 383, 20 Am. Rep. 399 (1876) ;

Bryan v. Jackson, 4 Conn. 288 (1822).
47 "One party to a transaction may act as agent of the other party

to perform acts incident to or involved in it, except that where a

statute requires a particular contract, or a memorandum of it, to
be in writing signed by the party to be charged thereby, or by his
agent, the opposite party is not competent to be such agent."

48 5 Ind. App. 169, 31 N. E. 937 (1892).
43 2 Camp. 203 (1809).
60 See Bent v. Cobb, 9 Gray 397, 69 Am. Dec. 295 (1857) ; Williston

v. Lewiston Mill Co., 74 Hun. 612, 26 N. Y. Supp. 847 (1893) aff'd,
150 N. Y. 314, 44 N. E. 959, 55 Am. St. Rep. 680 (1896).

31 Restatement, � 17.
" 68 Md. 620, 13 Atl. 161 (1888) ; compare Bocchino v. State (Cook,

Prosecutor), 67 N. J. L. 467, 51 Atl. 487 (1902).
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An act may be inherently "personal", such as voting at

a public election, or making a will, or choosing a wife;53
or it may be made personal by the requirement of a statute,
as in Commonwealth v. Farmers' & Shippers' Leaf Tobacco
Warehouse Company.54
Immoral and ilegal acts hardly require discussion, for

indeed, "it is obvious, that no one can constitute an agent,
and empower him to do that which he could not lawfully
do himself." 55

Acts opposed to public policy may be such as the employ
ment of an agent to obtain a government contract, or to
procure the passage of legislation by means of the use of

his (the agent's) personal influence with government offi
cers,56 or they may be occasioned by the failure of an agent
to take out a license required by a statute, the purpose of
which was the protection of the public 57 rather than the

raising of money for the support of the government.58
What is public policy? It is defined in a recent leading

case.59

How An Agency May Be Created
Agencies are of two types�actual and apparent; and

if there be no holding out of the alleged agent as such
by the alleged principal to third parties, there can be no

Agency relationship unless the alleged principal and the
alleged agent really intended to create such a relationship.60
In actual Agencies the proposed agent must accept his ap-

83 See discussion of this question in (1927) 27 Col. L. Rev. 322.
"107 Ky. 1, 52 S. E. 799 (1899).
55 Board v. Cronk, supra note 2.
68 Wright v. Fissell, 92 N. J. Eq. 508, 113 Atl. 699 (1921) ; Allison

v. Dodge, 287 Fed. 621 (C. C. A. 3rd 1923).
67 Brandenburg v. Miley Petroleum Exploration Co., 16 F. (2d)

933 (D. C. Cal. 1926).
88Ruckman v. Bergholz, 37 N. J. L. 437 (1874), aff'd, 38 N. J. L.

531 (1875).
86 Steele v. Drummond, 275 TJ. S. 199, 48 S. Ct. 53, 72 L. ed. 48

(1927). See further, Weil v. Neary, 49 S. Ct. 144 (1929).
,0 Central Trust Co. v. Bridges, 57 Fed. 753 (C. C. A. 6th, 1893) ;

compare Restatement, � 2, Comment (b) ; and �� 9 and 10.
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pointment;61 but ordinarily no particular method of ac

ceptance is necessary.62 These propositions represent uni
versal law 63 in our Anglo-American system.
Another way of putting the foregoing proposition is that

of Section 47 of the Restatement, Comment (b) : "Ap
parent authority, as stated in Section 10, is consent man

ifested to a third person, differing from that manifested to

the agent."
An actual agency may be created expressly, or, like an

implied contract, it may be inferred from circumstantial
evidence.64 It seems also that an actual implied agency

may be established by the facts in the case despite the

testimony of the alleged principal and the alleged agent
denying its existence.65 An agency to do one act or class
of acts may be inferred from authority to do other acts,66
or from acquiescence in the acts of the alleged agent over
a considerable period of time.67 Since in implied agencies

81 Restatement, � 59: "To create the relation of agency, the pro

posed agent must accept the appointment."
82 Restatement, � 60 : "Unless the principal requires, or the agent

stipulates for, a particular method of acceptance, no particular method
is necessary."

83 Barr v. Lapsley, 1 Wheat. 151, 4 L. ed. 58 (1816) ; First Natl.
Bk. of Albia v. Free, 67 Iowa 11 (1885) ; conversely, no intermeddler
or mere volunteer can become an agent or servant without the con

sent of the principal or master, which is also necessary to the cre

ation of the relationship;�Haines v. Atlantic R. R. Co., 65 N. J. L.

27, 46 Atl. 595 (1900).
64 Ford v. Linehan, 146 Mass. 383, 15 N. E. 591 (1888) ; Commer

cial Inv. Tr. Co., Inc., v. Lambert, 139 Atl. 300 (R. I. 1927) ; compare
Restatement, � 44.

86 Ford v. Linehan, supra note 64 ; compare RESTATEMENT, � 71.
68 Restatement, � 43 : "The authority of the agent may result from

a manifestation of consent implied from authority to do other acts."
Dierkes v. Hauxhurst Land Co., 80 N. J. L. 369, 79 Atl. 361 (1911)
(authority to eject trespassers from the curtilage inferable from
servant's occupation of a house as caretaker).

87 Dierkes v. Hauxhurst Land Co., supra note 66 (inference of ac

tual implied agency to eject trespassers from the curtilage drawn
from caretaker's habitual and open conduct in so doing). Compare
Burnett v. Superior Realty Co., 90 N. J. L. 660, 102 Atl. 831 (1917).
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the agency is found actually to exist as a fact, whereas the
basis of an apparent agency is estoppel, it is not necessary
for the third party to prove that the previous course of
business by the alleged agent leading to the inference of an

implied agency, was known to him.68
In both actual implied agencies and apparent agencies

the alleged principal must have knowledge of the acts of the

alleged agent, for otherwise neither form of agency can

possibly arise.69

The agent's own out-of-coure declaration that he is such,
is usually insufficient to establish the fact of his agency,70
but the principal may place the agent in such a position that
an inference of agency is fairly to be drawn from the po
sition he occupies.71 In such cases as these, it is often quite
difficult to tell with certainty whether the agency is actual
or apparent, but in both the "Philadelphia office" case72
and the "country club" case 73 it would appear that the

" Murphy v. W. H. & F. W. Cane, Inc., 82 N. J. L. 557, 82 Atl.
854 (1912) ; Martin v. Webb, 110 U. S. 7, 3 S. Ct. 428, 28 L. ed.
49 (1884) ; Abuc Trading & Sales Corp. v. Jennings, 131 Md. 392,
135 Atl. 166 (1926) ; Columbia Mill Co. v. Nat. Bk. of Commerce,
52 Minn. 224, 53 N. W. 1061 (1893).
" Schlessinger v. Forest Products Co., 78 N. J. L. 637, 76 Atl.

1024, 30 L. R. A. (N. S.) 347 (1910); St. Louis Iron Mountain
& So. Ry. v. Bennett, 53 Ark. 208, 13 S. W. 742 (1890).
"Smith v. Delaware & A. Tel. & Tel. Co., 64 N. J. Eq. 770, 53

Atl. 818 (1902). Restatement, � 65. Of course, the agent's tes
timony in court stands on a different and higher plane; Perth Amboy
Mfg. Co. v. Condit & Bowles, supra note 5; Champlin Refining Co.
v. Gasoline Prod. Co., 29 F. (2d) 331 (C. C. A. 1st, 1928).

71 Smith v. Delaware & A. Tel. & Tel. Co., supra note 70. (Plain
tiff's counsel calls at the Philadelphia office of the defendant and is
ushered into the office of the "General Manager". Query: Is the in
ference of agency more reasonable than that of the theory that the
man at the desk was an intruder or usurper?). Heckel v. Cranford
Country Club, 97 N. J. L. 538, 117 Atl. 607 (1922) (country club
places the steward in position to order supplies). Compare, Metro
politan Club v. Hopper-McGraw, Inc., 139 Atl. 554 (1927). Restate
ment, � 47, Comment (d).

73 Smith v. Delaware and A. Tel. & Tel. Co., supra notes 70 and 71.
73 Heckel v. Cranford Club, supra note 71.
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agency was of the actual type. But where there is no im

plied agency and the only basis of recovery is estoppel, there
can be no apparent agency where the third party does not

rely upon any holding out of any kind whatsoever by the

principal.74
It frequently has been assumed by persons ignorant of

the law that possession of personal property gives either
an implied or apparent authority to sell or otherwise dis

pose of it, but of course there is no legal merit to such an

assumption.75 This problem does not appear to be discussed
in the Restatement from the angle of apparent authority.

Form of Agent's Appointment
The general rule is that no particular form of appoint

ment is necessary.76 It follows therefore that an oral ap
pointment is usually good.- Thus, in New Jersey, an oral

appointment of an agent to make a written contract for the

conveyance of land, is adequate.77 Nevertheless, such au

thority should be clearly and decisively established, and it
should appear that the agent made the identical contract
authorized by his principal.78 But sometimes a statute re-

� Wysokowski v. Polish-American B. & L. Assn. of Newark, 95
N. J. L. 352, 113 Atl. 246 (1921), rev'd, 96 N. J. L. 447, 115 Atl. 438
(1921). See also Clark v. Dillman, 108 Mich., 625 (1896).
"McGoldrick v. Willits, 52 N. Y. 612 (1873). Restatement, �

331 : "A manifestation of consent by one person that another, as his

agent, may have possession of a chattel is, in the absence of any
thing indicating a different meaning, interpreted as not including
consent that the person so having possession may (a) sell, mort
gage, pledge, exchange, or give away such chattel; . . ." Utica
Trust & Deposit Co. v. Decker, 244 N. Y. 340, 155 N. E. 665 (1927)
commented on by Mechem (1928) 22 III. L. Rev. 652). Compare
MacAndrews & Forbes v. United States, 23 Fed. (2d) 667 (C. C. A.

3rd, 1928).
� Restatement, � 41.
" Long v. Hartwell, 34 N. J. L. 116 (1870) ; Brown v. Honiss, 74

N. J. L. 501, 68 Atl. 150 (1907) ; compare Tansey v. Belleville Relief

Assn., 88 N. J. Eq. 894, 133 Atl. 472 (1926) (the principal not bound
by an oral promise to sell or convey made by his agent, irrespective of
how firmly the agent's authority was established) .

" Campbell v. Hough, 73 N. J. Eq. 601, 68 Atl. 759 (1908).
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quires that the authority of the agent be in writing.79
Such is the case in New Jersey with respect to the agenfs
authority to make a lease exceeding three years in dura
tion.50

Section 49 of the Restatement states the well known

"equal dignity" rule81 which is law in New Jersey83 as

well as in most other states where seals have not been abol
ished.8* An exception to the "equal dignity" rule exists in
the case of the execution by an agent of an instrument re

quiring a seal in the present of the principal and at his re
quest, or by his direction.8* Suppose, however, that the in
strument has a seal affixed to it where none is really neces

sary to give it validity. May the seal be treated as sur

plusage, or must the agenfs authority also be under seal
in this case? By the weight of authority the seal may be
treated as surplusage and the "equal dignity" rule therefore
does not apply.85 New Jersey follows the general rule on

� Restatement, � 58.
OT Clement v. Young-MeShea Amusement Co., 70 N. J. Eq. 677,

67 AtL 82 (1906).
81 Restatement, � 49: "Authority or apparent authority for the

execution of an instrument necessarily under seal, or for filling
blanks in sucn an instrument which it is necessary to fill in order
to make the instrument effective according to its terms, can, subject
to the statements in Sections 50, 51 and 52, be conferred only by
an instrument under seal."

"Tappan v. Redfield, 5 N. J. Eq. 339 (1846).
"Gordon v. Bulkeley, 14 S. & R. 331 (Pa. 1826); Mans v.

Worthing, 4 DL 26 (1841).
84 Restatement, � 55: "Where an instrument, requiring a seal for

Its effect according to its terms, is executed for the principal by some

other person in the principal's presence and at his request or direc
tion, the person who so executes it need not be authorized under
seaL" Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v. Brown, 30 X. J. Eq. 193 (1878)
(the agent really an amanuensis).

84 Restatement, � 53 : "Where an instrument is under seal, but the
seal is not necessary to its effect according to its terms, and there was

adequate authority for its execution as an unsealed instrument, au
thority under seal is not required. (Special Note: A different rule
has been recognized in Georgia and Maine, and to some extent in
Indiana and Kentucky.)"
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this point.86
Section 56 87 of the Restatement appears to state the

rule in Rhode v. Louthain.88 Section 57 89 is supported by the
well known case of Lyon v. Pollock.90 The burden of prov
ing the agent's authority or apparent authority rests upon
the person who alleges it.91 In some cases, however, the
New Jersey courts relax this rule, although the burden it
self never is shifted.92

Delegation of Authority and the Power of Agents to

Appoint Other Agents.
It goes without saying that, insofar as the principal may

appoint an agent to perform an act for him, he may also
authorize such agent to appoint other agents to perform
such act.93 Authority to appoint other agents may arise
from the fact that the proper conduct of the business re

quires it.94 Such an authority may arise as the result of
86 Long v. Hartwell, supra note 77 ; Simson v. Klipstein, 88 N. J.

Eq. 229, 102 Atl. 242 (1917) ; compare on another point Loeb v.

Barris, 80 N. J. L. 382, 13 Atl. 602 (1888).
87 Section 56 : "A deed signed for the principal without adequate

authority or apparent authority, but afterwards acknowledged and
delivered by the principal in person, takes effect as the deed of the

principal."
88 8 Blackf. 413 (Ind. 1847).
89 Section 57 : "A deed executed and delivered upon a sale by an

agent duly authorized to sell, but not adequately authorized to ex

ecute the deed, establishes a contract to sell."
80 99 U. S. 668, 25 L. Ed. 265 (1878) ; compare Peabody v. Hoard,

46 111. 242 (1867) (in which the rule of the Restatement was not

applied for the reason that the agent's authority to sell had expired
by the lapse of time, and furthermore, because he sold for watches

rather than for cash).
91 Restatement, � 61. Gulick & Holmes v. Grover, supra note 21.
92 Dierkes v. Hauxhurst Land Co., supra note 66.
99 Restatement, � 74: "Subject to the rules stated in Sections 18

and 20, as to personal acts, and acts illegal, immoral or opposed to

public policy, an agent may be authorized to appoint other agents for
the principal, for the doing of any act for which the principal might
himself appoint them." Compare Farrar v. Bell, 73 Vt. 342, 50 Atl.

1107 (1901); Schaefer v. Colleoni Realty Co., N. J. L. 133 Atl.

77 (1926).
94 Restatement, � 75, Comment (b) (iii). Inhabitants of Buckland
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custom95 or as a result of an unforeseen emergency.96
Where an agent is authorized to appoint another agent for
his principal, the secondary agent is responsible to the

principal ; and an agent who appoints such agent or servant
is responsible to the principal for losses caused by the fail
ure to use due care in the selection of such agent or servant,
but is not liable if he used due care in appointing him.97
Between such agents appointed by another agent, duly au

thorized, and the principal, all the incidents of the relation

ship exist. Thus, for example, the "secondary" agent is
liable directly to the principal for his negligence in per

forming his duties.98

But where the principal has not consented to the ap

pointment of any other agent by the "primary" agent,
the general rule is well settled that the agent cannot dele
gate his authority.99 An exception to the general rule ex

ists in the case of ministerial acts.100 And it may be true

v. Inhabitants of Conway, 16 Mass. 396 (1820).
85 Restatement, � 75, Comment (b) (iv) (k) appears to be the

case of Darling v. Stanwood, 96 Mass. 504 (1867).
" Restatement, � 75, Comment (b) (v) : Louisville & Nashville

R. R. Co. v. Ginley, 100 Tenn. 472 (1897) ; accord Sloan v. Central
Iowa Ry. Co., 62 Iowa 728 (1883) ; Kirk v. Showell Fryer & Co.,
276 Pa. 587, 120 Atl. 670 (1923). See also (1926) 12 Va. L. Rev.
593.
" Restatement, � 78, Comment (a), line 24. Darling v. Stanwood,

supra note 95.

"Restatement, � 78, Comment (a). Illustration (c). Wilson &
Co. v. Smith, 3 How. 763, 11 L. Ed. 820 (1845).
"Restatement, � 79: "Except with the principal's consent, an

agent has no authority to commit to any other person the perform
ance of an act which his principal has authorized him to perform."
Lynn v. Burgoyne, 13 B. Mon. 400 (Ky. 1852) ; Warner v. Martin, 11
How. 209 (1850) (a factor); Cullinan v. Bowker, 180 N. Y. 93,
72 N. E. 911 (1904) ; Dwelling House, Inc. Co. v. Snyder, 59 N. J. L.
18, 34 Atl. 931 (1896) ; Titus & Scudder v. Cairo & Fulton R. R. Co.,
46 N. J. L. 393 (1884) (president of a corporation) ; Young v. Crum-
bie, N. J. L., 139 Atl. 326 (1927) (broker).

100 Commercial Bank of Erie v. Norton, 1 Hill. 501 (1841) ; Cal-
hoon v. Buhre, 75 N. J. L. 439, 67 Atl. 1068 (1907) ; inferentially,
Brown v. Ry. Passenger Assur. Co., 45 Mo. 221 (1870) .
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that, even though the principal contemplated employment
of other agents by the "primary" agent, nevertheless, he
also contemplated that such agent would assume respon
sibility for the default of such agents as he should ap
point.101
If an agent employs another person to act for him with

out authority, the agent is accountable to the principal for
the fraud, negligence or other default of such other per
son.102 The Reporter of the Restatement and his advisors
have adopted the so-called "New York" rule with respect
to the liability of a bank employed to collect a piece of com
mercial paper, payable at a bank in another city.103 This
New York rule might be phrased thus : "A bank which is

employed as a collection agent is absolutely liable for the

negligence or default of a correspondent bank." This rule
is followed in slightly more than half the states, including
New Jersey.104
An interesting question not covered by the Restatement

is that raised by the great "Chemical Foundation" case,105
viz: The extent to which -the president may delegate his
powers.*

101 Restatement, � 81, Comment (a) . Loomis, Conger & Co. v.

Simpson, 13 Iowa 532 (1862).
103 Barnard v. Coffin, 14T Mass. 37, 6 N. E. 364 (1886) ; Brooke v.

Bool (1928) 2 K. B. 578, 97 L. J. K. B. 511 (1929) 45 L. Q. Rev. 1.
103 Restatement, � 83, Illustration (b) .

101 Davey v. Jones, 42 N. J. L. 28 (1880) ; Titus v. The Bank, 35
N. J. L. 588 (1871); Larrabee Flour Mills v. First Nat. Bank of

Henryetta, 13 F. (2d) 330,. (C. C. A. 8th, 1926); Shrewsbury v.

DuPont Natl. Bank, 54 Wash. L. Rep. 22, 10 F. (2d) 632 (Dist.
of Col. 1926). Contra: Guelich v. Nat. State Bank of Burlington, 56
Iowa 434 (1881). Many members of the legal profession in New

Jersey appear to believe that Chapter 199 of the Laws of 1919 changed
this rule, but a close reading of this statute shows that it covers a

different situation, as brought out by an article in (1928) 14 A. B. A.
J. 406.

106 United States v. Chemical Foundation, 5 F. (2d) 191, (C. C. A.

3rd, 1925) aff'd, in 272 U. S. 1, 47 S. Ct. 1, 71; L. Ed. 131 (1926).
See comment on this case in (1926) 14 Calif. L. Rev. 411, and, fur
ther, or analogous note in (1928) 26 Mich. L. Rev. 933.
* Part II of this article will appear in the next number (Vol.

XVII, No. 4) of this Journal.



SOME RECENT TENDENCIES IN THE "LAW

OF INSURANCE"*

By HUGH J. FEGAN

I.

OPINIONS of State and Federal Courts, dealing with

the contract of insurance in the past two years,1 illus

trate over again what Justice Holmes observed a good many

years ago, that "the law is always approaching, and never

reaching, consistency." 2 Even an approach to consistency,
however, is notable in the 'law of insurance", for no student
of that subject has failed to mark the curious lack of har

mony in the rules of courts, legislatures and administrative
officers in respect of insurance.3 Several causes have united
to produce this lack of harmony, one of which, lying on the

surface, but occasionally more than superficial in effect, is
the singular fact that courts are prone to use inaccurate

language and to write lengthy opinions in deciding in

surance cases.4 How deeply this may arrest the evolution
of a consistent body of insurance law is illustrated by the

* Reprinted, by Permission, from 15 Va. L. Rev. No. 5, March,
1929.

1 This article is based on a study of the decisions summarized under
the heading "Insurance" in 2 Current Digest, Am. Dig. Sys. (1927),
and the supplements from January, 1928, to January, 1929, inclusive.
Only cases dealing with the general principles of insurance, and with
the interpretation of the policy have been considered.

s Holmes, The Common Law (1881) 36.
* "* * * the chaos of decisions that are so often obscure, as well as

contradictory." Cooke, Life Insurance (1891) Pref.
See also Finch, (1896) 19 A. B. A. Rep. 31, 32. After referring

to the large sums of money represented by outstanding policies, he
said: " * * * the law by which the contracts covering this almost
inconceivable sum is construed is almost absolutely chaotic * * * The
law now is in a confused and contradictory condition. * * *

"* * * It would be the duty of the proposed Section on Insurance
Law to bring to the attention of the Association at large the vicious
legislation affecting the companies and the anomalies in the decisions
of the courts upon their contracts.''
"* * * It is unnecessary, and it would be a hopeless task to enter

upon the dreary wilderness of judicial decisions upon the subject of

196
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famous case of Warnock v. Davis.5 In that case, one Cros-
ser entered into an agreement with a trust company, which
had no insurable interest in his life, by which Crosser took

insurance, with the view of deducing a rule from it for our govern
ment in the present instance." Morris, J., in Dumas v. Ins. Co., 12

App. D. C. 245, 255 (1898).
"* * * the needed crystallization of this branch of the law from

its present amorphous condition." Vance, Insurance (1904) Pref.,
vii.
"* * * out of all the existing confusion and chaos * * *." I

Clement, Fire Insurance (1903) Pref. iii.
See Richards, Insurance (3d ed. 1911) Pref. vi, where, speaking

of the tendency of the courts to construe policies favorably to the

insured, he says : "This purpose of the courts has found expression in
various rules or doctrines, the application of which, by no means con

cordant in the many jurisdictions of this country, has also exhibited
a varying degree of departure from common-law canons, as applied
to other branches of the law * * *."
"Accident policies have, from the very nature of things, been

drawn in many different ways. For this reason, and because of the
limited character of the hazard insured against and the difficulty of

stating that hazard in general terms, it is not surprising that there
is much confusion and misunderstanding in the law." Cornelius,
Accidental Means (1916) Pref.

"Probably no branch of our law has become more involved in di
verse decisions and doctrines than the law of insurance. Technical
statutes have been enacted and technical decisions have been ren

dered, until the laws of insurance are in an almost hopeless state of
confusion throughout the country, and it would be idle to attempt
to harmonize them." Wanamaker, J., in Ohio Farmers' Ins. Co. v.

Cochran, 104 Ohio St. 427, 135 N. E. 537, 539 (1922).
4 "* * * that in deciding Insurance cases, rather more frequently

than in deciding cases on other subjects, judges have been prone to
use inartistic and inaccurate language and that consequently it is im

portant to ascertain exactly what was the problem presented, and

exactly how it arose, and to lay stress upon what the court did, and
not merely upon what the judges said; * * * ." Wambaugh, A
Selection of Cases on Insurance (1902) Pref.
The fact that courts seem unable to avoid lengthy discussions in

deciding insurance cases has been pointed out. "Insurance cases,
especially those of more recent date, are usually long and generally
involve many different issues." Vance, Cases on Insurance (1914)
Pref.

5 104 U. S. 775 (1881).
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out insurance on his own life, payable to himself ; the policy
was then assigned to the trust company, which, on Crosser's
death, was to pay to Crosser's widow one-tenth of the sum

paid under the policy, retaining the balance itself ; the trust

company paid all the premiums. On Crosser's death, the
trust company collected the sum due, and paid one-tenth of

it to the widow, retaining the balance, as agreed. Crosser's
administrator sued the trust company to recover the bal

ance. The Supreme Court of the United States decided

that the assignment was invalid, and allowed the plaintiff
to recover. The case, therefore, presented a clear instance

of fraudulent collusion to cloak a lack of insurable interest ;
this vitiated the assignment, and the decision of the Court

was admittedly correct. But Mr. Justice Field, who wrote

the opinion, said,6 in the course of it: "The assignment of
a policy to a party not having an insurable interest is as

objectionable as the taking out of a policy in his name."
In using the word "assignment" the Court had in mind

such an assignment as the one before it, a colorable assign
ment, arranged to defeat the requirement of an insurable
interest. The opinion was interpreted, however, quite lit
erally, to apply to all assignments of a life policy to one

without interest, and there was confusion as to the position
of the Supreme Court for thirty years ;7 the Supreme Court
did not have an opportunity to make its position clear until

"Ibid. 779.
' Among the cases citing and following Warnock v. Davis are :

Stoelker v. Thornton, 88 Ala. 241, 6 So. 680 (1889) ; Missouri Valley
Life Ins. Co. v. McCrum, 36 Kan. 146, 12 Pac. 517 (1887). In Man
hattan Life Ins. Co. v. Hennessy, 99 Fed. 64, 70 (C. C. A. 5th, 1900),
the court said: "The rule established by the latter court [Supreme
Court of the United States] is that the assignee must have an in
surable interest." See Russell v. Grigsby, 168 Fed. 577, 582 (C. C. A.
6th, 1909), where Judge Lurton cites Warnock v. Davis as one of the
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States referred to by
counsel on both sides of the case to sustain their contention. For
further comment on the opinion in Warnock v. Davis, see Vance,
Insurance (1904) 140, et seq., and Fehr. v. Cawthon, 293 Fed. 162*,
153 (C. C. A. 6th, 1923).
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1911, when it decided in Grigsby v. Russell,8 that a bona
fide assignment of a life insurance policy is valid, though
the assignee had no insurable interest.
Other causes contributing to the conflicts of opinion in

"insurance law" lie much deeper. The heavy loss of life

during the Civil War brought home the uncertain tenure of
human existence in an arresting way; at the same time a

general ignorance of the true function of the theory of risk
exaggerated what could be accomplished by insurance ; these
factors combined to produce an enormous growth in the
business of life insurance. Men were fascinated by the

very novelty of insurance.9 A few companies had been able
to carry on the business for the country in 1840; but by
1870 there were over one hundred active companies in the
United States, with outstanding policies aggregating over

a billion dollars.10 So rapidly did the business grow, that
trained men to organize it, upon a scientific basis, could
not be produced in sufficient number when they were

needed. Unsound financial methods were almost inev
itable.11 The depression in business in the early seventies
still further complicated affairs. To protect themselves,
some insurance companies adopted a litigious attitude to

ward policy-holders, and, upon technical defenses, threw
cases into court which might well have been settled with
out a contest. Apparently, the very contracts of insurance
were drafted so as to defeat recovery upon them. The

8 222 U. S. 149, 156, 157 (1911), where Justice Holmes refers to

Warnock v. Davis, as an "intimation", to the "language" of that

case, and then goes on to say that "there has been no decision"

disposing of the question in the Supreme Court of the United States.
' "With the companies ignorantly transacting business on false

assumptions the masses of people were led to believe that a new

device had been discovered, whereby men could obtain protection for
almost nothing." Zartman, Yale Readings in Insurance, Life In
surance (1914) c. VI, 88.
"Ibid. 86.
11 Vance, Insurance (1904) 15. There is lay testimony that this

condition was duplicated in England. See Dickens, Martin Chuz^
zlewit, c. II, 11, where the operations of the "Anglo-Bengalee Dis
interested Loan and Life Insurance Company" are described.
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bench, reflecting popular feeling, reacted strongly to the

belligerent attitude of the companies.12 Later, the inves

tigations of the Armstrong Committee in New York dis
closed how sinisted a temptation was carried by the enor

mous assets of large companies. It was felt that something
had to be done to prevent discrediting the entire business
of insurance ; the panacea was thought to lie in legislation.
Stringent statutes were passed by the State of New York,
followed by other states, relying upon the position of the

Supreme Court of the United States that the regulation
and control of insurance companies was a matter for State,
not Federal action.13 Naturally, the determination of what
was proper regulation, in life insurance and in other

" See the tirade of Chief Justice Doe against the insurance com

panies of his day in DeLancey v. Insurance Co., 52 N. H. 581, 587

(1873) : "Some companies, chartered by the legislature as insurance

companies, were organized for the purpose of providing one or two
of their officers, at headquarters, with lucrative employment,�large
compensation for light work,�not for the purpose of insuring prop
erty; for the payment of expenses, not of losses. * * * There was no

stock, no investment of capital, no individual liability, no official re

sponsibility,�nothing but a formal organization for the collection of
premiums, and their appropriation as compensation for the services
of its operators.
"The principal act of precaution was, to guard the company against

liability for losses. Forms of applications and policies (bike those
used in this case), of a most complicated and elaborate structure,
were prepared, and filled with covenants, exceptions, stipulations,
provisos, rules, regulations, and conditions, rendering the policy void
in a great number of contingencies. * * * Seldom has the art of
typography been so successfully diverted from the diffusion of knowl
edge to the suppression of it * * * As a contrivance for keeping out
of sight the dangers created by the agents of the nominal corpora
tion, the system displayed a degree of cultivated ingenuity, which, if
it had been exercised in any useful calling, would have merited the
strongest commendation. * * *" (I May, Insurance [1900] � 180a,
calls this a "graphic and masterly statement" and says that the
"learned Chief Justice seems to have said, in a very striking and
effective way, what many other judges often have thought.")
"Hooper v. California, 155 U. S. 648 (1895); Paul v. Virginia

8 Wall. 168 (U. S. 1868).
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branches, varied in the different state legislatures.14 Courts,
too, differed in their rulings of similar issues, either�

though this was not always perceived�because the stat

utory law of the state applicable to the case was not the
same as in other jurisdictions, or because there was room

for divergent views of what were the local requirements
of public policy, a matter always difficult of precise deter
mination.15 Added to this are the variations in the inter

pretation and enforcement of statutes applying to insurance

companies by the state departments of insurance. Legis
lative and administrative action, because often emphasizing
very strongly local conditions, is certain to produce a lack
of uniformity in the requirements operating upon insurance

companies throughout the United States.16 The courts, as

a branch of state sovereignty, have been inclined to look
to precedents in their own jurisdiction.17 Naturally, the

interpretation of insurance contracts has varied, even

though the standard form of policy is coming more and
more into general use throughout the country. The insur
ance company is, of course, an expert in its own business,
and has framed with care and deliberation the form of
contract by which it is to be bound; this is sufficient to jus-

14 "Legislation always tends to produce localization in law. It
lacks the check of universal theory which restrains jurists and judges."
Pound, Uniformity of Commercial Law on the American Continent

(1909) 8 Mich. L. Rev. 91, 102.
15 "That the law has recognized one sort of public policy as a

foundation for its judgment at one period, and another sort at an

other period, is undoubted. * * * From these varying applications of
the principle called 'public policy', I think it obvious that no accurate

definition of that phrase can be devised in respect to any particular
matter. * * *" Magie, C. J., in Trenton Pass. R. R. v. Guarantors'

Liability Indem. Co., 60 N. J. Law, 246, 248, 37 Atl. 609, 610 (1897) .

18 See Fouse, Problems Arising from Conflicting State Laws and

Department Rulings Relating to Life Insurance, Proceedings of

Association of Life Insurance Presidents (Jan. 19, 20, 1910) 23,
for a statement of the difficulties in complying with the many con

flicting state laws and rulings.
u �* * * fact that courts of last resort, in the larger states, now

rarely cite decisions from the other states, as they did a generation
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tify the rule of strict interpretation applied to insurance
contracts in favor of persons insured.18 But the rule of
strict construction, while uniformly applied, has not always
produced uniformity in results.19 Instead of adhering to

the construction placed by the courts upon their policies,
some insurance companies in the past have attempted to

meet each new interpretation by changes in the wording
of their contracts, and thus escape liability.20 This short

sighted policy reacted upon the companies themselves by
introducing further uncertainty and inconsistency into the
law of insurance, and by tending to create a hostile attitude

ago, all tend to prevent that approach to unity, which the existence
of the common law might be supposed to foster." Brewster, Uniform
State Laws (1898) 21 A. B. A. Rep. 315, 316.

18 "The policy, although of the standard form, was prepared by
insurers, who are presumed to have had their own interests primarily
in view; and hence, when the meaning is doubtful, it should be con

strued most favorably to the insured, who had nothing to do with the
preparation thereof." Matthews v. American Cent. Ins. Co., 154
N. Y. 449, 456, 48 N. E. 751, 752 (1897).
" See, for example, Steinbach v. Insurance Co., 13 Wall. 183

(U. S. 1871), and Steinbach v. La Fayette Fire Ins. Co., 54 N. Y.
90 (1873), where the Supreme Court of the United States and the
Supreme Court of New York reached opposite conclusions upon identi
cal provisions in the two fire insurance policies covering the same

property, the loss being the same.
10 "The forms of policies have been frequently changed in an ef

fort to adjust them to judicial decisions upon controverted points.
It is a matter of regret that the insurance companies have not shown
greater disposition to retain the conditions and forms which have been
judicially construed, and in that way gradually evolve a contract in
which the rights of both parties might be approximately exact in
their construction. The introduction of new obligations and changes
of phraseology mark the date of legal controversies, and thus be
come an index to the maturing law of this branch of insurance.
* * *." Fuller, Accident and Employers' Liability Insurance
(1913) Pref., vi.
"These variant policies furnish ample proof of the manner of their

growth; their complicated provisions, bristling often with technicali
ties and arbitrary conditions, are largely the composite product of
the ingenuity of the insurance companies in their effort from time
to time to meet the decisions of the courts,, fixing their liability,
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toward all companies.21 The insurance business to-day is

being conducted on a different and a higher plane.22
A fact tending strongly to produce a lack of uniformity

among the rules on the subject of insurance is that judges
and administrative officers have not yet worked out the

proper scope of judicial, as contrasted with administrative,

* * *." Report of the Committee on Insurance to the Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (1906) 30 A. B. A. Rep. 326,
336.

11 "It would be an easy matter for insurance companies to devise

policies which, while they would more carefully protect their in
terests than those now in general use, would also at the same time

protect the interests of the assured. There is no reason why or

ganizations whose purpose is so beneficent and so essential to the
manifold business interests of the country should not be popular with
the people, except the circumstance that by their contracts and by
the litigious attitude of some of them, they have created a feeling
in the minds of the people that they are constantly attempting to over

reach and cheat their unwary patrons. I do not believe that many
of these companies are actuated by any such motives, but rather
that they have adopted their form of contracts under the impression
that these conditions are necessary to protect them against fraud on

the part of the assured, but as a result of this course the courts are

compelled to look for reasonable grounds upon which to defeat the

unjust operation of their contracts, instead of giving them the effect
which is given to ordinary contracts." Wood, Fire Insurance (2d ed.
1886) Pref.

See Stone, Why the Unfriendly Attitude of Legislators, Courts and

Superintendents of Insurance Toward Insurance Companies? (June,
1919) No. XXXIII, papers read before the Association of Life Insur
ance Counsel. L. L. Bomberger, Esq., in Technicalities, a paper read
before the Legal Section, American Life Convention, 1926, said, at
10: "So it is not yet a demonstrated fact that much of the so-caled
hostile attitude of the courts is not due to the fault of the companies
themselves." See also Richards, Insurance (3d ed. 1911) 583, n. 1,
where the author refers to the "unsympathetic attitude of both legis
latures and courts towards fire and life insurance companies * * *."

"See, for example, Insurance Service, by H. A. Smith; Service of
Life Insurance, by Leroy A. Lincoln; Service of Fire Insurance, by C.
A. Ludlum, papers read at the March, 1927, meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, explaining the work being carried
out by insurance companies today for the general welfare.
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control of the business.23 Before the State insurance de

partments were in operation, courts were compelled in de

ciding insurance cases to consider not merely the precise
issues, but to weigh the effects of their decisions upon the
conduct of the business of the defendants and other in
surance companies within the jurisdiction. Opinions, such
as that of Chief Justice Doe in LeLancey v. Insurance Co.,2*
show very clearly that the courts had in mind much more

than a fair decision upon the facts as between the insured
and the company.
A lack of harmony in the rules of a branch of the law

so important an element in trade as insurance can only be

temporary and transitory. Indeed, a hundred and fifty
years ago, Chief Justice Willes thought that in commercial
transactions certainty in the law was more important than
justice.25 It may well be true, also, that inconsistencies in the
"law of insurance" are not greater than have been declared
to exist in other parts of the law.26 Perhaps all this is only
a necessary stage in the growth of a definite body of legal

*s See Patterson, The Insurance Commissioner in the United
States (1928) 436, � 31 et seq: "It is not easy to draw the line be
tween indirect administrative enforcement, and what is here desig
nated as 'judicial enforcement.' "

See also Freund, Administrative Powers Over Persons and

Property (1928) 378, quoting Hoffman, Insurance Science and

Economics, 231, as follows :
" 'The distinction between the adminis

trative, or public, law of insurance, and the private, or contract law, is
vital, and there is practically never any confusion upon these two
branches of legal science in the legislation of European countries.' "
" Supra note 12.
35 " * * * in all commercial transactions the great object is cer

tainty, it will be necessary for this Court to lay down some rule, and
it is of more consequence that the rule should be certain, than whether
it is established one way or the other." Willes, C. J., in Lockyer v.
Offley, 1 T. R. 252, 259, 99 Eng. Rep. 1079, 1083 (1786). See also the
record of the continual struggle for uniformity in the "law of in
surance", in the Reports of the American Bar Association's Commit
tee on Uniform State Laws, beginning with (1891) 14 A. B A Rep
365.

26 To quote two authorities, Professor Wigmore says in respect of
Evidence: "The pronouncements of independent Courts are in con-
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precedent on insurance.27
A tendency, slight but perceptible, toward harmony in

the "law of insurance" is growing. Well-reasoned, recent

opinions are inclined to view all insurance as one large
subject; there is a frank recognition by the companies them
selves that a more liberal attitude toward policyholders is

fair, as well as expedient;28 a changing judicial attitude is
seen in a modification of the strictness with which the
older policies were construed against the insurance com-

stant contrast." 1 Wigmore, Evidence (1904) Pref., ix. Professor
Williston refers to "the modern welter of decisions on both sides of

many questions, * * *." 1 Williston, Contracts (1921) Pref., iii.
27 Frederick P.. Coudert, in Certainty and Justice (1914) c. I, in

speaking of the conflict between "Progress" and "Precedent", says:
"There is in all modern states today a general conflict between cer

tainty on the law and concrete justice in its application to particular
cases; in other words between the effort to have a general rule every
where applicable to all cases at all times and the effort to reach
what may be concrete right dealing between the parties at the bar

upon the particular facts of each case." See Pound, Justice According
to Law (1914) 14 Col. L. Rev. 103, 120, for the statement that for

changes in the legal system, "In the hands even of zealous and

friendly courts the adjustment must be tedious and painful." Mr.
Justice Holmes considers inconsistencies a characteristic of a growing
body of law: "It will become entirely consistent only when it ceases

to grow." Holmes, loc. cit. supra note 2.
28 See Stone, loc. cit. supra note 21.
"In this brief review of the tendency of courts adverse to the sta

bility of insurance policies, manifesting as it does a prejudice against
such contracts, we are compelled to acknowledge that this prejudice
has not been wholly unwarranted and unjust. In the early days of
insurance in America, the business was regarded by the public as

highly speculative, with little or no effective state control or regula
tion. The energies and intelligence of nearly all the companies were

devoted to the increase of collections and reduction of losses, to which
the protection of policyholders was somewhat incidental. The accrual
of a claim was regarded as a misfortune and if the circumstances of
a claim were in any way unusual, it was followed by a new condition

precedent in succeeding policies, framed to avoid similar claims in
the future.
"Under the stress of these conditions, the courts very naturally and

properly seized upon and developed in a most extensive way the ex

ceptions to the general law of contracts. And it is this mass of ex-
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panies;29 finally, the companies are prevailing before the
courts in a substantial proportion of their cases.

II
The number of cases involving questions of insurable

interest decided by courts in the past two years is relatively
small. A growing interest in insurance has brought about
a more accurate knowledge of the subject, and usually pol
icies are taken out by persons accustomed to the transactions
of business. These facts prevent the writing of many pol
icies where there is no real interest at risk. As Mr. Rich
ards has remarked: "Persons who have no real pecuniary
interest in property to protect seldom go to the fruitless

expense of taking insurance upon it." 30 The question of
what interests are insurable, which gave such concern to

Eldon and Lawrence,31 is now being answered in this extra

legal way. In American Ins. Co. v. Newberry,32 and in
Boise Ass'n of Credit men v. United States Fire Ins Co.,*3
the Courts apparently recognized that an insurance com

pany might be estopped to deny insurable interest. The

requirement of insurable interest, however, is one created

by the law for the benefit of the public, to prevent insur
ance from being degraded to the level of organized gam

bling.34 The doctrine was not evolved for the benefit of the

ceptions, almost hopelessly involved, that we call insurance law."
Tyne, A Brief Review of Legal Conditions of the Insurance Business
(1920), at 5, paper read before the Association of Life Insurance
Counsel.
" "I think that the ignorance of the portion of our population

who take out insurance is greatly over-estimated by the courts. This
is especially true in fire insurance, which is never taken out by the
submerged tenth, but by property-owners: the same class in our

population who execute deeds, mortgages and contracts." Warner,
Authority of Insurance Agent (1918) 6 Calif. L. Rev. 203, 219. See
also cases cited post in notes 81 and 82.

50 Richards, Insurance (3d ed. 1911) 32.
"Lucena v. Craufurd, 2 B. & P. (N. R.) 269, 127 Eng. Rep. 630

(1806).
"215 Ala. 587, 112 So. 195 (1927).
" 44 Idaho 249, 256 Pac. 523 (1927) .

" For a statement of the historical origin of insurable interest, see
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insurance companies, and therefore no company should be

permitted to waive lack of insurable interest. Two persons
cannot get rid of a requirement of public policy merely by
promising one another to ignore it.35 In Midland Nat. Bank
v. Dakota Life Ins. Co.,36 the Supreme Court of the United
States assumed, without deciding, that lack of insurable in
terest made the insurance contract illegal, and that the
defence of lack of insurable interest might be raised by a

court at any time, even though not properly pleaded. This
is an important recognition of the true status of insurable
interest.

In Pendergast v. Globe & Rutgers Fire Ins. Co.,37 the
Court permitted the owner of a steam tug to recover on his

policy, though the tug had been lost to the owner's knowl
edge before the policy was written. The owner's agent,
however, who placed the insurance, was in good faith igno
rant of the loss, and the owner himself used due diligence
in notifying the underwriters as soon as he learned that
the ship had sunk. Usually there can be no insurable in
terest in property which is not in existence at the time the

policy is written,38 but this was a marine policy, insuring
the tug "lost or not lost." The decision amounts to saying
that a person may have an insurable interest inmarine prop
erty, not in existence at the time the insurance is taken
out.39 This has been said in a fire insurance case, but in
that case the policy was dated back, neither party being

Fegan, Notes on the Development of the Doctrine of Insurable Inter
est (1919) 8 Georgetown Law Journal 1.

"Agricultural Ins. Co. v. Montague, 38 Mich. 548 (1878).
38 48 Sup. Ct. 532 (U. S. 1928).
"246 N. Y. 396, 159 N. E. 183 (1927). See (1928) 37 Yale L. J.

1159.
38 As Professor Vance says : "* * * there can be no valid insur

ance unless there is something to insure." Vance, op. cit. supra note

11, at 536.
38 "It has long been recognized in marine insurance that the clause

'lost or not lost' is valid, if both parties act in good faith, and pre
vents raising the question that there was nothing to insure."

Lowndes, Marine Insurance (1885) 47.
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aware that the property had been burned.40 That ruling is

sound, because while a person cannot sell non-existent prop
erty, the insurance company is not in the position of a ven

dor, but is protecting the owner by the device of insurance,
and protection may validly be made retroactive, where the

parties act in good faith.
Several recent opinions emphasize the mutual character

of the duty of good faith at the time the insurance contract
is made, pointing out that the applicant owes the insurance

company the same obligation of good faith which he, in
turn, may demand from the company.41 Other courts are

holding that untrue statements, to defeat recovery, must
be made with fraudulent intent.42 Certainly it seems bad
commercial ethics to enforce a contract obtained by a mis

representation of material facts, whether the misrepresenta
tion be intentional or innocent, when the other party does
not have an equal chance to know the facts, particularly in
insurance cases where a fraud upon the underwriter is
difficult to establish before a jury.43 A notable opinion is
Krajewski v. Western & Southern Life Ins. Co.,44 where
the Supreme Court of Michigan held that a false represen
tation that the applicant never used stimulants to excess

would avoid a policy on his life. Assuming that an appli
cant is addicted to the use of stimulants to excess, it is
still unusual for a court to decide that a statement re
garding personal habits, even though false, avoids a life
insurance policy. Insurance companies, aided by the re

ports of their own medical examiners, must be taken to
know that disclosures of personal habits are not always
complete. Indeed, the Supreme Court of the United States,

40 Wales v. New York Bowery Fire Ins. Co., 37 Minn. 106, 33 N.
W. 332 (1887).
" Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Denton, 112 So. 53 (Fla. 1927) ; Aetna

Life Ins. v. Krimble, 16 F. (2d) 214 (C. C. A. 3d, 1926).
"Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Chandler, 120 Ore. 694, 252 Pac. 559

(1927) ; Waco Mut. Life & Accident Ins. Ass'n v. Alford, 289 S. W.
93 (Tex. Civ. App. 1926).
" See 3 Williston, Contracts (1920) � 1510.
"241 Mich. 396, 217 N. W. 62 (1928).
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in a cause celebre, thought that a man might be of tem

perate habits, though there was testimony that he had had
delirium tremens within the year and was drinking to ex

cess when application was made for the policy.45
Several courts continued to give a liberal interpretation

to the expression "sole and unconditional ownership", which
appears in the fire insurance policy. Thus a "substantial
compliance" was held sufficient in National Liberty Ins. Co.
v. Spharler.� In United States Fire Ins. Co. of New York
v. F'arris,47 the husband, who took out the insurance, lived,
with his family, in the insured house, as a homestead; his
wife had a life interest in it. The Texas Court held that
the husband was not the "sole and unconditional owner",
and denied recovery. This shows a tendency toward an

interpretation of the fire insurance policy against the in
sured. In McNeil v. Connecticut Fire Ins Co.,48 it was held
that the husband, who was tenant by entireties with his
wife, was the "sole and unconditional owner" of the insured
property. In such cases courts are likely to find, upon
somewhat slight proof, that the husband acted as agent
for the wife in taking out the insurance, and thus they
conclude that even if the husband be not the "sole and un

conditional owner", at least he intended to insure his wife's
interest as well as his own, and thus the actual interest is
brought within the language of the policy.49
In the past, courts have not been friendly to the iron safe

clause. Thus, in National Liberty Ins. Co. v. Spharler,50

"Insurance Co. v. Foley, 105 U. S. 350 (1881); criticised by the
House of Lords in Thomson v. Weems, 9 A. C. 671 (1884). See

Vance, op. cit. supra note 11, at 280.
"172 Ark. 715, 290 S. W. 594 (1927).
"297 S. W. 575 (Tex. 1927).
"24 F. (2d) 221 (W. D. Tenn. 1928). See (1928) 76 U. OF PA. L.

Rev. 1001, where the opinion is criticised.
"Kludt v. German Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 152 Wis. 637, 140 N. W.

321 (1913); Harris v. York Mutual Ins. Co., 50 Pa. St. 341 (1865).
See (1905) 66 L. R. A. 657, note.

50 Supra note 46. See Branson, Psychology of Loss Adjustments,
The Fiee Insurance Contract, Its History and Interpretation
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the Arkansas Court recently held that a "substantial com
pliance" with the "fire proof safe" clause was sufficient.
But, the Louisiana Court, in Stovall v. Sterling Fire Ins.

Co.,51 recently held that the iron safe clause was not sat
isfied by keeping papers in an unlocked safe ; the policy re

quired the safe to be "securely locked" and the insured

merely closed the safe without locking it at all; and the
Alabama Court decided, in Yorkshire Ins. Co. v. Gazis,52
that the insured could not escape compliance with the iron

safe clause unless the insurance company or its agent ex
cused him.

Several recent opinions discuss the power of an insurance

agent to bind his company. In each of these cases the ap

plicant gave truthful answers to the insurance agent, who
wrote them down incorrectly in the application, and the

applicant signed the application without reading it.53 In

Kentucky Cent. Life & Acc. Ins. Co. v. Edmonson,54 and
in Home Ben. Ass'n v. Salvato,55 in closing the contracts of

insurance, the insurance companies were represented by
soliciting agents, or by "special agents." The applicants
signed the applications without reading them. The appli
cations stipulated that the statements therein were "the
basis of the contract" of insurance. False statements as to
material facts had been inserted in the applications by the
insurance agents. The Texas Court held the insurance

(1922) 579, 582, where the statement is made that legislation was

pending in on estate t oabolish the iron safe clause. This attitude is

changing as the courts recognize the fairness of the iron safe clause.
See Rhode Island Ins. Co. v. Phelps, 141 Md. 362, 118 Atl. 749, 751

(1922), where it is said that the clause is "'not only reasonable but
even desirable.' "

"163 La. 284, 111 So. 707 (1927).
"215 Ala. 564, 112 So. 154 (1927).
53 "No rational theory of contract can be made that does not hold

the assured to know the contents of the instrument to which he seeks
to hold the other party." Holmes, J., in Lumber Underwriters v.

Rife, 237 U. S. 605, 609 (1915).
" 218 Ky. 825, 292 S. W. 511 (1927).
"295 S. W. 638 (Tex. Civ. App. 1927).
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company liable, and the opinion of the Kentucky Court is

virtually to the same effect. In the Texas case, particu
larly, the applicant was an Italian, who could not read or

write English.56 In each case the applicant relied implicitly
on the assurances of the insurance agent, who had authority
only to solicit applications. The language of the applica
tions and policies, read literally, would hold the applicants
to the truth of the statements to which they subscribed.
But the courts were clearly correct in placing the emphasis
on the natural tendency of such applicants to rely on the
insurance agents, though there is some rather careless lan
guage in both opinions to the effect that the person whose
life is insured need not consent to the insurance,57 and that
unless an issue as to insurable interest be raised in the

pleadings, the court cannot consider it.58 It is submitted
that the court has the same power to raise the question at
any time of lack of insurable interest as it would have in

respect to any other question of public policy.
In Andrews v. Bulldog Auto Fire Ins. Ass'n,59 the appli

cant, without reading it, signed an application in which
the insurance agent had inserted false answers. The policy
warranted the truth of such statements. In this case the
agent was a "manager", that is, it is assumed, a general
agent of the insurance company. The court held in favor
of the insured.60 This is fair because a general agent has
all of the corporate powers of the company itself.
None of the courts thought it necessary in these cases

68 In commenting on such cases, Mr. Richards said : "The equities
in such a case are all against the company." Richards, op. sit. supra
note 30, at 204.

67 In several states, insurance taken out without the consent of the

person whose life is insured is declared invalid by statute. N. Y.
Laws (1902) c. 437; Ga. Code (1895) � 2091; Ind. Ann. Stat. Rev.
(Burns, 1908) � 4728; Mass. Acts of 1907, 894, � 73. Richards,
op. cit. supra note 30, at 702.

88 For a discussion of this point, see article cited supra, note 9.
" 291 S. W. 508 (Kan. 1927).
80 The Supreme Court of Wisconsin essays to distinguish, appar

ently between the duty to read and the duty to understand an in-
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to discuss in detail whether the statements in question con

stituted warranties in the strict sense, or only representa
tions. This question has been a fruitful source of litiga
tion with insurance companies, and has led to some classic
controversies. The warranty in insurance, derived from
the law merchant, differs from the warranty in a sale, which
is derived from the common law. According to the doc
trine of warranty in insurance, the contract depends on

the literal truth and fulfillment of the warranty, which is
thus seen to be an essential element of the contract.81 In
a sale, a warranty is collateral. This strict, even harsh,
doctrine 62 has often been interposed to defeat recovery by
the insured, where he has made truthful statements to the
insurance agent which the agent wrote down incorrectly
in the application, and where the insured afterwards signed
the application without reading it, and accepted a policy
declaring the application to be the basis of the contract
between the parties. If the statement in the policy be a

warranty, the insured cannot recover, because the breach of
warranty avoids the contract by its very terms. The House
of Lords recently construed such a warranty against the
insured in Dawsons, Ld. v. Bonnin,63 though the law lords
were divided three to two. Professor Vance strongly crit
icises this opinion, and, speaking of the claim of the in
surance company in that case that a statement as to an

immaterial fact, being in the form of a warranty, was to

surance policy, in Journal Co. v. Gen. Acc. Fire & Life Assur. Cor
poration, 188 Wis. 140, 205 N. W. 800, 803 (1925), where the court
holds the applicant bound to know that the policy he received did not
correspond to the policy he ordered because "a casual glance * * *

would have informed him." The court distinguishes such a case from
one where the policy is in the usual form, saying that the weight
of authority does not require the insured to read his insurance
policy.

81 Vance, op. cit. supra note 11, at 285 et seq. For an illuminating
�treatment of the entire theme, see Vance, The History of the Devel
opment of the Warranty in Insurance Law (1911) 20 Yale L J
523.
" It is so characterized in (1923) 35 Harv. L. Rev. 597, 599.
"2 App. Cas. 413 (1922).
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be strictly construed, says: "It is believed that no Amer
ican court, state or federal, would have entertained such a

claim." 64

In Royal Ins. Co. v. Poole,� the Supreme Court of Vir
ginia discussed the question whether an insurance company
is bound where an agent exceeds his instructions. In that
case the property was already insured with other companies,
and it was mortgaged for nearly its full value. The in
sured took out the policy because there was reason to be
lieve that some one would deliberately set fire to the house.
The applicant admitted that he made false statements in
the application on all these points. He explained, however,
that he signed the application in blank, and that the in
surance agent filled in the answers. But the application,
which the insured signed, expressly and very rigidly limited
the powers of the insurance company's agent, and there was

no proof that the true facts were known to the company
when the policy was written. The Supreme Court of Ap
peals found for the insurance company, saying that a com

pany has the right to limit the authority of its agents and
that where the insured has notice of such limitations he is
bound thereby and cannot rely on the fact that the agent
is a general agent. Citing prior Virginia decisions, the
Court held that an applicant for insurance, who signs an

application without reading it, is held to know what he has

signed. The Court said that no Virginia case had held to

the contrary.66 The effect of this decision is that where the

" (1923) 32 Yale L. J. 274. To the same effect, see (1923) 36

Harv. L. Rev. 597.
"148 Va. 363, 138 S. E. 487 (1927).
" Ibid. 369, 138 S. E. 490.
In March, 1918, Professor Warner counted 28 states as sustaining

the power of a general insurance agent to override attempted limita
tions on his authority in the policy; and 16 states and the United
States courts contra. Warner, loc. cit. supra note 29. See also (1925)
23 Mich. L. Rev. 304. Professor Warner counted Virginia as one of
the jurisdictions sustaining the power of a general agent over the
limitations attempted to be put upon it in the policy, and he cited

Virginia Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Richmond Mica Co., 102 Va.
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application contains a provision limiting the power of the

company's general agent, the person signing the applica
tion is bound thereby and cannot rely on the broad authority
even of a general agent. Perhaps most courts hold that a

general insurance agent has power to change orally any pro
vision in an insurance policy, though the policy contain an

express clause attempting to prevent him from doing so.67
It is difficult to word insurance policies comprehensively

enough to afford real protection to the insured and at the
same time precisely enough to enable actuaries to estimate
the risk; hence, the usual number of ingenious interpreta
tions have been recently sought to be put upon policies.68
Thus, for example, the two words "accidental means" in
the accident policy bid fair to produce almost as many cases

429, 46 S. E. 463 (1904). In that case successive insurance policies
had been written from year to year on certain property, each policy
containing a limitation on the authority of the company's agent to
waive any provision in the policy, and providing further that the
insurance would be void if the interest of the insured were other than
"unconditional and sole ownership." When the insurance was about
to expire, the general agent of the company approached the insured
to arrange for a renewal. The insured notified the general agent
at that time that a contract to sell the property had been made, and
that part of the purchase price had been paid, and asked the general
agent to notify the company. The agent said that this was unneces

sary, and the policy was accepted as written, describing the interest
of the insured as "sole and unconditional ownership." The Virginia
Court allowed recovery, citing authorities, at 439, 46 S. E. 466, to
prove that "an agent may waive conditions, notwithstanding the in
hibition in the policy." It is encouraging to find the Virginia Court
aligned with the better reasoned decisions, even though the latter are
numerically in the minority. Virginia Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v.

Richmond Mica Co., supra, is distinguished in Royal Ins. Co. v. Poole,
supra note 65, at 374, 138 S. E. 490, on the ground that there was no

actual notice given there of the limitations on the agent's authority.
�~ See Warner, op. cit. supra note 29, at 205.
as �* * * there has been a contest between the courts on the one

hand and counsel for insurance companies on the other, the latter
devising skillfully framed clauses and provisions, and the former
largely thwarting the purpose of these clauses by construing them
strictly against the insurer. It cannot be denied that not a little
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as "frolic and detour" in the law of master and servant.89
Death from gas administered in connection with the extrac
tion of a tooth is death by "accidental means", according
to the Illinois Court in Schleicher v. General Ace, Fire
& Life Assur. Corp.,10 and recovery is permissible. The
Court admits that there is authority contra, and in Barn-
stead v. Com'l Travelers' Mut. Acc. Ass'n 71 the New York
Court reached the opposite conclusion. A liberal but a fair

interpretation was placed on the accident policy in Union
Indemnity Co. v. Storm 72 by the Indiana Court, which held
that a person injured while changing or repairing a tire,�
though, of course, this was done after the automobile had
been stopped for that purpose,�was injured "while oper
ating an automobile." Judicial notice of the use of auto
mobiles is also taken in Guaranty Corporation v. Traders
Ins. Co.,13 where the Court held that a policy on an auto

mobile, used in the cleaning and dyeing business, is not
avoided by riding in the car to a motion-picture "show."
The Federal*District Court for Virginia held recently that
where the insured died from the kick of a saddle horse, he
was "struck by a conveyance" within the meaning of the

policy.74 In Komroff v. Maryland Casualty Co.,15 suit was

brought on a burglary policy, indemnifying the insured in
case his safe was forcibly opened "by the use of tools."

subtlety has been displayed on both sides of this contest." Pound,
C., in German Ins. Co. v. Shader, 68 Neb. 1, 93 N. W. 972, 975

(1903).
" See address of William Marshall Bullitt, Accidental Means, be

fore the Association of Life Insurance Counsel, Dec. 7, 1927. See
also Cornelius, Accidental Means (1916) 1-118.

70 240 111. App. 247 (1926).
" 204 App. Div. 473, 198 N. Y. Supp. 416 (1923). See also Pope

v. Prudential Ins. Co. of America, 29 F. (2d) 185 (C C. A. 6th,
1928), holding that death by hemorrhage following an operation is

not a death by "accidental means."
"86 Ind. App. 562, 158 N. E. 904 (1927).
"6 La. App. 767 (1927).
74 Gatewood v. Continental General Life Ins. Co., 23 F. (2d) 211

(E. D. Va. 1927).
78 105 Conn. 402, 135 Atl. 388 (1926).
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A clerk in the store was compelled at the point of a pistol
to open the safe. It was ingeniously argued that the clerk
was "a tool" and consequently that the loss was within the

policy, but the Connecticut Court held that the policy was

one on "the sufficiency of the safe to withstand tools or

dinarily used by burglars to force an entrance," and denied

recovery. A motorcycle was held not to be an "automobile"
within the meaning of an accident policy, in Colyer v. North
American Acc. Ins. Co.76 These cases recall the notable case

of London Guarantee & Acc. Co. v. Ladd," where the in
sured fell down the shaft of an automatic elevator in an

apartment house. It was held that he was a "passenger
within a passenger elevator", the Court reasoning that the
word "elevator" referred to the entire structure, not merely
to the car, and that he was a passenger because he intended
to ride on the elevator. The "war clause", exempting the
insurance company where the insured died or was injured
while in the military or naval service in time of war, was
considered by the Missouri Court in Williams v. National
Life & Accident Ins. Co.18 The Court held that a day la
borer at a military camp was not "in the military or naval
service in time of war." The insured had never been mus

tered in as a soldier, but was hired �o do laborer's work at
a military camp in Virginia.79
The growing point in "insurance law" is found in the

cases interpreting the policy, more than in those doctrines,
such as insurable interest, misrepresentation, and breach of
warranty, which are derived from the nature of the in
surance contract as a contract of indemnity. As might
be expected in this part of the subject, courts have reiter
ated the rule that the insurance contract will be construed
liberally in favor of the insured. But important explana-
" 132 Mise. 701, 230 N. Y. Supp. 473 (1928).
"299 Fed. 562 (C. C. A. 6th, 1924).
75 1 S. W. (2d) 1034 (Mo. 1928).
Te For a discussion of the rules of interpretation of the "war

clause", see paper by E. J. McGivney, No. XXIV, Dec, 1918, Ass'n
of Life Insurance Counsel.
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tions or modifications of this rule are also found, and in
increasing number. These latter opinions fall into three
classes. First, those correctly formulating the rule, namely,
that only where a contract of insurance is fairly open to
two constructions will a construction favoring the insured
be adopted.80 Second, those cases conceding that ambig
uous policies should be construed in favor of the insured,
but limiting this by the requirement that even in such a

case the language should not be given a strained construc
tion.81 Third, a few cases chiefly interesting because of the
reasons assigned for restricting the rule of liberal interpre
tation in favor of the insured, that is, cases refusing to
consider the insurance contract as special or sui generis, or
refusing to find that prima facie all insurance contracts are

ambiguous so as to apply the rule of liberal interpretation

80 Ambiguous policies to be given a natural meaning, Komroff v.

Maryland Casualty Co., supra note 75; language cannot be forced to
create ambiguity, Diehl v. American Life Ins. Co., 204 Iowa 706, 213
N. W. 753 (1927) ; ambiguities resolved in favor of insured, but

language should not be given a strained construction, Alexander v.

Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co., 290 S. W. 452 (Mo. 1927); rule
that policy should be liberally construed cannot be applied where lan

guage is certain and unambiguous, Flannigan v. Provident Life &
Acc. Ins. Co., 22 F. (2d) 136 (C. C. A. 4th, 1927) ; there must be

uncertainty in the policy to resolve doubts against the insurer, Og-
burn v. Travelers Ins. Co., 269 Pac. 728 (Cal. 1928) ; terms of policy
being plain and unambiguous, no room for application of rule that
where more than one construction is open, that which favors insured
should be adopted, Basta v. United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.,
140 Atl. 817 (Conn. 1928).

81 Fair and reasonable meaning to be given, American Mut. Life
& Acc. Ass'n v. Work, 289 S. W. 1020 (Tex. Civ. App. 1927); all

parts must be construed together notwithstanding the rule of liberal
interpretation in favor of insured, Burns v. American Nat. Ins. Co.,
280 S. W. 762 (Tex. Comm. App., Sec. B, 1926) ; construction must
be fair to both parties, notwithstanding rule of liberal construction
in favor of insured, Atlantic Life Ins. Co. v. Bender, 146 Va. 312,
131 S. E. 806 (1926) ; rule of liberal construction in favor of the in
sured does not compel court to give an unreasonable meaning to the

contract, Mulcahy v. Travelers' Ins. Co., 158 N. E. 764 (Mass. 1927) ;
unequivocal language to be given a plain meaning, West St. Louis
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as a matter of course.82 A few typical cases are found in
the footnote.
An analysis of the decisions in the group of cases under

discussion shows that in a substantial proportion the com

panies prevailed. The decision in the cases summarized
in volume 2, Current Digest, 1927, American Digest Sys
tem and the supplements of January, 1928, to and includ-

Trust Co. v. American Surety Co., 5 S. W. (2d) 669 (Mo. 1928);
fair and reasonable meaning to be given, notwithstanding rule that
construction favoring insured should be adopted, Goedecke v. Zurich
General Acc Liability Ins. Co., 7 S. W. (2d) 309 (Mo. 1928); in
surance contract to be construed by same rules as other contracts,
Irvin v. Metropolitan-Hibernia Fire Ins. Co., 247 Dl App. 562 (1928).

81 Insurance contracts should be construed as other contracts, York
shire Ins. Co. v. Gazis, supra note 52. Courts cannot construe a

policy contrary to its express terms where it is plain, unambiguous,
fair and not vitiated by fraud or mistake, Niagara Fire Ins. Co. v.

Mullins, 218 Ky. 473, 291 S. W. 760 (1927). In absence of am

biguity, policy is to be construed according to its plain and ordinary
meaning, Lee v. Preferred Acc Ins. Co., 216 App. Div. 453, 215
N. Y. Supp. 366 (1926). A clear and unambiguous contract will not
be modified nor a new contract created by strict construction con

trary to the insurance company, Tischendorf v. The Lynn Mut. Fire
Ins. Co., 190 Wis. 33, 208 N. W. 917 (1926). A policy should be
construed by rule applicable to other written contracts, Standard
Accident Ins. Co. v. Goldberg, 120 Okla. 108, 250 Pac 892 (1926).
There must be ambiguity before contract may be construed in favor
of the insured, Firemen's Ins. Co. v. Lasker, 18 F. (2d) 375 (C. C. A.
8th, 1927) .

See the notable opinion of Judge Hough, in Queen Ins. Co. v. Globe
& Rutgers Fire Ins. Co., 278 Fed. 770, 781 (S. D. N. Y. 1922), a

marine insurance case, in which he says, speaking of the interpreta
tion of the marine insurance policy: "The important thing is to secure

uniformity of view in the commercial world, * * *."
Following are some important Virginia cases interpreting the in

surance policy: liberal versus strict construction, Lynchburg Fire Ins,
Co. v. West, 76 Va 575 (1882); policy will be construed strictly
against the company, liberally in favor of the insured, Fidelity &
Casualty Co. v. Chambers, 93 Va. 138, 24 S. E. 896 (1896) ; Georgia
Home Ins. Co. v. Bartlett, 91 Va. 305, 21 S. E. 476 (1895) ; United
States Acc Mut. Ass'n v. Newman, 84 Va. 52, 3 S. E. 805 (1887) ;
ambiguous portions of the policy will be construed strongly against
the insurance company, Combs v. Hunt, 140 Va. 627, 125 S. E. 661
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ing January, 1929, have been tabulated. Cases dealing with
taxation, the regulation and control of insurance companies,
controversies between various beneficiaries and similar
cases were omitted. Only those cases were counted which
involved the possible liability of an insurance company upon
a policy as a result of a loss apparently within the pro
visions of the policy. There are 1176 of such cases, 122
in the Federal and 1054 in State courts. The great bulk
of insurance litigation, therefore, during the past two years,
was in the State, rather than in the Federal courts. In

fact, only about ten percent of reported cases were tried
in the Federal, as distinguished from the State courts.
Marine insurance cases were naturally in the minority,

there being 28 marine insurance cases reported, as com

pared with 1148 suits arising upon other kinds of insur
ance policies. Of the 28 cases arising on marine insurance

poicies, 12 were heard in the Federal and 16 in the State
courts ; nearly half the cases, therefore, which involved ma

rine insurance policies were tried by the United States
courts. In suits on fire, life and other insurance policies,
by far the larger proportion of cases was brought in the
State courts. In building up the law of marine insurance,
therefore, the Federal judges are playing a role as impor
tant as the judges in the State courts ; this is not true in the
case of fire, life, accident and other kinds of insurance,
where the opinions of State courts predominate. No doubt
the greater consistency in the rules of marine insurance is
due to the fact that more cases involving marine policies
are heard by the Federal courts. Fifteen of the 28 marine

(1924). See particularly North British & Mercantile Ins. Co. v. Rob-

inette, 112 Va. 754, 72 S. E. 668 (1911) (while courts favor the in
sured in construction, a plain stipulation in the policy will not be

disregarded). Ambiguities are resolved in favor of the insured,
Pacific Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Turlington, 140 Va. 748, 125 S. E. 658

(1924). Substantial compliance will satisfy fire insurance policy,
North British & Mercantile Ins. Co. v. Nidiffer, 112 Va. 591, 72

S. E. 130 (1911) ; construction of fraternal insurance contracts is
favorable to the insured, Greenwood v. Royal Neighbors of America,
118 Va. 329, 87 S. E. 581 (1916).
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insurance cases were decided in favor of the insurance

companies, 4 in favor of the insurance companies in the

Federal, and 11 in the State courts. The insurance com

panies lost 13 marine insurance cases, 8 in the United States
courts and 5 in the State courts.
Of the 331 fire insurance cases, only 38 were decided by

the United States courts, the remaining 293 being decided

by State courts. The insurance companies prevailed in

138, and lost 193 of these cases. In the Federal courts, the

companies won 11 fire insurance cases, and lost 27. In

the State courts, the insurance companies prevailed in 127

and lost the decision in 166 cases.

During the past two years, over one-fourth of the cases,

in which the opinions are reported in the digests mentioned,
involved life insurance policies.83 Of these 411 life insur

ance cases, only 36 were tried in the Federal courts, or less
than ten percent. The insurance companies prevailed in

17, and lost the decision in 19 life insurance cases in the

Federal courts. In the State courts, the companies won

128, and lost 146 cases. No life insurance cases were found

in the Federal courts in which mutual life insurance com

panies were parties defendant. In the State courts, there
were 101 such cases, 62 being decided against the insurance

companies, and 39 in their favor.

Seventy-nine cases involving automobile insurance pol
icies were reported�all being heard by the State courts.
The insurance companies prevailed in 32 of these cases,

and lost 47. Three hundred and twenty-seven "miscel
laneous cases" were summarized, including accident, cas

ualty and all other kinds of policies. Thirty-six of these
cases were brought in the Federal courts, the companies
prevailing in 18 cases in the Federal courts, and in 119
cases in the State courts.

" For a chart showing the number of cases decided for and against
life insurance companies in 1927-1928, prepared by Claris Adams,
Esquire, see Proceedings of the Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the

Legal Section, American Life Convention, October 8, 1928, at 32, 33.



FOREIGN JUDGMENTS�ENFORCEMENTS OF�
UNDER THE COMITY OF NATIONS

By ARTHUR A. ALEXANDER

IN the absence of treaty, convention and statute,1 execu

tory judgments in personam of foreign courts are en

forced by our courts under the comity of nations. This is
so since no law of a foreign country, as expressed in a

judicial judgment or decree of a court of that foreign coun

try, has any effect, of its force, beyond the limits of that
foreign country. The term "enforced" is used here in
the sense of "recognized as conclusive", because, of course,
our courts do not enforce, i. e., issue execution on such for
eign judgments as on their own judgments, but enforce
such foreign judgments in the sense of recognizing their
conclusiveness, without examining into the merits of the
original cause of action in which the foreign judgment was
rendered, when a suit upon such a judgment is instituted in
our courts.
"It has been thought by some jurists, that the term,

'comity', is not sufficiently expressive of the obligation of
nations to give effect to foreign laws, when they are not

prejudicial to their own rights and interests. And it has
been suggested, that the doctrine rests on a deeper founda
tion; that it is not so much a matter of comity, or cour
tesy, as of paramount moral duty. Now, assuming, that
such a moral duty does exist, it is clearly one of imperfect
obligation, like that of beneficence, humanity, and charity.
Every nation must be the final judge for itself, not only
of the nature and extent of the duty, but of the occasions,
on which its exercise may be justly demanded. . . . There

is, then, not only no impropriety in the use of the phrase
1 "The first section of Art. IV of the Constitution confers the right

to have full faith and credit 'given in each State to the . . . judicial
proceedings in every other State'. No such right, privilege or im

munity, however, is conferred by the Constitution or by any statute
of the United States in respect to the judgments of foreign states or

nations, and we are referred to no treaty relative to such a right";
Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Tremblay, 223 U. S. 185 (1912).

221
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'comity of nations', but it is the most appropriate phrase
to express the true foundation and extent of the obliga
tion of the laws of one nation within the territories of

another." 2

"Although the phrase ('comity of nations') has often

been criticised, no satisfactory substitute has been sug

gested. 'Comity', in the legal sense, is neither a matter of

absolute obligation, on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy
and good will, upon the other. But it is the recognition
which one nation allows within its territory to the . . .

judicial acts of another nation, having due regard both to

international duty and convenience, and to the rights of

its own citizens or of other persons who are under the pro

tection of its laws." 3

Diplomatic Negotiations.
It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible perhaps

without an amendment to the Federal Constitution, to ex

change the rule of "comity of nations" for treaty pro

visions, in view of the relations of the various States to

the United States, and of the relations between the States

themselves, each State being for some purposes an inde

pendent sovereignty under the Federal Constitution. In

this connection, it is interesting to recall some of the dip
lomatic negotiations to bring about a treaty or convention,
or to establish an epistolary or certified understanding,
that foreign judgments should have conclusive effect when
sued upon in our courts.

In 1874 the government of Holland, through its Min
ister to the United States, made a proposal to the United
States that a convention be entered into making the judg
ments of each of said countries conclusive when sued upon
in the other country. Our Secretary of State replied to the
Minister of Holland, in part, as follows :

a Story, Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws (1st ed. 1834)
�� 33, 38.
'Hilton v. Guyot, 159 U. S. 113, 165 (1895).
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"I have now to state that the subject has received the care

ful and deliberate consideration of this Government, which
finds itself constrained to say that the difficulties are so great
in the way of carrying into effect the project, arising from the
nature of the organic Constitution of the United States and the
relations of the States to the Federal Government, that it is not

thought best to attempt it." *

Similarly; in 1883, there was held at Milan, Italy, a con

ference by the Association for the Reformation and Cod
ification of International Law, and, among the subjects dis
cussed was a proposed international agreement for the en

forcement of the judgments of foreign tribunals in civil
and commercial matters. The Secretary of State for the
United States transmitted a copy of the proposed resolution
to the Attorney General for the United States, requesting
his opinion thereon. In reply, the Attorney General wrote
that, in his opinion, the propositions embraced in the pro
posed resolution did not "call for any modification of our
law as regards the effect and enforcement of foreign judg
ments." B

Again, in 1902, when enforcement was sought in the
Canton of Vaud, Switzerland, of a judgment obtained in the
State of Massachusetts, our Legation in Switzerland was

requested by the attorney in Switzerland of the holder of
said judgment, to furnish him with a statement or cer

tificate showing that similar judgments of the Swiss courts
would be enforced in the United States. The Minister of
the United States in Switzerland laid the correspondence
before our Department of State, saying :

"It is said that the Vaudois authorities are disposed to grant
the necessary recognition (of the Massachusetts judgment)
provided the Legation will furnish an official declaration of

reciprocity."
In replying to this letter, our Secretary of State said :

* 1874 Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United
States 794.

5 18 Op. Att'y Gen. 84.
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"The question presented seems to be whether a similar judg
ment obtained in the Canton of Vaud would be executed in

Massachusetts ... It is impossible to furnish the declaration
of reciprocity which is requested." "

The International Commission of Jurists, held at Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, in April-May, 1927, adopted a "Project of
a General Convention of Private International Law" to be

submitted for the consideration of the Sixth International
Conference of American States to be held at Havana, Cuba,
in 1928. This "Project" was one of many Titles and Ar

ticles thereunder, Title X being "Execution of Judgments
Rendered by Foreign Courts" and providing:

"Every civil or contentious administrative judgment rendered
in one of the contracting States shall have force and may be

executed in the others," on certain specified conditions, etc.7

The said International Conference held at Havana, Jan
uary-February, 1928, among other matters, adopted said

"Project" as the "Code of Private International Law", and
Title X of said Code was identical with Title X of said

Project. Our Delegates at Havana, however, did not give
their approval to this Code, but attached thereto their Dec

laration explaining their non-approval, and reading, in

part, that:

"The Delegation of the United States of America regrets very
much that it is unable at the present time to approve the Code.
... as in view of the Constitution of the United States, the
relations among the States members of the Union and the

powers and functions of the Federal Government, it finds it
difficult to do so." "

James Brown Scott, Secretary of the Carnegie Founda
tion for International Peace, and a participant in the de-

8 1902 Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United

States, 994.
7 24 Am. J. Int. Law, Spec. Supp. (1928) 273, 325.
8 Final Act of Sixth International Conference of American States

(Havana, 1928) 79.
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liberations of said International Conference, in his subse
quent explanation of this action of our Delegates, wrote :

"The delegation of the United States did not sign the con

vention to which the text of the articles on the conflict of laws
was attached; it reserved the right to examine the provisions
of the code in the hope that the government of the United
States might be able to accept at least portions of the code. . . .

"A government of united States has difficulties which the so-

called single or unitary States does not possess. Twenty Amer
ican Republics signed the convention, the signatures of some

being accompanied by reserves or declarations. . . .

"The difficulty which confronts the United States is two

fold; the original States of the American Union were sov

ereigns. ... It is generally understood that all matters of a

local nature which, beginning in one, and ending within the

State, or which does not affect the rights of the other States,
or the general interests of the Federal Government, are within
the Jurisdiction of the State. Under these circumstances it is
difficult to bring about uniformity of law and procedure in legal
matters, and such uniformity as exists is through the uniformity
of statutes adopted by each of the States." *

In the Federal Courts.

No matter what may have been the early decisions of
our federal courts, it is now definitely settled since the case

of Hilton v. Guyot,10 decided in 1895 by the Supreme Court
of the United States, that a judgment of a court of a foreign
country is conclusive when sued on in a Federal court of
this country, provided that the courts of that foreign coun

try likewise treat as conclusive similar judgments rendered
in our courts; and that such foreign judgment cannot be
examined on its merits, or the original cause of action in
the foreign country gone into, except for the purpose of

showing fraud or prejudice in the procuring of said judg
ment, or to show want of jurisdiction in said foreign
court.11

8 241 International Conciliation (June, 1928) 306.
10 Hilton v. Guyot, supra note 3.
11 Ibid. 202 : "When an action is brought in a court of this country,
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The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case just
cited, refused to enforce a French judgment which had
been sued upon in a federal court, and, in so doing, Mr.
Justice Gray delivered an exhaustive opinion discussing
fully the extant cases and examining the effect given in

various foreign countries to the judgments of courts of

other nations. The decision was predicated on the "dis

tinct and independent ground . . . that the comity of our

nation does not require us to give conclusive effect to the

judgments of the courts of France; and that ground is, the
want of reciprocity, on the part of France, as to the effect

by a citizen of a foreign country against one of our own citizens,
to recover a sum of money adjudged by a court of that country to

be due from the defendant to the plaintiff, and the foreign judgment
appears to have been rendered by a competent court having jurisdic
tion of the cause and of the parties, and upon due allegations and

proofs and opportunity to defend against them, and its proceedings
are according to the course of a civilized jurisprudence, and are

stated in a clear and formal record, the judgment is prima facie
evidence, at least, of the truth of the matter adjudged; and it should
be held conclusive upon the merits tried in the foreign court, unless
some special ground is shown for impeaching the judgment, as by
showing that it was affected by fraud or prejudice, or that by the

principles of international law and by the comity of our own country,
it should not be given full credit and effect."

Ibid. 205: "In view of all the authorities upon the subject, and of
the trend of judicial opinion in this country and in England following
the lead of Kent and Story, we are satisfied that, where there has
been an opportunity for a full and fair trial abroad before a court
of competent jurisdiction, conducting the trial upon regular proceed
ings, after due citation or voluntary appearance of the defendant,
and under a system of jurisprudence likely to secure an impartial
administration of justice between the citizens of its own country and
those of other countries, and there is nothing to show either prejudice
in the court or in the system of laws under which it was sitting, or
fraud in procuring the judgment, or any other special reason why
the comity of this nation should not allow it full effect, the merits
of the case should not, in an action brought in this country upon the
judgment, be tried afresh, as on a new trial or an appeal, upon the
mere assertion of the party that the judgment was erroneous in law
or in fact."
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to be given to the judgments of this and other foreign coun

tries." 12

That our highest tribunal thus committed itself definitely
to the rule of reciprocal comity in respect to enforcement
of foreign judgments is clear, not only from its ratio de-
cendi in Hiton v. Guyot, just quoted, but from its decision,
and ground thereof, in Ritchie v. McMullen, decided the
same day, wherein it did enforce a Canadian judgment
which had been sued upon in one of our federal courts,
saying :

"The judgment of the Candian court is, beyond all doubt,
sufficient to support this action, unless it is successfully im
peached. Testing the answer in this case by the rules laid down
in Hilton v. Guyot, just decided, no adequate ground for im
peaching that judgment is shown. . . .

"By the law of England, prevailing in Canada, a judgment
rendered by an American court under like circumstances would
be allowed full and conclusive effect. . . . The defenses set up
in the answer to this action upon the Canadian judgment reduce
themseves to an attempt, without any sufficient allegation of
want of jurisdiction of the cause or of the defendant, or of
fraud in procuring that judgment, or of any other special
ground for not allowing the judgment full effect, but upon gen
eral allegations setting up the same matters of defense which
were pleaded and might have been tried in the foreign court,
to reopen and try anew the whole merits of the original claim in
an action upon the judgment. This, for the reasons stated in
Hilton v. Guyot, ante, cannot be allowed.

"Upon principle, therefore, as well as upon authority, comity
requires that the judgment sued on should be held conclusive of
the matter adjudged." "

It would seem that this question of conclusiveness of
judgments of foreign courts was not raised again in our

highest federal tribunal until thirty-two years later, in the
case of Ingenohl v. Olson & Co., Inc.,14 in which the plain-

12 Ibid. 210.
" 159 U. S. 235, 240, 242-3 (1895).
"273 U. S. 541 (1927).
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tiff had recovered a judgment for costs against the de

fendant in the Supreme Court of the British Colony of

Hongkong, and then upon that judgment sued the de

fendant in a Philippine court, but was not allowed to re

cover because the highest court of the Philippines, holding
that the said Hongkong judgment was "a clear mistake",
refused conclusiveness to it, since the Philippine Code of

Civil Procedure provided that a judgment against a per

son "may be repelled by evidence of . . . clear mistake of

law or fact". The Supreme Court of the United States,
in a short opinion delivered by Mr. Justice Holmes, with
out citation of any authorities, reversed the Supreme Court

of the Philippines, saying, in part :

"It is not necessary to consider whether the section of the

Code of Civil Procedure relied upon was within the power of
the Philippine Commission to pass. In any event as interpreted
it involved delicate considerations of international relations

and therefore we should not hold ourselves bound to that
deference that we show to the judgment of the local Court upon
matters of only local concern. We are of opinion that whatever
scope may be given to the section it is far from warranting
the refusal to enforce this English judgment for costs, obtained
after a fair trial before a court having jurisdiction of the par

ties, when the judgment is unquestionably valid and in other

respects will be enforced."

It is submitted that this language is but a reannounce-

ment of the rulings for reciprocal comity in Holton v.

Guyot 13 and Ritchie v. McMuUen,16 and that Mr. Justice
Holmes must of had those cases in mind, particularly the
latter case, when he said that the Philippine court erred
in refusing "to enforce this English judgment"; because
it must be borne in mind that in Ritchie v. McMuUen, supra,
as quoted hereinbefore, the Court had said:

"By the law of England, prevailing in Canada, a judgment
rendered by an American court under like circumstances would
be allowed full and conclusive effect. . . . Comity requires that
the judgment sued on should be held of the matter adjudged."

Supra notes 3, 10, 11 & 12.

Supra note 13.
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Cases in the inferior federal courts, afford further illus
trations of the application of the rule of reciprocal comity,
for instance:

In Cruz et al. v. O'Boyle,17 where the action was brought
upon a judgment recovered by the plaintiffs against the
defendant in the Republic of Mexico, the main defense at

tempted was the defendant's contention :

"That it is contrary to comity and natural justice that the
judgment of the courts of the state of Jalisco, republic of

Mexico, should be enforced in the courts of the United States
without an examination on the merits thereof. That, 'no com

ity is displayed towards the judgments of tribunals of foreign
countries against the citizens of Mexico when sued upon in
said courts of Mexico, and the merits of the controversy upon
which said judgments are based are examined anew, unless a

treaty to the contrary exists between said republic of Mexico
and the country in which said judgment was obtained. That no
treaty exists between the said republic of Mexico and the United
States by the terms and effect of which judgments in either
country are prevented from being examined anew upon the
merits when sued upon in the courts of the country other than
that in which it was obtained. That the courts of the republic
of Mexico give no force and effect within the jurisdiction of
the courts of said country to the duly rendered judgments of
the courts of competent jurisdiction of the United States against
citizens of Mexico after proper personal service of process of
said court is made thereon in this country'."

The Federal Court, however, overruled the defendant's
aforesaid contention, and cited the Hilton v. Guyot case,18
as establishing the general rule of reciprocity and as hold
ing that "in Mexico the system of reciprocity has been

adopted", and said :

"Taking this as the principle, it seems to follow that, unless
the affidavit of defense denies the existence of the obligation or

excuses the defendant from the performance of it for one or

more of the reasons suggested (fraud, prejudice, or want of

jurisdiction), a retrial will not be permitted,"

" 197 Fed. (D. C. M. D. Pa. 1912) 824.

"Supra notes, 3, 10, 11, 12 and 15.
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and directed that judgment on the Mexican judgment be

entered for the plaintiff for want of a sufficient affidavit of
defense.

And also Gioe v. Westervelt et al.,19 and Strauss v. Con-

reid,20 follow the same ruling. In the Gioe case the Federal

Judge held the foreign judgment to be conclusive in the

federal court, notwithstanding his impression, from the

record in the case, that said foreign judgment was "rankly
unjusf ; saying :

"To one who goes carefully through the documents that make

up the record of proceedings in the Italian courts, which ter

minated in the judgment here sued on, it seems lamentable that

a sense of comity ever induced our courts to accept as res judi
cata the judgments of courts in foreign countries, whose sys

tems of jurisprudence are totally different from ours. Truly,
the judgment in this case is fearfully and wonderfully made,
and, so far as one can make out from the documents, rankly
unjust. Nevertheless, under authorities controlling upon this

court, there seems to be nothing to do save to accept it as a

finality. Hilton v. Guyot. . . .

"It is not shown that the judgment was affected by fraud
or prejudice, and it appears that under the Italian law similar

judgments of the courts of this country are not reviewable upon
the merits when sued on in Italy, but are given full credit and
conclusive effect. Under these circumstances plaintiff is en

titled to a verdict for the full amount."

In Our State Courts.
In some of the States of the Union, the early decisions

of the State Courts, such as Massachusetts,21 Maine and
New Hampshire among others, were to the effect that judg
ments of courts of foreign countries were prima facie evi
dence only, but were not concusive, and that the merits

"116 Fed. (G. C. S. D. N. Y. 1902) 1017.
30 121 Fed. (C. C. S. D. N. Y. 1902) 199.
51 For instance, see the dictum in Bissell v. Briggs, 9 Mass. *462

(1813), that: "If the foreign court rendering the judgment had juris
diction of the cause; yet the courts here will not execute the judg
ment, without first allowing an inquiry into its merits."
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of the controversy which terminated in the foreign judg
ment could be examined anew when the foreign judgment
was sued on in the State court.

At the present time, however, many of the State Courts
have adopted the doctrine of reciprocity laid down in Hil
ton v. Guyot 22 and Ritchie v. McMulen 23 ; many of them,
indeed, notably, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, New York and

Texas, had, even prior to those federal decisions, decided,
not only on the ground on reciprocity but also upon the

general principle of res adjudicata, that foreign judgments
were conclusive on the merits when sued on in the State
courts.24

In view of the fact, however, that the several States of
the United States are, under the Federal Constitution, in
some respects independent and foreign sovereignties, it
would seem as though the effect to be given in any particular
State to a judgment of a Court of a foreign country, in the
absence of a general treaty binding alike upon all the States,
is to be determined by what that particular State has de
cided for itself in that regard ; and this is to be determined
from the provisions to be found in its constitution or stat

utes,25 or, in the absence of constitutional or statutory pro
visions of the State, from what its own courts have de
cided.

So far as the State of Pennsylvania is concerned, in 1897

22 Supra notes, 3, 10, 11, 12, 15 & 18.
28 Supra notes 13 & 16.
24 Fisher, Brown & Co. v. Fielding, 67 Conn. 81 (1895) ; Baker v.

Palmer, 83 111. 568 (1876) ; Roth v. Roth, 104 111. 35 (1882) ; Rankin
v. Goddard, 45 Me. 28 (1866); Lazier v. Wescott, 26 N. Y. 146

(1862) ; Dunstan v. Higgins, 138 N. Y. 70 (1893) ; James v. James,
81 Tex. 373, 16 S. W. 1087 (1891).

26 For instance, section 1915 of the Code of Civil Procedure of the
State of California provides that: "A civil judgment of any . . . tri
bunal of a foreign country having jurisdiction, according to the laws
of such country, to pronounce the judgment, shall have the same ef
fect as in the country where rendered, and . . . the same effect as

final judgments rendered in this State."
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there was a specific inquiry made by the Austrian Minister
as to whether the state of Pennsylvania, would enforce the

judgment of a foreign country, namely, Austria-Hungary.
This inquiry arose in connection with a judgment which
had been rendered in the State of Pennsylvania between
two Crotians who were domiciled there. Judgment was

rendered for the plaintiff, who afterwards applied to a

Crotian court to give effect to it in order that it might be
levied upon certain real estate belonging to the defendant
in Protia. An inquiry was made by the Austrian Min
ister in the United States as to whether the judgments of
Crotian courts acted in such matters upon the principle
of reciprocity. "The Governor of Pennsylvania, in response
to an inquiry, stated that under the laws of that State, the
judgment of a Crotian court of competent jurisdiction, when
proved to have been given on due notice to the defendant
according to the laws of Crotia, might be sued on in Penn

sylvania and would be accepted as conclusive of the rights
adjudicated between the parties in the country in which
it was rendered, so that the defendant would have the right
to defend only as to matters arising since the rendition of
the judgment, such as payment made or a release." 26

Mr. Justice Story's Prediction.
In 1834 Mr. Justice Story in his Commentaries on the

Conflict of Laws called attention to the fact that at that
time the courts of Holland in many cases, if not in all
cases, gave foreign judgments a weight equal to that given
their own judgments "where the rule of reciprocity with
regard to Dutch judgments has been adopted by the for
eign country, whose judgment is under review". He added :

"This is certainly a very reasonable rule", and then made
the prophecy that it "may, perhaps, hereafter work itself
firmly into the structure of international jurisprudence".27

56 2 Moore, Digest of International Law (1906) 220; 1897 Papers
Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, 7.
" Story, op. cit. supra note 2, at � 618.
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In view of the subsequent decisions of the federal courts
and of the state courts, supra, and of the large number of

foreign nations enforcing, by reciprocal comity, the judg
ments of our courts, "The prediction of Mr. Justice Story
has thus been fulfilled, and the rule of reciprocity has
worked itself firmly into the structure of international re
lations".28

Supra notes 3, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18 & 22.



EVOLUTION EN LAW

By RICHARD S. HARVEY

DESPITE disparaging statements by those persons, lay
and professional, who prefer or at least profess to

adopt the attitude of upholding the static in matters legal,
it is our hope that it may be shown, there has been steady
progress in the direction of upbuilding a recognized status
in what may be denominated Anti-Trust Law.

It is true, at the outset, progress in that division of

American jurisprudence was slow and it is equally true

that at times progress has been intermittent. Thus, in
1890, at an early stage of Anti-Trust litigation, the State
of New York scored in curbing trusts through the "Sugar"
(North River Sugar Refining Co.) Case,1 in which surren

der of charter powers to a corporate overlord with the

right to fill directorates and executive offices was held to

be a violation of the inherent right to independent exist
ence which every franchise confers for use but not for
surrender to another incorporated body. This case did
not involve enforcement of the Federal Anti-Trust Law;2
and it is suggestive of a line of procedure by the individ
ual States under the provisions of the common law,�

powers that if consistently and persistently invoked might
have obviated recourse to national legislation to arrive at

the same objective. The same may be said of the action

brought by the State of Ohio to dissolve the Standard Oil

Company;3 but these cases were sporadic No doubt the
vast dimensions which the financial resources of the in

cipient trusts were already assuming and the element of
interstate trade extending into numerous jurisdictions, were
twin factors that deterred similar prosecutions; in prac
tical effect those opposing interests presented the appear
ance of being too formidable for single States to proceed

People v. North River Sugar Refining Co., 121 N. Y. 582 (1890).
* Sherman Anti-Trust Act, 26 Stat, at Large 209 (1890) .

* State v. Standard Oil Company, 49 Ohio St. 137 (1892).

234
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against, with hope of success. In consequence it will be
found, naturally if not necessarily, that the Federal Depart
ment of Justice conducts subsequent prosecutions in Anti-
Trust cases.
The Rate Cases4 were highly important in their ruling

that "commerce" includes transportation and that the rail
roads in their capacity of common carriers are amenable
to the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, supra, and must refrain
from every form of combination that would grant exclusive
privileges to members and by inference at least would
tend to create a monopoly. The courts went very far in
their rulings; indeed, in their later decisions the courts
have somewhat receded from the broad statement that po
tential ability to monopolize ipso facto involves violation of
the Anti-Trust Law. In fact, it will be remembered, Mr.
Justice Brewer, in the National Securities Company Case,
infra, in order to modify their scope, distinctly restated his
views on that point.
However potently the restraining influence of the Sher

man Anti-Trust Act had been exercised upon trade-re
straining compacts up to the time when the ruling in the
Rate Cases had been promulgated, the pendulum swung
as far in the other direction when the "Sugar" (Knight)
Case 5 came up for decision. This case is entirely distinct
from that referred to in our first cited decision; for the
instant case arose under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
and an altogether different issue is involved. This issue
concerns the inclusion of manufacture as an essential ele
ment of "commerce"; and logic would seem to require an

affirmative ruling would follow,�similar to that which we

have seen was promulgated when transportation was held
to constitute an inherent factor of "commerce", in the Rate
Cases, supra.
In this instance, however, the United States Supreme
* United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 166 U. S.

290 (1897); United States v. Joint Traffic Association, 171 U. S.
171 (1898).

5 United States v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S. 1 (1895).
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Court yielded to the argument of counsel, and divorced the

making from the articles made,�a ruling (whatever its
quality as a judicial deduction may be) that stood for four
teen years as the law of the land; in fact, it may be re

garded as legitimatizing that construction of the law down
to the decision in Standard Oil and Tobacco Cases, infra.
When the Addystone Case 6 came before the Circuit Court

of Appeals, the learned Judge who now presides as Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court found this

prior decision (the Knight or "Sugar" Case) stood in the

way of a ruling favorable to the Government's contention ;
but he distinguished the case as not involving the issue in
the Addystone Case, where there was presented a combina
tion requiring a series of monopolistic acts in a number of
States. Thus, while the Addystone Case is monumental in

importance, and closely rivals the Standard Oil and Tobacco

Cases, infra, in importance among leading Anti-Trust

Cases,�Mr. Judge Taft's passing notice of the Knight Case
tended to confirm rather than to discredit it, with oppor
tunity for the American public to continue in the belief it
was judicially determined that manufacture was not an

inherent part of "commerce", so far as the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act was concerned.
This soporific did in effect lull the American public to

sleep as to the potency of the Federal law against monopo
lies and restraints of trade, with the result that there was

a rude awakening when the United States Supreme Court
found occasion to apply this statute in drastic form when
passing upon the issues involved in the National Securities
Case.7
In reliance upon the apparent weakening of the combative

spirit which had engendered the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
financial interests had sought to take over permanent con
trol of competing railway systems connecting the Great
Lakes with the Pacific Coast, and to place those erstwhile

8 United States v. Addystone Pipe and Steel Co., 29 C. C. A. 141
(1898) aff'd, 175 U. S. 211.
' Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U. S. 197 (1904) .
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rival systems under the control and management of a per
petual holding-company trustee. Very much to the sur

prise of those banking interests, their discounting of the
action of the United States Supreme Court in the National
Securities Case, supra, was a mistake in judgment; and the
adverse decision created dismay in the camp of those finan
ciers,�a group comprising men of outstanding importance
in American banking circles at that time, viz., March, 1904,
Thereafter it was noted "a change came over the spirit

of their dream"; and this change was reflected in the ad
vice of counsel engaged in the formation of commercial
corporation,�particularly holding-companies of the larger
class; and instead of ignoring the element of "trade re

straints", the crucial question thenceforth became�"Have

you given careful consideration to whether you have avoided
infraction of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act?" This enquiry
still continues; thus the echo of the Northern Securities
Case still resounds in the offices where active financing of
commercial enterprises of the larger class is done.

Regarding the interval of fourteen years which elapsed
between the constrictive attitude assumed by the United
States Supreme Court regarding the scope of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act in the "Sugar" (Knight) Case and the com

prehensive view expressed by that court in the Standard
Oil and Tobacco Cases, Mr. Victor Merowitz, in an address
on The Evolution of Interpretation of the Sherman Law,
delivered before the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States at Washington, D. C, February, 1914, had this to

say:

"During all this period [from January, 1895, to March,
1904] it was the duty of every lawyer to advise his clients in
accordance with the decision of the Supreme Court, that such

acquisition [of competing concerns] was not prohibited by the
Anti-Trust Act of 1890. . . . This uncertainty was not dis

pelled until May, 1911, when the Supreme Court decided the
cases of the Standard Oil Company and the American Tobacco

Company. In these cases the court practically, though not in

express terms, overruled its prior decision in the Knight case."
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While the Standard Oil and the American Tobacco Cases 8

were colossal and outstanding�"each in his separate star"
�in respect to the interests concerned, and the United
States Supreme Court therein uttered its pronouncements
in language clearly intelligible to all,�those decisions were

in their essence the extension and application of the rea

soning contained in the Northern Securities Case; and their
real importance consists in the establishment of Anti-Trust

principles as the precept of conduct for American business.
In fact, further discussion of those principles in their

strictly legal aspect would be academic and of no service
here.
If, however, we assume those principles were correctly

deduced and have been effectually applied, and we pause for
a time to consider their ethical side, there will be found
high authority for believing the influence of those prin
ciples thus estabished has proven of benefit to the American

people. The late�and truly lamented�George W. Per

kins, in his brochure, The Sherman Law� Why it has
Failed, (May, 1915), while animadverting upon certain de
fects in the Anti-Trust Law as they affected the interests
he represented in his capacity as an organizer and con

structive banker, yet finds the standards of business dealing
had advanced under the new dispensation which came into
existence with the enactment of that federal statute:

"There has been one great good which has come out of the
Sherman Law and that is the agitation it has caused,�the
agitation on the question of what is moral or immoral in
business. The agitation has continued until a higher standard
of business morals has unquestionably arisen in this country
during the last ten years [from 1905 to 1915]. Men of large
business affairs have recognized their responsibility to the
public, to their stockholders, to labor, to consumer."

This opinion by an outstanding business man of that pe
riod but affirms�using that word in its legal significance�

5 Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U. S. 1 (1911) ; United
States v. American Tobacco Co., 221 U. S. 106 (1911).
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the verdict passed upon the same statute and the series of
litigations resulting therefrom, voiced by a distinguished
jurist. William H. Taft, himself the writer of the opinion
rendered by the Circuit Court of Appeals in the Addystone
Case, had published in the preceding year (1914) a book
entitled, The Anti-Trust Law and the Supreme Court. After
dealing with the Anti-Trust cases one by one, and comment
ing upon the fact that the judicial attitude of the British
Courts is "utterly opposed to the spirit of the [Sherman
Anti-Trust] law",�Mr. Taft continues (page 96) :

"The fact is that the course of application of the statute in
the past twenty years has been a valuable asset to the [Amer
ican] public. No man who reads this series of decisions need
be doubtful whether, when he is making a business agreement,
he is violating the law or not. He can search his own heart
and he can tell what his purpose is and what the effect of
his act is going to be. If what he is dealing with is interstate

commerce, if what he is going to do is to reduce competition
and gain control of business in any particular branch, if that
is his main purpose and reduction of competition is not a

mere incidental result, if except for that purpose he would not
go into the arrangement,�then he must know he is violating
the law; and no sophistry, no pretense of other purpose need
mislead him."

It is probable the cycle of Anti-Trust legislation and of
the litigation conducted by the Department of Justice for
their enforcement is now practically completed. Both will
remain in the arsenal of instruments of legal warfare that
have an antique value for effective service duly rendered,
even though it may fortunately eventuate that they are no

longer required in actual and active use. Those litigations
were indeed state trials, and suggest instances with which

English legal history in its remoter stages is replete; but,
as has been said, the occasion for their recurrence ceases

with the acceptance of the principles they were instituted to
establish and enforce. Somewhat analogous is the record
of the establishment of the rights of the minority stock

holder,�rights that at an earlier period of American juris-
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prudence were deemed negligible quantities; whereas to

day substantial investors are content to rest upon those

rights, feeling a sense of security that only a virtual con
trol could yield in former times, before the power of the

protesting shareowners had made itself felt and had won

its way to recognition and respect on the part of the man

agers of the corporation's affairs.
No doubt to this phase of the Evolution in Law, insofar

as it relates to the establishment of a recognized status for
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, has been due the creation of

quasi-judicial continuing boards that emphasize and make
effective these tenets of correct business ethics and pro
cedure which Congress decreed should become operative in
th United States.
The occasion for the creation of those continuing boards

rests, however, quite as much upon practical as upon ethical
grounds. In one important aspect, two of the epochal de
cisions in Anti-Trust litigation�the United States Supreme
Court's rulings in the Standard OH and Tobacco Cases�

were weak ; or, at the least, were not satisfying to the minds
of the average American business man. However willing
and indeed eager he might be to submit his actions to the
scrutiny of the highest federal court in particular cases and
to abide by its decree based upon a fair application of the
law to the facts as then presented,�the "rule of reason"
employed as the yardstick of its judicial determination
(the controlling factor of adjudication laid down in those
cases) did not afford him, as he believed, a definite meas

ure by which to calculate in advance the correct means

for the solution of current business problems as they arose

in natural course. Although as individuals their interests
did not assume large proportions, in point of numbers the
owners of moderate sized businesses were and are a for
midable class; and their united protests against the exist
ing uncertainty made themselves felt in the halls of Con
gress, with the result that the need for formative legisla
tion was recognized and measures adopted to meet that
need.
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The Federal Trade Commission,9 instituted in 1914, is
calculated to prevent incubation of incipient monopolies
and "trusts". Not only is that body empowered to prevent
the acquisition of its competitors by an ambitious concern,
but it also has supervising authority which regulates cur

rent business by interdicting bribery of employees, espion
age, acquisition and unauthorized use of a rival's list of

customers, secret rebates and discriminations, simulation
of trade marks and trade names, and the circulation of
false information calculated to impair credit. This enu

meration by no means exhausts the record of the phases
this delegation of legislative power to regulate business has
assumed in attaining its objective by removing abuses and

establishing higher standards of administration; but this
enumeration perhaps will serve the purpose of indicating
a trend toward constructive legislation in the place of the
sheer negation contained in the prohibitions of the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act. It must be apparent that few "trusts" or

"monopolies" can run the gauntlet of these deterring restric
tions ; and that the Commission serves a useful purpose by
obviating the necessity for recourse to the drastic pro
visions of the statute in that case made and provided. In-

ferentially, at least, judicial application of the "rule of
reason" is likewise obviated and forestalled by anterior
insistence upon compliance with reasonable rules of fair

dealing.
While less directly connected with the enforcement of

the principles of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,�the Inter
state Commerce Commission Act,10 and especially the

Amending Act of 1920 11 certainly tend in that direction.
Prohibition of the power to oppress (expressed in the Rate

Cases, supra, in terms which were seemingly a judicial coun
sel of perfection), is now made operative by the well-nigh
complete supervision of carrier administration and financ-

8 Federal Trade Commission Act, 36 Stat, at Large 717 (1914).
"Interstate Commerce Commission Act, 24 Stat, at Large 375

(1887).
"Amendatory Act, 41 Stat, at Large 456 (1920).
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ing imposed upon the Commission as a duty. Furthermore,

interlocking of railroad directorates can be made effectual

only after favorable consideration by that continuing body
of transit experts. It is a far cry to the old methods of

railroad management as recorded in the '80s and '90s ; and

those discredited methods, not to mention "monopolies"
and other forms of discriminatory combination, are ex

tremely unlikely to recur where opposing interests, after
full disclosure of the methods to which objection is made,
can invoke the protection of that Commission.
Those who desire to study the Interstate Commerce Com

mission in operation, and to discern the manner in which

it enforces the principles of equity jurisprudence as ap

plied to transit affairs, should consult the decision in the

Nickel Plate Case,12�a ruling where important interests
were concerned and where the Interstate Commerce Com

mission exercised effectually the quasi-judicial powers with
which it is endowed under the Amendatory Act of 1920.
In the realm of matters judicial it is difficult to gener

alize and from the mass of single instances to educe spe
cific rules. Nevertheless, may it not appear there is suf

ficient warrant when we venture the opinion that Evolution
in Law in this instance has produced for us an organic
principle? That, so far as the United Spates is concerned,
the curative tenets of the Sherman Ant|-Trust Act as am

plified and applied by the Federal Trade and Interstate

Commerce Commissions, have become firmly established?
That those tenets have eventuated into a fixed quantity and
have become a part�a useful as well as ai i important part�
of the law of the land?
Perhaps other prosecutions partaking of the nature of

state trials�although not now looming above the horizon�

may be required in this process of fixation of Anti-Trust

principles in the mind of the business world. Even so, the
benefits derived and to be derived will be very much worth
while.

"Nickel Plate Unification, 105 I. C. C. 425 (1926).
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NOTES

AUTOMOBILES�Bight of Gratuitous Guest to Recover for Personal
Injuries.

By the common law one driving a vehicle on a public highway owes

no duty to act affirmatively towards another with whom the driver oc

cupies no antecedent relation except that they are both human be

ings.1 He need only keep a lookout for, and expect the probable pres
ence of, persons as well as vehicles on the road. He owes the nega
tive duty, however, to avoid hitting them on discovering their pres
ence. Consequently, if he should see the prostrate figure of a person

alongside the road and apparently in need of help, the motorist could
drive callously on his way. The common law does not require that
the passerby stop and give aid to the victim, remove him to a safer

1 Pound, Law and Morals (2d ed. 1926) 67-68.

248
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place, nor even warn others of his presence.2 However, let the mo

torist once invite or permit the same person to come into his car and
the whole complexion of the picture changes. The relation of host

and guest is created. This new relation carries with it positive duties
to act affirmatively as well as negatively, with new liabilities and new

risks.3
While the relation of host and guest is recognized generally, its

legal implications vary greatly in the different states. That there is
some duty owed the guest by his host is unquestioned.* But as to

what that duty is, and what constitutes such a breach as will support
a cause of action for the injured guest the states are not agreed. The
main views on the question are: (1) the Massachusetts and minority
rule, laid down in the elaborate opinion of Massaletti v. Fitzroy,*
holding that the owner or driver of an automobile is only liable for
his gross negligence which causes injury to his guest; (2) the New
York and majority rule which was first given prominence in the case

of Patnode v. Foote* which held that the owner or driver owes to his

guest the duty not to increase his danger,' nor to create any new

danger. The New Jersey decisions follow the majority rule 8 with
the modification that if the guest himself solicits the ride the host
is not liable unless the injury is caused by his gross negligence.8 The

2 The reason why he is not liable, says Dean Ames, is that : "He
took away nothing from a person in jeopardy, he simply failed to
confer a benefit upon a stranger . . . the law does not compel active
benevolence between man and man. It is left to one's conscience
whether he will be the good Samaritan or not." Ames, Law and
Morals (1906) 22 Harv. L. Rev. 97, 112. See also Bohlen, The Moral
Duty to Aid Others as a Basis of Tort Liability (1908) 56 U. OF Pa.
L. Rev. 217, 316.

3 Pound, op. cit. supra note 1, at 69, n. 41.
' Cases in 2d Dec. Dig. Negligence 22%.
6 228 Mass. 487, 118 N. E. 168, L. R. A. 1918 C 264, Ann. Cas. 1918

B 1088 (1917). This rule is still followed in Massachusetts. Baker
v. Hurwitch, 164 N. E. 87 (1929).

8 153 App. Div. 494, 138 N. Y. Supp. 221 (1912).
7 Excessive speed has been held "to increase the danger" in Patnode

v. Foote, supra note 6, and in Beard v. Klusmueir, 158 Ky. 153, 164
S. W. 319, 50 L. R. A. (n. s.) 1100 (1914). See cases in 3d Dec.
Dig., Automobiles 181 (1).
"McKenzie v. Oakley, 94 N. J. L. 66, 108 Atl. 771 (1920).
"Rose v. Squires, 101 N. J. L. 438, 128 Atl. 880 (1925). Note

(1925) 74 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 86, in which the writer states that
there are four different rules in this country as to right of the
automobile guest to recover from his host for personal injuries as
follows :
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Massachusetts rule is based upon the assumed analogy which the
automobile host and guest relation is supposed to bear towards the
relation between a gratuitous bailee and bailor.10 The New York
view, as laid down in the Patnode case, supra, assimilates the auto
mobile host and guest relation to that between a landowner and a

licensee. The landowner owes his licensee the duty of refraining
from active negligent misconduct which will create a new danger or
increase his danger.11 Consistently with this view, it is held where
the majority rule prevails that the gratuitous guest must take the
automobile and driver as he finds them�with whatever defects that

1. Massachusetts rule�requiring gross negligence.
2. Indiana rule holding that duty of ordinary care is owed to invited

guest (referred to as the New York rule in the present note).
3. Indiana rule that the rule applied even to guests at sufferance,

cf. infra note 12.
4. Pennsylvania rule which adopted the Massachusetts rule allowing

gratuitous guest to recover but whether he was gratuitous is
made to depend on the purpose for which he was carried rather
than pecuniary benefit received by the host. Cody v. Venzie,
263 Pa. 541, 107 Atl. 383 (1919). Compare, infra note 39. Rose

v. Squires supra, followed the earlier case of Lutvin v. Dopkus,
94 N. J. L. 64, 108 Atl. 862 (1919), denying recovery to a mere

permissive guest or one who himself solicited the ride.
For a list of states following the various rules up to 1925, see

footnotes to above note in (1925) 74 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 86, 88.
10 The Massachusetts rule is based on a dictum in the celebrated

case of Coggs v. Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym. 909, 92 Eng. Reprint 107

(1703), in which Lord Holt laid down three degrees of negligence for
loss or destruction of bailed goods. The distinction is based on which

party is benefited:
1. If the bailee received the sole benefit then he owed the highest

degree of care,�so slight negligence would charge him with

liability.
2. If the bailment is for the mutual benefit of bailor and bailee, or

dinary care is required.
3. If the bailment is gratuitous, the bailee owed only slight care�so

gross negligence had to be shown. The Fitzroy case held a gra
tuitous automobile host came under this class. The only question
then before the court was that of a gratuitous carrier.
11 Birch v. N. Y., 190 N. Y. 397, 83 N. E. 51, 18 L. R. A. (n. S.)

595 (1907). Bohlen, Duty of Landlord Towards those Entering his
Premises of their Own Bight (1920) 69 U. OF Pa. L. Rev. 142, 245
et seq.
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may then exist. Consequently, the driver or owner is under no

active duty to inspect his car for mechanical defects nor need the

operator himself have any special skill in driving. In a well reasoned
opinion " the Appellate Court of Indiana carried the majority rule

to perhaps its outside limits. The court there asserted that the

automobile host owes an even higher standard of care to his guest than
is due from a landowner to his licensee. And the court expressly
declared that the situation is not altered by the mere fact that the

automobile guest is permissive rather than invited. New Jersey has

expressly refused to go so far.13 After stating that the owner and

driver's duty of reasonable care under all the circumstances is "the

only sensible and humane rule," the Indiana court goes on to say

that it will not apply the strict rule as to real estate trespassers and

licensees "with all its niceties and distinctions." The court then in

a graphic passage
14 shows why the analogy between the land licensee

and the automobile guest fails as to their respective positions. The
same opinion also criticizes the analogy assumed in the Massachu
setts rule.15

Assuming that the host's negligence has been established so as to

support a prima facie right of recovery how may the defendant bar

recovery? Much of the confusion on this point is due to the failure
on the part of some courts to distinguish between voluntary assump
tion of risk and contributory negligence.13 However, all the states

18 Munson v. Rupker, 148 N. E. 169 (Ind. App. 1925), cf. supra note
9 (3).

13 Supra note 9.
14 "A trespasser and licensee going on a tract of land�an inert

immovable body�takes it as he finds it with knowledge that the
owner cannot and will not by any act of his start it in motion and
hurl it through space in a manner that may mean death to him who
enters thereon. . . . But when the owner of an automobile starts it
in motion, he, as it were takes the life of his guest into his keeping
and . . . must use reasonable care not to injure anyone riding there
on with his knowledge and consent." Supra note 12.

13 "It will not do to say that the operator . . . owes no more duty
... to ... a guest . . . than a gratuitous bailee owes to a block
of wood, etc." Supra note 12. Cf. supra note 10 (3).

13 Contributory negligence is a mere unintentional omission of due
caution, or failure to take self-protective care. On the other hand
voluntary assumption of risk requires a conscious intentional act
exposing the actor to a risk which should be recognized as inherent to
the position assumed. Bohlen, Contributory Negligence and Volun
tary Assumption of Risk (1908) 21 Haev. L. Rev. 233; (1907) 20
Habv. L. Rev. 14.
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seem to agree that the guest owes some duty to use his senses so

as to avoid injury to himself." All the states except Michigan,1*
hold that a negligent third party defendant cannot impute to the
injured plaintiff the contributory negligence of his host unless he
was in a reasonable sense under the control of the plaintiff.19 It is

generally held that the guest is under a positive duty to protest
against reckless driving of his host. And if the protest is unavailing
to direct that the car be stopped so that the guest can leave it, if
this can be done with safety.20 There is also authority that the
guest's right of action if he is injured will not be barred simply
because he goes on, when he might have safely left the car, pro
vided, of course, that he has already protested against the recklessness
which resulted later in his injury.21 The protest need not be made
directly to the driver.22 And the injured guest will not be barred for
failure to protest, if he did not have a reasonably sufficient time to
do so after discovery of his danger.23 This is, of course, a question
of fact for the jury. The requirement that the plaintiff guest, to
preserve his right of action must exercise active vigilance and pro
test against what he considers to be the negligence of the driver, has
been criticized." One ground of criticism is that the rule tends to

17 See a very exhaustive note and cases collected to 1922 on this
point, 18 A. L. R. 309 et seq. See also 40 A. L. R. 1341 et seq.
2d Dec. Dig. Negligence 93 (1).

18 Colborne v. Detroit St. Ry., 177 Mich. 139, 143 N. W. 32 (1913).
19 Chadbourne v. Ry. Co., 199 Mass. 574, 85 N. E. 737 (1908);

Noakes v. N. Y. Cent. R. R., 121 App. Div. 716, 106 N. Y. Supp.
522 (1907), aff'd, 195 N. Y. 543, 88 N. E. 1126 (1913). See also
2d Dec. Dig. Negligence 93 (1) and 3d Dec. Dig. ibid.

20 Clark v. Traver, 205 App. Div. 206, 200 N. Y. Supp. 52 (1923),
aff'd, 237 N. Y. 544, 143 N. E. 736 (1924).

21 Munson v. Rupker, supra note 12, on appeal by defendant, pe
tition for rehearing denied, 151 N. E. 101 (Ind. 1926). It is for the
jury to decide if going on under such circumstances was an implied
acquiescence by the plaintiff. Hemington v. Hemington, 221 Mich.
206, 190 N. W. 683 (1922).

22 Clark v. Traver, supra note 20 : where the plaintiff turned to
another guest and said, "Aren't we going too fast for you, Frances?"
The court said the jury might find this was a diplomatic protest of
a guest and that it indicated his unwillingness to acquiesce in the
reckless driving.

23 Sharp v. Sproat, 111 Kan. 735, 208 Pac. 613, 26 A. L. R. 1421

(1922).
" Cardozo, A Ministry of Justice (1922) 35 Habv. L. Rev. 113, 121.

Speaking of a case where the guest is sitting beside the host on the
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cause more accidents than it prevents by the intermeddling of guests
as "back-seat drivers," thus defeating the very purpose of the rule.
If the plaintiff was engaged in a joint enterprise with the driver whose
negligence contributed towards causing the injuries for which plain
tiff is suing a a negligent third party, the defendant may impute to

the plaintiff the contributory negligence of his joint entrepreneur.ss

However, this rule is not properly applicable to the case in which
an injured entrepreneur sues his joint entrepreneur whose negli
gence was the sole actual cause of the plaintiff's injury.20 A fortiori it
would seem, the defendant host cannot impute his own negligence
to his injured guest since one does not engage in a joint enterprise
simply by accepting an invitation, without more, to ride in an auto
mobile.27

Recent legislation dealing with the right of one injured to recover

from the owner of a motor vehicle reveals views even more diverse
than those of the courts. A New York statute 28 confirms the opin
ions of its courts in support of the New York and majority rule.
The statute in fact extends the owner's liability to the point to which
it is practically absolute for personal injuries arising out of the

rear seat and after stating the rule of active vigilance, Judge Cardozo
says: "Men situated as the guest in the case . . . supposed do not

act in the way this rule expects and requires them to act. . . . they
rightly feel that except in rare emergencies of danger known to them
but unknown to the driver, it is not their business to do anything."
He cites Weidlich v. R. R., 93 Conn. 438, 106 Atl. 323 (1919), for the
true rule.

25Beaucage v. Mercer, 206 Mass. 492, 92 N. E. 774 (1910). Shar

ing of expenses is an important test to determine if joint enterprise.
Ibid.

28 There is "no rule of law that throws a mantle of protection over

the tortious acts of an associate in a joint enterprise or in a partner
ship." Wilmes v. Fournier, 11 Misc. Rep. 9, 180 N. Y. Supp. 860,
185 N. Y. Supp. 958 (1920).

27 Wilmes v. Fournier, supra note 26 ; Joseph v. Ry. Co., 294 Pa.
315, 144 Atl. 139 (1929) ; Perkins v. Galloway, 194 Ala. 265, 69 So.
785, L. R. A. 1916 E 1190 (1915). Quoting Field, J., in Little v.

Hackett, 116 U. S. 366, 29 L. ed. 652, 6 S. Ct. 391 (1886). That
where the driver is not under the control of the passenger "The iden
tification of the passenger with the negligent driver or owner without
his personal cooperation or encouragement is a gratuitous assump
tion."

28 N. Y. Highway Law (1926) � 282-e: "Every owner of a motor
vehicle operated on a public highway shall be liable . . . for death
or injuries to person or property resulting from negligence in the
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negligent operation of his automobile. To the opposite effect is an

Oregon statute, recently declared unconstitutional,28 which attempted
to take away the guest's right of action against the owner or driver
for personal injuries. Connecticut seems to fall into the same class
as Massachusetts by a recent statute,28* which provides that the in
jured guest can recover from his host only when he is guilty of in
tentional misconduct or "heedlessness".30 This statute is all the more

significant in view of the fact that the Connecticut court 31
was the

first to enunciate the present majority rule, later to be adopted
by the Patnode case.32 And when the point again arose in Connec
ticut 33 the court most emphatically reaffirmed the earlier doctrine
and expressly repudiated the theory of different degrees of care. The
effect of the foregoing statutes has been: to extend the owner's lia
bility in New York; to restrict it in Connecticut; and to leave it
unaffected in Oregon.
The majority rule as represented by the New York cases and

culminated in the New York statute of 1926 seems to be the most
sensible because reasonable care under all the circumstances is a

normal and relatively tangible standard and one intelligible to

jurors.34 The Massachusetts rule requiring a different standard of
care is unsatisfactory because it is impracticable, artificial and

vague.35 It is impossible or difficult of application because unintel-

operation of such motor vehicle etc."
28 Stewart v. Houck, 271 Pac. 998 (Ore. 1928). For the facts of

this case see Recent Decisions, infra p. 262.
28aPuB. Acts 1927, c. 308 � 1.
30 Silver v. Silver, 143 Atl. 240 (Conn. 1929).
31 Pigeon v. Lane, 80 Conn. 237, 67 Atl. 886, 11 Ann. Cas. 371 (1907).
32 Supra note 6.
33Dickerson v. Connecticut Co., 98 Conn. 87, 118 Atl. 518 (1922).

See the same case for examples of what constitutes a new danger
or increase of danger.

34 Dickerson v. Connecticut Co., supra note 33. See also Green,
High Care and Gross Negligence (1928) 23 III. L. Rev. 4.

36 Green, op. cit. supra note 34; 74 U. of Pa. L. Rev. 86 (1925).
See "Gross Negligence," Bouv. L. Diet. ; Dickerson v. Conn. Co., supra
note 33. Lord Cranworth called gross negligence "ordinary negli
gence plus a vituperative epithet" in Wilson v. Brett, 11 M. & W.
113 (1843). Neither is the problem solved by changing the negative
expression "gross negligence" to the positive phrase "degrees of care."
Lord Chelmsford rejected such a change in Giblin v. McMuUen, infra
note 36, at 336, 337.
"The doctrine of degrees of care, so far from being a product of

experience was an untested invention of fancy. When put to a test
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ligible to jurors who must understand it in order to choose between
the different degrees. True the Massachusetts court says it under
stands the rule,34 but perhaps in no other state are the decisions on

the point so muddled.37 To adopt the rule of gross negligence and

then to evade its effect by definition 38 is worse than useless. The
New Jersey distinction based on whether or not the guest solicits the
ride is undesirable because founded on an insubstantial basis."

Distinguishing the degree of care due by the owner to his guest on
whether or not the owner received a pecuniary benefit seems to be

contrary to principle and public policy.40 It would seem that the
character of the subject carried whether mere chattels or human

beings ought to be the true test.41 The real objection to the majority
rule seems to spring from a visceral reaction based on personal sym
pathy for the host who is visualized as a generous benefactor unfairly
bearing the brunt of liability.48
Although in the authorities there seems to be no reference to the

it hardly gave satisfaction." Green, op. cit. supra note 33 at 17.
38 Massaletti v. Fitzroy, supra note 5 at 495, 498. Quoting the

reply of Lord Chelmsford in Giblin v. McMuUen, L. R. 2 P. C. 317

(1868), defending the doctrine of gross negligence, that though de

grees of care are not definable, they are distinguishable.
37 See comment on Massaletti v. Fitzroy, supra, in (1918) 66 U.

of Pa. L. Rev. 275, showing that Massachusetts denned gross negli
gence differently at different times, repudiated other holdings of its
own and confuses negligence with care.

38 "Any negligence in such cases may well deserve the epithet
'gross'." Derby v. R. R., 14 How. 468, 14 L. ed. 467 (1852).

88 See Bohlen, op. cit. supra note 11, showing that the distinction
between care due to "invited" and "permissive" licensees is traceable
to the error of, and supported only by respect for the opinion of

Bigelow, J., in Sweeney v. Old Colony R. R., 92 Mass. 368 (1895).
Professor Bohlen shows that the true test depends on the purpose
for which the licensee entered. Compare supra note 9 (4).

40 2 Hutchinson, Carriers (3d ed. 1906) � 1022. Speaking of the
carrier's duty to carry passengers safely, Grier, J., in Derby v.

R. R., supra note 38, said, "This duty does not result alone from the
consideration paid for the service. It is imposed by the law even

where the service is gratuitous 'the confidence induced by undertaking
any service for the other is a sufficient legal consideration to create
a duty in performance of it," citing Coggs v. Bernard, supra note 10.

41 Hutchinson, op. cit. supra note 40.
" Nichols, J. (dissenting) in Munson v. Rupker, supra note 12.

"The neighborly kindness of owners of automobiles in inviting guests
. . . who are less fortunate is a matter of common commendatory
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modern prevalence of liability insurance, protecting perhaps most
owners and drivers, yet it is submitted that this consideration might
have influenced the courts following the majority rule." It is obvious,
of course, that the insurance company is the real defendant in cases

where the owner is insured. It is also obvious that the insurance

company is less deserving of our personal sympathies than the indi
vidual owner since the insurance company can spread its loss. Fur
thermore the insurance company does receive a pecuniary benefit for

just such protection. It is true than an effect of such a policy by
the courts in the absence of statute savors of judicial legislation, in
that, it virtually makes liability insurance compulsory. The answer

is that such effect is but incidental. In any event the end is desir
able from a social point of view, in protecting guests who are in

jured through the negligence of their hosts. It is not intended to

justify the majority view on this ground alone, however, because the
rule can stand on ordinary principles of tort liability.
It is safe to say that as the majority view gains ground automo

bile owners may be less disposed to give "free lifts." This will be
especially true if the insurance companies should insert a clause in
their policies exempting themselves in these cases.

J. F. McD.

BANKS AND BANKING�Liability of Directors to General Deposit
ors When Insolvent Bank Accepts Deposits�Duty of Care Re
quired of Directors.

The legal responsibility of bank directors consequent upon the
acceptance of the general deposit of an innocent customer while their
bank is in an insolvent 1 condition was again considered in the recent

remark . . . and if ungrateful guests are to be encouraged by the
courts to hale those who have tried to be kind to them into court . . .

owners may well choose those on whom they will bestow such hos

pitality." See also opinion, Massaletti v. Fitzroy, supra note 5.
" "The difference as one theory of judicial duty, or the other pre

vails involves at most a little change of emphasis, of the method of

approach, of the point of view, the angle, from which problems are

envisaged. Only dimly and by force of an influence subconscious,
or nearly so, will the difference be reflected in the decisions of the
courts" Cardozo, The Nature op the Judicial Process (1921) 111.

1 A bank is solvent when it has enough assets to pay, within a

reasonable time, all of its liabilities through its own agencies. Dodge
v. Mastin, 17 Fed. 660 (1883) . And is insolvent when unable to meet
its liabilities as they become due in the ordinary course of business,
or, in shorter terms, when it cannot pay its deposits on demand in
accordance with its promise. State v. Cramer, 20 Idaho 639, 119
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case of Daniels v. Berry.2 This is a subject upon which there has
been no dearth of judicial decisions.
The relation between bank and depositor is of a contractual na

ture,3 voluntarily assumed.4 When a general deposit of money is

made, the legal relation of debtor and creditor results, the money

becoming property of the bank to be commingled with its funds.'
The directors of a bank make no contract with the depositors; they
are the agents and trustees of the bank and represent the latter as a

distinct entity." Depositors, as creditors, are strangers to the direct

ors, maintaining no fiduciary relation with them; there is a lack of

privity between the two.7 A few courts maintain that bank directors
are trustees for depositors.8 But by the great weight of authority,

Pac. 30 (1911) ; Eads v. Orcutt, 79 Mo. App. 511 (1899) ; Parrish
v. Com., 136 Ky. 77, 123 S. W. 339 (1909).

2 146 S. E. 420 (S. C. 1929). The facts of the case were as fol
lows: The Bank of Latta closed its doors and a receiver was ap
pointed to take charge of its affairs. Subsequently, an action in tort
was brought against the directors of the bank by the plaintiffs as

separate, individual depositors, upon the theory that the defendants
were liable to the plaintiffs, as depositors, for the loss of certain
deposits made by them and received by the bank while insolvent.
Their complaint alleged that at the time or times the deposits of the
plaintiffs were accepted, the bank's insolvent condition was well
known to the defendants, or by the exercise of such care and dili
gence as was required of them by law as such directors should have
been known to them. By a statute then in force it was provided
that, "It shall be felony for any . . . director ... of any banking
institution to receive any deposits . . . after he shall become aware

that such corporation is insolvent; . . . and [he] . . . shall become
personally liable to the amount of such deposits . . . received by
him, or with his knowledge or assent, in any such case, to the per
son thereby damaged." The trial court sustained a demurrer to
the complaint. The plaintiffs appealed. Held, the complaint did
not state a cause of action either under the common law or under
the statute. Judgment affirmed.
3Sayre v. Weil, 94 Ala. 466, 10 So. 546 (1892).
4 Jasselli v. Riggs Nat. Bank, 36 App. D. C. 159 (1911).
5 Gray v. Elliott, 255 Pac. 593 (1927).
8 Webb v. Cash, 35 Wyo. 396, 250 Pac. 1 (1926).
'Deadrick v. Bank of Commerce, 100 Tenn. 457, 45 S. W 786

(1898).
8 Delano v. Case, 121 111. 247, 12 N. E. 676 (1887) ; approved in

Chicago Title and Trust Co. v. Munday, 297 111. 555, 131 N. E. 103
(1921); Solomon v. Bates, 118 N. C. 311, 24 S. E. 478 (1896).
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such trust relation is distinctly repudiated, when the corporation is
a going concern.9

In the absence of constitutional or statutory provision, the directors
of an incorporated bank would not be individually liable to deposit
ors in an action grounded upon negligence or mismanagement of the
corporation's business, this being a liability which accrues to the
corporation, and gives no right of action to the bank's creditors as

such.10 However, for active participation in a positively wrongful
act intendedly and directly operating injuriously to the prejudice of
a depositor the directors will be primarily liable to such depositor,
since the injury results to him and not the corporation.11 Thus,
directors may make themselves amenable to general depositors for
false and fraudulent representations made by them, and acts done
by them, with intent to deceive and defraud.12 And they are liable
for specific violations of positive law,13 but not for honest mistakes
in judgment.14 In those cases which hold directors to be trustees for

depositors, since a trustee is liable for misconduct in managing the
affairs of his principal, it necessarily results that directors are made
liable in an action by depositors for such misconduct.13
The liability of directors is in several states governed by statutes

resembling that found in Daniels v. Berry.1' In that case the court,
after stating that "aware" imports an actual knowledge as prerequi
site to directors' liability, as contradistinguished from an innocent
bona fide ignorance arising from neglect to keep oneself informed,
held, that knowledge of insolvency is not to be imputed to directors
from knowledge of such facts and circumstances as by ordinary care

would have shown them the condition of insolvency, following Minton
v. Stahlman." This, at most, is a charge of negligence and inatten
tion.18 The word "knowledge" has received a construction identical
with that of the word "aware" above,19 being declared to mean an

actual knowledge; and such would seem to be the general construc-

8 Supra note 6.
10 Hart v. Evanson, 24 N. D. 570, 105 N. W. 942 (1905) .

"Fusz v. Spaunhorst, 67 Mo. 256 (1878).
12 Zinn v. Mendel, 9 W. Va. 580 (1876).
"Witters v. Sowles, 43 Fed. 405 (1890).
"Spering's Appeal, 71 Pa. 11 (1872).
13 Supra note 7.

"Supra note 3.

"96 Tenn. 98, 34 S. W. 222 (1896).
"Supra note 18; approved and followed in Jones v. First State

Bank, 13 S. W. (2d) 326 (Tenn. 1929).
"Utley v. Hill, 155 Mo. 232, 55 S. W. 1091 (1900).
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Hon."
In cases of pure negligence, of a character which may be desig

nated as gross, the courts are hopelessly divided on the question as

to the duty, care or attention required of directors.51 The abstract

standards or criteria of duty have been generally applied. One

leaning more favorably to the side of the director is expressed
in the early case of Percy v. MUlaudon," in which it was declared,
speaking of bank directors, that "the duties imposed are presumed to

call for nothing more than ordinary care and attention, and . . .

the exercise of that degree of care suffices." "He is indeed required
to exercise a general supervision, and fulfill a few specific statutory
requirements, but not much more more. It is not expected that he will
devote much time to the affairs of the bank, as he is rarely paid
anything for his service, and generally is engaged in other and far

more important business. It is not reasonable to expect that he will
examine the books and other records, and without doing these things
he cannot know much about the details of the bank's affairs." "

The other measure of duty and liability, having most regard for the

public, is stated in Warren v. Robison:" "It is necessary for them

to give the business under their care such attention as an ordinarily
discreet business man would give to his own concerns under similar

circumstances, and it is therefore incumbent upon them to devote
so much of their time to their trust as is necessary to familiarize
them with the business of the institution and to supervise and direct
its operations.*5 In Briggs v. Spaulding,** the majority of the court

held that the question of negligence is one of fact to be determined
in the light of the circumstances peculiar to the particular case.17

" 3 E. C. L � 103.
" Cothran, J., in Daniels v. Berry, supra note 3, dissenting vig

orously, was of opinion that the complaint charged not mere passive
negligence, but the "conscious failure to observe due care, which is
willfulness."
"8 Martin (N. S.) 68 (La. 1829).
" (1903) 12 Yale L. J. 287. This standard was followed in Sper-

ing's Appeal, 71 Pa. 11 (1872) ; Killen v. Barnes, 106 Wis. 546 (1900) ;

Briggs v. Spaulding, 141 U. S. 132 (1891).
"19 Utah 289 (1899).
" This rule was applied in Hun v. Cary, 82 N. Y. 65 (1880) ;

Tate v. Bates, 118 N. C. 287, 24 S. E. 482 (1896) ; Seale v. Baker, 70
Texas 283 (1888) ; Marshall v. Farmers and Mechanics' Sav. Bank,
85 Va. 676 (1889).
"Supra note 24.
JT Bicker v. Hall, 69 N. H. 592, 45 AtL 556 (1899). See (1903) 13

Yale L. J. 287.
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While the rule of Warren v. Robison18 has received the support
and approval of a majority of the courts, the lax nature of the mi
nority rule has been the subject of much adverse criticism. It is
said that it places a premium upon honest ignorance and encourages
the somewhat prevalent popular concept of corporate directorship;
that it is a distinction in the nature of a recognition of success in
other pursuits which carries with it no necessity for anxiety or ex

penditure of effort." But the courts have been cautious lest desir
able candidates for the directorate be frightened away by the con

stant shadow of peril,30 though this reminder of duty is by some

regarded as desirable.31 A financial journal, in reviewing Briggs v.

Spaulding," which follows the minority rule, shortly after the de
cision was rendered, characterized the majority opinion as "gener
ous" and admonished bank directors that it would not do to relax in
the administration of their duties.33 It would appear, therefore, that
the more exacting majority rule closer approaches the banking pro
fession's concept of the proper standard of care required of bank
directors. J. S.

CONFLICT OF LAWS�Conditional Sales�What Law Determines

Validity.
The validity of a conditional sale of a chattel in keeping title in

the vendor is determined by the law of the situs of the chattel at
the time of the sale.1 But, by the weight of authority, where the

agreement of the parties contemplates that the chattel shall be taken
into another state by the vendee, the law of the latter state governs;2

28 Supra note 25.
28 (1907) 17 Yale L. J. 33.
30 In re Forest of Dean Coal Mining Co., 10 Ch. Div. 450 (1878) ;

Briggs v. Spaulding, supra note 24.
31 Supra note 30.
32 Supra note 24.
33 2 National Corporation Reporter (1891) 491.

"Clyde Iron Works v. Frerichs, 203 Fed. 637, 122 C. C. A. 33

(1913) ; Harrison v. Broadway Motor Co., 128 Miss. 766, 91 So. 453

(1922) ; Mergenthaler Linotype Co. v. Hull, 239 Fed. 26, 152 C. C. A.
76 (1916) ; Barrett v. Kelley, 66 Vt. 515, 29 Atl. 809 (1894) ; Ro-
decker v. Jannah, 125 Wash. 137, 215 Pac. 365 (1923); Conflict
OF Laws Restatement (Am. L. Inst. 1927) � 292. Contra: Turn-
bull v. Cole, 70 Colo. 364, 201 Pac. 887 (1922) ; Judy v. Evans, 109
111. App. 154 (1893). For collections of cases, see note (1923) 25
A. L. R. 1153; (1928) 57 A. L. R. 535.

2Hervey v. Rhode Island Locomotive Works, 93 U. S. 664, 23 L.
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although there is respectable authority for applying the general
rule.3 A title, valid by the law of the situs at the time of sale, will
be recognized in other states where the property is subsequently
taken.4 And this is so even though by the law of the state in which
the chattel was situated at the time of the agreement no recording
was required as against subsequent bona fide purchasers.3 This is

true a fortiori where the chattel was taken into the second state

against the will of the owner." On the other hand, if the title does

not remain in the vendor by the law of the situs at the time of the

sale, he cannot acquire a greater right in the state to which the chat

tel is subsequently brought.7 Once the chattel is in the second state

lawfully, it would seem that any dealing with it is to be governed
by the law of this second state. Hence, a vendor may lose his interest

by failing to comply with a local statutory provision requiring the

refiling of conditional sales agreement made out of the state.8 Sub-

ed. 1003 (1877) ; Corbett v. Riddle, 209 Fed. 811, 126 C. C. A. 535

(1913); Beggs v. Bartels, 73 Conn. 132, 46 Atl. 874 (1900). And
where this rule applies, the vendor's title will be recognized even

though the second state requires no recording of the conditional sale.
United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v. Northwest Engineering
Co., 146 Miss. 476, 112 So. 580 (1927).

3 Cleveland Machine Works v. Lang, 67 N. H. 348, 31 Atl. 20

(1892) ; Clyde Iron Works v. Frerichs, supra note 1. See Goudie v.

American Moore Peg Co., 81 N. H. 88, 122 Atl. 349 (1923). In two
cases the courts profess to follow the rule of Hervey v. Rhode Island
Locomotive Works, supra note 2, but the facts bring them within the

general rule: Knowles Loom Works v. Vacher, 57 N. J. L. 490;
31 Atl. 306 (1895) ; Eli Bridge Co. v. Lachman, 265 Pac. 435 (Ore.
1928).

4 Cooper v. Philadelphia Worsted Co., 68 N. J. Eq. 622, sub nom.

Lees v. Harding, Whitman & Co., 60 Atl. 352 (1905) ; Studebaker
Bros. Co. v. Mau, 13 Wyo. 358, 80 Pac. 151 (1905) ; Fry Bros. v.

Theobold, 205 Ky. 146, 265 S. W. 498 (1924) ; Van Ansdle Hoffman
Piano Co. v. Jain, 39 Idaho 563, 228 Pac. 342 (1924) ; Conflict of
Laws Restatement (Am. L. Inst. 1927) � 293. See also the contra
cases, supra note 1.

6 Baldwin v. Hill, 4 Kan. App. 168, 46 Pac. 329 (1896) ; Rodecker
v. Jannah, supra note 1.
"Goetschius v. Brightman, 245 N. Y. 186, 156 N. E. 660 (1927).

Contra: Consolidated Garage Co. v. Chambers, 111 Tex. 293, 231
S. W. 1072 (1921). See Beale, Jurisdiction over Title of Absent
Owner in a Chattel (1927) 40 Harv. L. Rev. 805.

7 In re Meyer, 1 F. (2d) 513 (1924).
8 Thayer Mercantile Co. v. First National Bank, 98 N. J. L. 29,
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mission to the law of the second state may even cut off the power
of the conditional vendee to divest the conditional vendor of his title
by a sale to a bona fide purchaser which is given by the situs at the
time the conditional sale is made." If, by the law of the second state,
a sale by the vendee to a bona fide purchaser passes title though the
vendee had none, the vendor is barred of his title, at least if he has
submitted his interest in the chattel to the jurisdiction of the second
state.10

An interesting application of the above rules occurred in the re

cent New Jersey case of Charles T. Dougherty Co. v. Krimke.11
There the D Co. delivered a chattel to �> in New York under an

agreement whereby title remained in the company. By the law of

119 Atl. 94 (1922). The Uniform Conditional Sales Act, adopted in

Alaska, Arizona, Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, reads as follows:

"� 14. Refiling on removal.�When, prior to the performance of the
condition, the goods are removed by the buyer from a filing district
in this state to another filing district in this state in which such
contract or a copy thereof is not filed, or are removed from another
state into a filing district in this state where such contract or copy
is not filed, the reservation of the property in the seller shall be
void as to the purchasers and creditors described in Section 5, unless
the conditional sale contract or a copy thereof shall be filed in the

filing district to which the goods are removed, within ten days after
the seller has received notice of the filing district to which the goods
have been removed. . . ."

8 Marvin Safe Co. v. Norton, 48 N. J. L. 410, 7 Atl. 418 (1886).
In this case the Marvin Co. delivered a safe to one Schwartz under an

agreement reserving title in the company. Schwartz took the safe
into New Jersey, where he sold to the defendant, a bona fide pur
chaser. Under the law of Pennsylvania such a vendee would have
obtained good title; under the New Jersey law the right of the vendor
was supreme. The court took the view that the power of the con

ditional vendee in Pennsylvania was one imposed by local public
policy and consequently did not follow the chattel into New Jersey.
See Professor Goodrich's explanation of the case, Goodrich, Con
flict of Laws (1927) 351. Also: Weinstein v. Freyer, 93 Ala. 257,
9 So. 285 (1890) ; Public Parks Amusement Co. v. Embree-McLean
Carriage Co., 64 Ark. 29, 40 S. W. 582 (1897).
"Pulaski Mule Co. v. Haley, 187 Ala. 533, 65 So. 783 (1914).

This title will be recognized in a third state. Fuller v. Webster, 5

Boyce 538, 95 Atl. 335 (Del. 1915).
11 144 Atl. 617 (N. J. 1929) . See Recent Decisions, infra p. 264.

The case does not seem reconcilable with the earlier decision of the
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New York S had the power to convey title to a bona fide purchaser.
S took the article into New Jersey, where he pledged it with K. If

the transaction had occurred in the latter state, K would not have

obtained any rights in the article. The court took the view that
the law of the situs at the time of the original transaction clothed S
with the power to convey title and that this power followed the chat
tel into New Jersey so that K could lawfully hold the chattel. No
distinction was made between a power imposed by the act of the
law and one arising from the agreement of the parties.12 It is cer

tainly arguable that the power was of the former kind and that,
therefore, it could be exercised only in the state creating it.13

D. L. S.

CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTS: Where An Express Trust is not Properly
Declared.

If the legal title to property is obtained by circumvention, im

position or fraud, or by virtue of a confidential relation, under such
circumstances that it is unconscientious to hold and enjoy the ben
eficial interest in the property, courts of equity will raise a trust by
construction out of such circumstances or relations, which they will
fasten upon the conscience of the offending party.1 Such trusts
are called Constructive Trusts.2 They differ from other trusts in
that they are not within the contemplation of the parties at the

same court in the Marvin case on the view apparently taken by the
court.

12 It would seem that the two cases might be reconciled on the

ground that in the Marvin case jurisdiction over the goods was

granted by the vendor while in the instant case the diamond was un

lawfully removed from New York.
13 Conflict of Laws Restatement (Am. L. Inst. 1927) � 303:

A power, created by operation of law, to transfer a chattel can be
exercised only within the state by the law of which the power was

created.

1 Springer v. Springer, 144 Md. 465, 125 Atl. 162 (1924) ; Mclntyre
v. Smith, 154 Md. 660, 141 Atl. 405 (1928) ; Leupold v. Leupold, 144
Atl. 657 (Md. 1929) ; Hendrix v. Nunn, 64 Texas 141 (1876) ; 1
Perry, Trusts (6th ed. 1911) 261; 2 Washburn, Real Property
(1876), 447, 451; Story, Eq. Jur. (13th ed. 1886) � 1265.

2 Davis v. Otty, 35 Beav. 208 (1865) ; Haigh v. Kaye, L. R. 7 Ch.
App. 469 (1872) ; In re Duke of Marlborough, (1884) 2 Ch. 133.
In England trusts which are not directly declared by a party at all,
but result from the effect of a rule of equity are called Trusts by
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time the contract from which they are construed by the court is
made, but they are thrust upon the party contrary to his intention
and against his will.*

Perhaps the simplest case of constructive trusts is where A con

veys Blackacre to B by deed on an oral trust for C. There is no

fraud present nor any fiduciary relation between A and B. B refuses
to carry out the oral trust. What shall be done with the land? The
Statute of Frauds * prevents the enforcement of any express trust.6
The courts have taken three different views as to the disposition
of the property. The view of most of the American courts is that
B should be allowed to retain the land on the theory that the Statute
of Frauds forbids proof of oral trusts or contracts." The theory set
forth by Professor Costigan 7 that a constructive trust should be
raised in favor of C, since as a result of the oral trust C obtained
an equitable interest in the land conveyed to B, although the trust
was unenforceable; that B was under an equitable duty to hold the
land for or convey it to C although the duty could not be enforced;
that by the aid of the Statute of Frauds B has terminated C's equi
table interest and his own equitable duty, and has therefore un

justly enriched himself at the expense of C.8 The third view, which

Operation of Law. Lewin, Trusts (13th ed. 1928) 74.
3 Springer v. Springer, supra note 1.
4 29 Car. II, c. 3, � 7 (1676)�"and be it further enacted by the

authority aforesaid, That from and after the said fourth and twen
tieth day of June (1677) all declarations or creations of trust or
confidence of any lands, tenements or heridatements, shall be mani
fest and provided by some writing signed by the party who is by law
enabled to declare such trust, or by his last will in writing, or else

they shall be utterly void and of no effect."
5 The seventh section of the English Statute of Frauds has been

adopted in many States with substantially the same phraseology.
In the following states there is no Statute making a writing essential
to the validity of a trust: Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Kentucky,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming Scott, Cases on Trust (1919)
193, n. 1.
"Tillman v. Kifer, 166 Ala. 403, 52 So. 309 (1910); For other

cases see Scott, Cases on Trusts, 408, n. 1 (1919).
7 George P. Costigan, Jr., Trusts Based on Oral Promises to

Hold in Trust, to Convey, or to Devise, Made by Voluntary Grantees
(1914) 12 Mich. L. Rev. 427, 434; also Scott, Conveyances upon
Trusts not Properly Declared (1924) 37 Harv. L. Rev. 666.

8 Professor Scott criticises this theory on the ground that it is un-
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seems logical, is that a constructive trust should be raised in favor
of A." Should B keep the property he would be unjustly enriched
since C has no way of enforcing the trust. This enrichment is not

at the expense of C but of A. and because of this a constructive trust
should be raised in favor of A.i: Equity declares the trust in order
that it may lay its hands on the thing and wrest it from the pos
session of the wrongdoer.11
If B by fraud or misrepresentation induced A to convey the land

to him upon B's promise to carry out the trust orally declared in
favor of C, then Equity raises a constructive trust again, this time
in favor of C." The basis for the constructive trust is the "spes"

sound to say that the refusal to perform an obligation, which because
of the Statute of Frauds cannot be enforced, creates an enforceable

right in C. He says it seems strange to hold that although the

making of a promise gives no enforceable right to C, the breaking of
the promise should give such a right. Scott, supra note 7.

9 This third view which apparently has considerable merit is that
a constructive trust should be raised in favor of A. To allow B
to keep the property is a clear case of unjust enrichment. His only
title is derived from his faithlessness to his trust. On the other
hand to raise a trust in favor of G even though it be denominated a

constructive trust is a clear violation of the policy, if not the letter,
of the Statute of Frauds. To raise a trust by operation of law in
favor of A perhaps robs the Statute of some of its sanction. It is,
however, only an indirect evasion. The oral trust in favor of C is
not enforced either directly or indirectly. B is simply deprived of the
property in favor of A, whose confidence he has misused. In an ulti
mate analysis this involves a nice discrimination between the policy
behind the statute and that against unjust enrichment with the equi
ties of the situation preponderating in favor of the latter.

10 Peacock v. Nelson, 50 Mo. 256 (IS 72) .

"Leupold v. Leupold, 144 AtL 647 (1923).
1S Stout v. Stout, 165 Iowa 552. 146 N. W. 474 (1914) ; Reardon v.

Beardon, 219 Mass. 594, 107 X. E. 522 (1914).
Care muse be taken to distinguish the effect of B's promise to carrv

out the oral trust. If at the time he promises, B has no intention of
carrying out the agreement this is a misrepresentation of an existing
fact�his intention�and amounts to a fraud. On the other hand if
B intends to abide by the promise at the time he received the con

veyance this is simply a failure to perform his agreement and does
not amount to a misrepresentation. The fact, however, that B does
not carry out his promise would seem evidentiary that it was never
his intention to do so.
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or expectation, or hope, of receiving a gift of property that C may
have had. By B's misrepresentation to A which caused A to convey
the property to B and B's subsequent refusal to convey to C as A

intended, this "spes" of C is destroyed; a tort has been committed
by B against C to C's damage. Since the tort involved fraud Equity
will give specific reparation. Since A has parted with the property
of his own volition there is no wrong against him, for he has con

veyed his title away. C, however, is not entitled unless but for the
fraud of B he would have received the property.15
Upon the same principle as in the case of fraud worked upon the

settlor, the Equity courts will raise a constructive trust in the case

where because of a fiduciary relation existing between A and B, A
is induced to convey to B upon an oral trust for C. Should B fail
to carry out this trust then C is deprived of his expectancy, his

"spes"; a tort is committed which Equity will specifically redress by
giving the property to C. Two very recent cases

14 have shown that

the relation which exists between mother and son and man and wife
are sufficient to raise such a constructive trust. In an Illinois case

15

it was held that where the legal title is conveyed by a mother to a

son, to be held by him in trust for all her children, the conveyance

being without consideration and the result of the confidence reposed
in the grantee by the mother, a court of Equity will not permit the
son to betray such confidence, but will raise a constructive trust in

favor of the children.16 The same principles apply to transactions
between all persons standing in confidential relations to each other.17
A constructive trust has been raised in a number of cases where

A makes a conveyance to B on contemplation of death, bh an oral
trust in favor of C, which is intended by A as a substitute for a

testamentary disposition. B is said to be the constructive trustee

for C, particularly if B was guilty of actual fraud in inducing the

conveyance.18 If, however, B was not guilty of fraud or duress or

" Huffine v. Lincoln, 52 Mont. 585, 160 Bac. 820 (1916).
If, but for the fraud of B, A would not have conveyed the property

to C, but would have retained it, B holds in constructive trust for A
and not for C. Lawley v. Hickenlooper, 61 Utah 298, 212 Pac. 526

(1923).
"Davids et al. v. Davids et al., 164 N. E. 662 (111. 1929) (mother
and son). See Recent Decisions, infra, p. 269.

Leupold v. Leupold, 144 Atl. 647 (1929) (husband and wife) .

16 Stohl v. Stohl, 214 111. 131, 73 N. E. 319 (1905).
18 See also, Miller v. Miller, 266 111. 522, 107 N. E. 821 (1915).
17 1 Peery, Trusts and Trustees (1911) 337.

18Lauricella v. Lauricella, 161 Cal. 61, 118 Pac. 430 (1911); Lewis
v. Corbin, 195 Mass. 520, 81 N. E. 248 (1907) ; Ahrens v. Jones, 169
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undue influence but had simply failed to perform his promise to

hold for C or to convey to C, the weight of authority holds that C is

entitled to recover the property by virtue of a constructive trust im

posed upon B." In a few jurisdictions it has been held that in the

absence of fraud or of a confidential relationship between the devisee

or legatee and the testator, the intended beneficiary cannot take.30

In these cases where there is an absence of fraud or abuse of a

fiduciary relation it would seem that to give the property to C vio

lates not merely the Statute of Frauds but also the Statute of Wills,31
for if A on contemplation of death devised the property to B to

hold for C he is in substance attempting to make a testamentary
disposition to C of a beneficial interest in property without complying
with the Statute of Wills.'3

It would seem clear, however, that B would be unjustly enriched

if he were allowed to retain the property in violation of his promise,
which induced the testator to make the devise to him. It would not

seem that the policy of the Statute of Wills should forbid the proof
of B's promise for the purpose, not of enforcing it, but of putting the

parties as nearly as possible in statu quo. Unfortunately, of course,
by hypothesis, A is dead and the property cannot be restored to him.
It would seem proper, however, to give it to those who would have
taken it if he had not made the devise or legacy; in other words, it
would seem proper to impose a constructive trust upon B in favor
of the testator's heirs or next of kin. As in the case of a convey
ance inter vivos, where the policy of the statute forbids going for

ward, it should not forbid going backward in order to prevent unjust
enrichment.3'

R. G. B.

N. Y. 555, 62 N. E. 666 (1902).
"Caldwell v. Caldwell, 7 Bush 515 (Ky. 1871).
For other cases see, Scott, Cases on Trusts (1919) 424, n. 1.

30 Moore v. Campbell, 102 Ala. 445, 14 So. 780 (1893) ; Evans v.

Moore, 247 111. 60, 93 N. E. 118 (1910).
31 Scott, supra note 7.
By the "Statute of Wills" is meant the statutory provisions re

quiring that testamentary dispositions must be evidenced by a writ
ten instrument signed by the person making the disposition and duly
attested.

32 The fallacy behind these cases is strikingly illustrated in two
classes of cases to which they are closely akin. If A devises property
to B on an oral trust for C and the existence of a trust but not its
provisions appears on the face of the will a trust will be imposed
in favor of A's estate and not in favor of C. Is it any less a viola
tion of the Statute of Wills to impose a trust in favor of C when
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AUTOMOBILES�Right of Gratuitous Guest to Recover for Personal
Injuries.

The plaintiff alleged that she was riding in an automobile on the

public highway of the state "as an expressly invited guest" of the
defendant, who was the owner and operator of the car, and that
he drove it so negligently as to cause plaintiff personal injuries for
which she seeks damages. The defendant demurred on the ground
that no cause of action was stated. He relied on an Oregon statute
which provided that: "Any person who as a guest accepts a ride
in any vehicle moving upon any of the public highways of the
state . . . and while so riding sustains an injury . . . shall have no

right of recovery against the owner or driver of such motor vehicle"
Laws of 1927, p. 448. From a judgment for the defendant,
the plaintiff appealed. Held, a host owes his guest the duty to ex

ercise due care for his safety and a statute depriving him of right
of recovery against the driver or owner for injuries violates Art.
1 � 10 of Oregon Constitution protecting jural rights which have
become well established. Judgment reversed. Stewart v. Houck, 271
Pac. 998 (Ore. 1928).
For a discussion of the principles involved see Notes, supra p. 243.

J. F. McD.

the trust is entirely oral than where the fact of the trust but not
its explicit terms appears on the fact of the will? Again, if A
devise to B on an oral trust for C, a charity, within the prohibition
of the Mortmain acts, the courts refuse to impose a trust in favor
of C because they regard this as a testamentary disposition within
the Mortmain statutes. Is such a trust less testamentary when the
Statute of Wills is called into question? Or perhaps, the real in

quiry is, whether it is more important to preserve inviolate the policy
behind the Mortmain statutes than it is that underlying the Statute
of Wills. The requirements of attestation are formalities, but are

they not substantial formalities which should be sparingly disre
garded?

83 Scott, supra note 7.

263
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CONFLICT OF LAWS�Conditional Sales�What Law Determines
Validity.

Plaintiff, a manufacturing jeweler, at its place of business in New

York City, delivered a diamond to one Scull, a member of a firm

of jewelry brokers, under an agreement whereby title remained in

the former. Scull pledged the stone with the defendant in New

Jersey for a loan of $700. The New York Law [Personal Property
Law (Consol. Law, c. 41) � 43] clothed Scull with the power validly
to sell or to pledge the property with a bona fide pledgee. Under
the New Jersey law the vendee or pledgee acquired no rights. From
a judgment for the plaintiff the defendant appeals. Held, that since
the law of the original situs of the property gave the power to sell
or pledge, that power followed the chattel and Scull could lawfully
make such pledge in New Jersey. Judgment reversed. Charles T.

Dougherty Co. v. Krimke, 144 Atl. 617 (N. J. 1929).
For a discussion of the principles involved in this case, see Notes,

supra p. 255.
D. L. S.

CONFLICT OF LAWS�Foreign Divorce without Personal Service.

The defendant was convicted under a Massachusetts statute of

neglecting to support his wife and child. The spouses were married
at Lowell, Mass., in 1902, where they resided for twelve years. Then
the husband committed adultery and the parties ceased to cohabit,
although he continued to live in Lowell and to support his family
until 1918. In that year he moved to Ohio, where he sued for a

divorce but failed in his action, and was ordered to pay specified
sums for he maintenance of his family through an Ohio probation
officer. He paid money under that decree until 1924. In August,
1923, the wife took her child to New Hampshire, but in June, 1924,
made her home in Lowell once more. In April, 1924, the husband,
having established- a domicile in Indiana, procured a divorce there
on the ground of desertion. The only service had upon his wife
was service by publication. No inquiry was made of the probation
officer as to her address. However, before bringing the libel he
inquired at the Lowell home but was unable to secure any informa
tion there as to her whereabouts. Held, the courts of Massachusetts
were not bound to recognize the Indiana divorce. Conviction af
firmed. Commonwealth v. Booth, 165 N. E. 29 (Mass. 1929).
In this country the rule is that the state in which the parties are

domiciled has jurisdiction to terminate their marriage by divorce.
Gregory v. Gregory, 78 Me. 187, 3 Atl. 280 (1886) ; Conflict of
Laws Restatement (Am. L. Inst. 1927) � 116. This is so even

though the acts given as ground for divorce were committed outside
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of the state. Wilcox v. Wilcox, 10 Ind. 436 (1858). A decree of
divorce given at the matrimonial domicile of the parties will be

recognized by every state in the Union by compulsory force of the
full faith and credit clause of the United States Constitution. Ather-
ton v. Atherton, 181 U. S. 155, 21 Sup. Ct. 544, 45 L. Ed. 794 (1901),
On the other hand, a decree of divorce rendered where neither party
is domiciled is not entitled to recognition anywhere. Streitwolf v.

Streitwolf, 181 U. S. 179, 21 Sup. Ct. 553, 45 L. Ed. 807 (1901) ; see

Conflict of Laws Restatement (Am. L. Inst. 1927) � 117. Divorce

jurisdiction is not a personal matter; therefore, the fact that both
spouses have appeared in the suit will not entitle the decree to be

recognized if there was no domiciliary jurisdiction. Andrews v.

Andrews, 188 U. S. 14, 23 Sup. Ct. 237, 47 L. Ed. 366 (1903). But

see, Gould v. Gould, 235 N. Y. 14, 138 N. E. 490 (1923). The dif
ficult situation in the conflict of laws arises when a decree is

granted at the domicile of one party only. The United States Su

preme Court rule is that a divorce, to be entitled to recognition, must
be granted by a court having jurisdiction over the matrimonial dom
icile and the domicile of one of the spouses. Haddock v. Haddock,
201 U. S. 562, 26 Sup. Ct. 525, 50 L. Ed. 867 (1906). But it will

dispense with the requirement of the matrimonial domicile if one

of the parties domiciled in the jurisdiction of the court granting
the divorce and there is personal service upon the other party, or
voluntary appearance in court. Cheever v. Wilson, 9 Wall. 108,
19 L. Ed. 604 (1869). Section 118, Part II, of the American
Law Institute, Restatement of Conflict of Laws, states the rule
on this point as follows: "A state cannot exercise through its courts

jurisdiction to dissolve the marriage of spouses of whom one is dom
iciled within the state and the other is domiciled outside the state,
unless the spouse who is not domiciled in the state: (a) has per
mitted the other spouse to acquire a separate home; or (b) by his
or her misconduct has caused to have the right to object to the ac

quisition of such separate home; or (c) is personally subject to the

jurisdiction of the state which grants the divorce." It is Professor
Beale's opinion that qualification (a) is not considered in the Had
dock case, but that (b) and (c) represent the rule in that case.

Beale, Haddock Revisited (1926) 39 Harv. L. Rev. 417, at 426.
Professor Beale states that the Haddock case also lays down propo
sitions of law which seem to come to this: "If the husband wrong

fully leaves the wife, and seeks a new domicil, he cannot there get
a divorce which will be entitled to full faith and credit. If he ac

quires a new domicile after a separation because of the wife's wrong,
he may there obtain a decree of divorce which will be entitled to

full faith and credit. The wife's power to get a binding divorce is
the same as the husband's." 39 Harv. L. Rev. 417, at 420. In
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addition to the rule of the United States Supreme Court and that

of the American Law Institute, there is still a third view which

holds that the domicile of either spouse will give the court jurisdic
tion to grant a divorce. Gildersleeve v. Gildersleeve, 88 Conn. 689,
92 Atl. 684 (1914) . This view has logical place for the holding that

a wife, injured by the wrongful conduct of her husband, can estab
lish a separate domicile for a divorce suit wherever she chooses.

DiUon v. Ditson, 4 R. I. 87 (1856). But it is now believed that
the rule of the United States Supreme Court permits a wife to get
a binding divorce under these circumstances as well.

There is a division of authority on the question whether, under

general rules applicable in all conflict of laws questions, the Mas
sachusetts Supreme Court in the instant case should have recognized
the Indiana divorce. From the standpoint of the full faith and

credit clause, on the authority of the Haddock case, the ruling of the
court was clearly correct. The chief difficulty with the rule in that

case, however, is the uncertainty which is created in the legal status
of families involved as it permits the risk of a different finding of
fact by two courts, although this objection seems inherent in the
factual situation, rather than due to a defect in the rule of law.

Moreover, it was stated in the Haddock case that the Connecticut
court could divorce the husband, a citizen of Connecticut, but that
the New York courts did not have to recognize that divorce. Now,
unless that part of the opinion in the Haddock case, which indicated
that the Connecticut divorce was valid in that state, was obiter dicta,
there remains the very unhappy situation of a husband without a

wife, and a wife without a husband.

R. C. W.

HUSBAND AND WIFE�Tenancy By Entirety.
A husband, seised in fee, conveyed title to himself and wife by

a warranty deed without intervention of a third party. Under the
modern Married Women's Property Acts is such a conveyance
void? does it create a tenancy in common, joint tenancy, or tenancy
by the entirety? Held, a husband may deed his property to himself
and wife without intervention of a third party and thereby create a

tenancy by the entirety. Boehringer v. Schmid, 133 Misc. Rep. 236,
232 N. Y. Supp. 360 (1928).
A tenancy by the entirety is essentially a joint tenancy, modified

by the common law theory that husband and wife are in contempla
tion of law but one person; Bl. Comm. 442 ; 2 ibid. 182; 2 Kent
Comm. 132; Pray v. Stebbins, 141 Mass. 219, 55 Am. Rep. 462 (1886).
At common law a husband could not convey to his wife. I Bl.
Comm. 442; Shepard v. Shepard, 7 Johns. Chan. 57 (N. Y. 1823).
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Land, however, could be conyeyed by the husband through a third
party as a conduit of title. McMillan v. Cheeney, 30 Minn. 519,
16 N. W. 404 (1883). And this could be done by the mechanism of
the Statute of Uses by conveying legal title to a third person to
the use of the wife. The statute executes the use and gives the wife
the legal title. I Roper, Husband and Wife 53. Separate property
acts relating to married women have not, by the great weight of
authority, abrogated tenancies by the entirety, the legislation being
intended to free the separate estate of the wife from the control
of the husband. Hiles v. Fisher, 144 N. Y. 306 (1895) ; Bertles v.

Nunan, 92 N. Y. 152 (1883). Where there has been a conveyance to
a husband and wife, they take an estate by the entirety unless a

contrary intention is clearly expressed. A conveyance by a hus
band to himself and his wife creates a tenancy by the entirety. In
re Vogelsang's Estate, 203 N. Y. Supp. 364 (1924).
Mr. Justice Holmes has said, "The history of what the law has

been is necessary to the knowledge of what the law is." At com

mon law single women had the same legal capacity as men; but
married women occupied a radically restricted status. As to the
wife's real estate the husband acquires a freehold interest during
their joint lives, and, by birth of issue, he became tenant for life

by curtesy. But her restricted status is shown in its full vigor
by the estate of tenancy by entirety, for to create this estate it is

necessary to consider the wife and husband as one legal person.
While modern statutes have largely removed this common law in

capacity to deal with realty, a married woman may acquire and
hold property in her own right, and may make contracts respecting
it as though she were unmarried. These statutory provisions have
brushed away many of the disabilities of the wife under the com

mon law, have recognized her individual existence, and conferred

upon her the distinct rights and powers to control and dispose of

property.
Prima facie, the married women's statutes have abolished the com

mon law idea that husband and wife are one in every respect, yet,
if this were true, it would be impossible to create an estate by en

tirety since the basic notion in such an estate is the fact that the
husband and wife are one.

P. J. O'C.

INSURANCE�Accidental Means.

Decedent insured her own life for the benefit of her father. The

policy contained a double indemnity clause which provided an ad
ditional payment if the death of the insured resulted directly and

independently of all other causes from "bodily injury effected solely
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through external, violent, and accidental means". The insured sub
mitted to an operation for the removal of her tonsils. Her body,
unknown to her, was hypersensitive to novocaine, and death resulted
before the operation was completed. The beneficiary recovered, and
on appeal the judgment was affirmed. Taylor v. New York Life Ins.

Co., 222 N. W. 912 (Minn. 1929).
It is not necessary that the "external" violence should be in the

nature of a fall or blow. It is necessary only that the cause of the
death or injury should be external to the person. U. S. Mut. Ass'n.
v. Hubbel, 55 Ohio 516, 47 N. E. 544 (1897) ; Land Shirt Co.'s Trus
tee v. London Ins. Co., 3 D. L. R. 89 (1927). An English court has
said that some violence, casualty or vis major must be present to
permit recovery. Sinclair v. Maritime Passenger's Ass'n. Co., 3 El.
& El. 478 (1861). "Accidental means" are those which produce ef
fects which are not their natural and probable consequences. West
ern Comm. Traveler's Ass'n. v. Smith, 85 Fed. 401 (C. C. A. 8th,
1898) (blood poisoning resulting from abrasion of toe by shoe) ;
Bailey v. Interstate Casualty Co., 8 App. Div. 127, 40 N. Y. Supp.
513 (1896); 4 Cooley, Briefs on Law of Insurance (1905) 3156;
Preferred Acc. Ins. v. Patterson, 213 Fed. 595 (C. C. A. 3d, 1914)
(Death caused by injury solely resulting from slipping and falling,
while cranking an automobile) ; Horsefall v. Pas. Mut. Life Ins. Co.,
32 Wash. 132, 72 Pac. 1028 (1903) (Dilation of heart caused by a

heavy lifting) ; Nat. Life Ins. Co. v. Patrick, 28 Ohio App. 267, 162
N. E. 680 (1927) (Freezing of finger while unloading coal during
blizzard). Other courts hold that if the means used are intended,
the result is not accidental. Re Scarr and The General Acc. Ass'n.
Corp. (1905) 1 K. B. 387, 92 L. T. 128 (Injury resulted from put
ting a trespasser off employer's premises) ; New Amsterdam Casualty
Co. v. Johnson, 99 Ohio St. 155, 110 N. E. 475 (1914) (Injury suf
fered from dilation of heart following a cold bath) ; Feder v. Iowa
State Travelling Men's Ass'n., 107 Iowa 538, 78 N. W. 252 (1899)
(Death from artery ruptured while reaching over a chair to close
window shutters) ; Lehman v. Gr. Western Acc. Ass'n., 155 Iowa 737,
133 N. W. 752 (1911) (Appendix burst while bowling).
An unexpected result brought about by the existence of an ab

normal condition does not make the means "accidental". Smith v.

Travelers Ins. Co., 219 Mass. 147, 106 N. E. 607 (1914) (In using a

douche, insured "sniffed" too violently and germs passed through a

hole in his skull to his brain and the insured died) ; Barnstead v.

Comm. Travelers Mut. Acc. Ass'n. of America, 204 App. Div. 473,
198 N. Y. Supp. 416 (1923) (Where dentist administered nitrous
oxide and, because of insured's abnormal condition, death resulted).
Contra, Ludwig v. Preferred Mut. Acc. Ins. Co. of N. Y.t 133 Minn.
510, 130 N. W. 5 (1911) (Ball player susceptible to further appen-
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dicitis attack, died while stealing second base) ; Collins v. Casualty
Co. of America, 224 Mass. 327, 112 N. E. 634 (1916) (Jury charged
that predisposition to rupture is one of risks insurance company
assumes). Though the act be intended, the means may be "acci
dental" provided there be ignorance of material facts, Blood v.

Brotherhood Acc. Ins. Co., 85 Pa. Sup. 398 (1925) (Insured taking
poison by mistake). A fortiori, where the act causing harm is unin
tentional, although conscious, the means is "accidental". Railway Mail
Ass'n. v. Dent, 213 Fed. 981 (C. C. A. 8th, 1914) (Contact with poi
son ivy while walking through the woods). But the decisions seem

to infer that "bodily injury" implies a penetration of the skin, a

blow or fall. James v. State Life Ins. Co., 83 Ind. App. 344, 147 N. E.
533 (1925) (Recovery allowed where black-head eradicator caused in

fection, insured puncturing the skin) ; Stokeley v. Fidelity & C. Co.,
193 Ala. 90, 69 So. 64 (1915) (Coughing caused rupture of stitches
after operation for appendicitis, and death followed).
As the court intimated, though the death was accidental, the

means are precisely those which the deceased intended. By applying
the underlying rule of insurance�that is, in dealing with the con

struction of an insurance policy, an ambiguous clause must be con

strued against rather than in favor of the insurance company�the
case could not be supported. This principle ought to be applied not
for the purpose of creating a doubt or magnifying an ambiguity,
when the circumstances of the case raise the real difficulty. Cornish
v. Acc. Ins. Co., 23 Q. B. D. 453 (1889). However, the principal case,
in harmony with the weight of authority, may be supported on the
rule of construction; accident insurance companies do business with
the average man, and the term "accident" as used in those policies
should be construed strongly against the companies, and be defined

according to the ordinary and usual understanding of its signifi
cance. Young v. Railway Mail Ass'n., 126 Mo. App. 325, 103 S. W.
557 (1907).

L. C. M.

TRUSTS�Fiduciary Relation Giving Rise to Constructive Trust.

Mrs. Davids being of advanced age desired to distribute her realty
equally among her six children. Adolph, a son, induced her to ex

ecute and deliver a deed of all her property to him, telling her that
she could by so doing accomplish her purpose more effectively and
less expensively than if she should make the settlement by will, and
that he would carry out her wishes regarding the other children
after her death. A deed was recorded conveying the property from
Mrs. Davids to Adolph, reciting a consideration of one dollar. After
Mrs. David's death Adolph refused to recognize the rights of his
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brothers and sisters in the property and has refused to account or

convey to them. The children bring a bill to establish a trust in

the property and ask for an accounting and a partition. Complain
ants allege that Adolph used undue influence and fraudulent prac
tices upon his mother to induce the conveyance to him. The lower

court sustained a demurrer to the bill from which the plaintiffs ap

pealed. Held, While there was no "express trust" raised for the

benefit of the children because of the failure to comply with the
Statute of Frauds regulaing express trusts, there was, however, a

"constructive trust" raised for their benefit because of the fact that
the fiduciary relation existing between son and mother was a suf
ficient influence upon the mother to induce her to act as he wished
and led her to convey the title to him, in fraud of the other children.
Decree reversed. Davids et al. v. Davids et al., 164 N. E. 662 (111.
1929).

Equity will raise a constructive trust when there is a confidential
relation by virtue of which one has obtained a legal title to prop

erty which he ought not to have secured under the rules of justice
and good conscience. The instant case is a splendid example of a

trust raised because of a confidential relation between the grantor
and the grantee. In Stohl v. Stahl, 214 111. 131, 73 N. E. 319, 68
L. E. A. 617, (1905), it was held that where a mother conveys legal
title in her land to a son, to be held by him in trust for all the chil

dren, the conveyance being without consideration and the result of the
confidence reposed in the grantee by the mother, a court of equity will
not permit the son to betray such confidence, but will raise a construc
tive trust in favor of the children, notwithstanding the agreement
rests in parol. To the same effect are: Miller v. Miller, 266 111. 522,
107 N. E. 821 (1915) ; Catalani et al. v. Catalani, 124 Ind. 54, 24 N. E.
375 (1890) (to a prospective sister-in-law) ; Jones v. Jones, 140 Cal.
587, 74 Pac. 143 (1903) (husband and wife) ; Wood v. Robe, 96 N. Y.
414 (1884) (son to mother). There is no agreement in the cases as to

just what constitutes a confidential relationship sufficient to serve

as a basis for imposing a constructive trust. It has been held that
the mere fact that the transferee was the father of the transferror
is not necessarily sufficient. Bartlett v. Bartlett, 14 Gray 277
(Mass. 1859). But on the other hand it was held sufficient that the
transferror was engaged to be married to a brother of the trans
feree's husband, provided there was in fact an intimate personal
relationship between the parties. Catalani et al. v. Catalani, supra.
In raising this constructive trust in the grantee or transferee some

of the courts have based their decisions on the ground that to deprive
a beneficiary of his expectancy by an exercise of undue influence upon
the grantor or transferror, brought about by the close relationship of
the transferror and transferee, is a tort to the beneficiary which
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equity will redress by giving the property to the beneficiary. Stahl
v. Stahl, supra.; Stout v. Stout, 165 Iowa 552, 146 N. W. 474. (1914).
The decision of the principal case conforms to the current of

authority and seems sound. There is unanimity among the authori
ties up to the point that a constructive trust will be imposed if there
is a misuse of a fiduciary relation. But there is no clear agreement
as to what constitutes a fiduciary relation. Perhaps the true test

can be ascertained by examining the basis of this doctrine of fiduci

ary relations. Fundamentally it seems a devise of the courts to

prevent a person in a position of peculiar strength from overreaching
a person who is dependent, and justifiably so, upon him. Is this

the key, then, to what we mean by a fiduciary relation�a situation
where one person either through a natural confidence, such as that

of husband and wife, or due to convention, such as in the relation

between attorney and client, is justifiably dependent upon another?
R. G. B.

Note: For a further discussion of Constructive Trusts, see Notes,
supra p. 258.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT�Injuries "Arising Out of and
in the Course of" Employment�Automobile Commandeered by
Police.

Babington, a chauffeur of defendant corporation, was killed while

engaged in driving his employer's cab, which was commandeered

by a police officer in the city of New York, to apprehend a criminal

in flight. While in pursuit of the fleeing car a touring car suddenly
cut him off and he met his death by swerving into a trolley car.

Under Penal Law (Consol. Law, c. 400 � 1848) "A person, who
after having been lawfully commanded to aid an officer in arresting
any person; or in re-taking any person who has escaped from legal
custody, or in executing any legal process; wilfully neglects or re

fuses to aid such officer is guilty of a misdemeanor." Proceeding
under the Workmen's Compensation Act, Charlotte Babington,
widow, and others, claimed compensation for his death. Held, that
the injury was caused by a risk arising out of an accident in the
course of his employment. Babington et al. v. Yellow Taxi Corpora
tion, 250 N. Y. 14, 164 N. E. 726 (1928).
To recover under Workmen's Compensation Acts as a rule the ac

cident must be one that arises out of and in the course of employ
ment. For complete texts of all workmen's compensation acts, see

Workmen's Compensation Legislation of the United States and

Canada (1926) U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin No.

423; Matter of Leonbruno v. Champlain Silk Mills, 229 N. Y. 470,
128 N. E. 711, 13 A. L. R. 522 (1920). The terms "arising out of"
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and "in the course of" the employment are not synonymous: "out

of" refers to the origin or cause of the accident while the expres
sion "in the course of" refers to the time, place and circumstances
under which it occurred. Hills v. Blair, 182 Mich. 20, 148 X. W.

243 (1914) ; see L. B. A. 1916A 232. To arise out of and in the

course of it is not necessary that the injury should be one reason

ably to be anticipated as an incident to the employment. Sponatsk�s
Case, 220 Mass. 526, 108 N. E. 466 (1915). Generally, recovery is

not allowed where the injury occurs upon a street, from causes to

which all other people on the street are likewise exposed. Matter

of DeVoe v. N. Y. State Railways, 218 X. T. 318 (1916) , ajpg 169

App. Div. 472. But many courts distinguish the case where the duties
of the workmen require that they be continuously on the streets, on
the theory that the nature of their employment subjects them to street

dangers more than persons are generally. Such is the trend of the

English and New York cases: Dennis v. White, (1917) A. C. 479;
Pierce v. Providence & Co., 232 X. Y. 420 (1922), affg 198 App.
Div. 962 (accident arose out of and in the course of employment
where dairyman's chauffeur was stabbed by an insane man while
the former was driving his employer's car after delivering goods) ;
Matter of Roberts v. Neweomb and Co., 234 N. Y. 553 (1922) ;
claimant, an "outside man" of a printing company, was entitled
to recover for injuries caused by an explosion which occurred while
he was passing along the street in performance of his duties). Fur

thermore, a servant does not cease to be within the course of his
employment where in an emergency he turn aside from his ordinary
work. In re Brigktman, 220 Mass. 17, 107 N. E. 527, L. R. A. 1916A
(1914). Nor where he does what he thinks necessary to advance
the work of the master. Divine v. Caledonian Railway Co., 36 Scot.
L. B. 877 (1899) ; nor where he goes to the rescue of a fellow worker
in imminent danger. Matter of Waters v. Taylor Co., 218 N. Y. 248

(1916).
In the instant case the employee was exposed to the risks of the

street in a greater degree than other persons. The duty to aid in
the apprehension of the criminal was one resting upon the employer
corporation as well as upon the employee; therefore, recovery was

rightly allowed.

L.H. S.
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QUESTIONED DOCUMENTS (2nd Ed.)�by Albert S. Osborn, Boyd
Printing Co., Albany, N. Y., 1929, pp. xxiv, 1928.

Questioned Documents by Albert S. Osborn (Second
Edition) brings to the law student something worth while.
The usefulness of this book cannot be ignored by the lawyer
or the student. Few cases come into court in these modern
times that do not in some way involve the integrity of doc
uments or writing. To quote the author, "These questions
often arise in the midst of a trial and the successful lawyer
is the one who knows enough of the study of questioned
documents to move promptly as to the proper means of prov
ing his point".
Osborn's book not only covers the subject as to what

to find and how to find it, but gives his readers in Part
Two some 290 pages of citations and discussions of the
facts and the law of questioned documents taken from legal
opinions, legal text books and law journals, all properly
briefed in usable form for ready reference. These citations
are interesting and full of meat. They answer questions
that may come up unexpectedly to confront the lawyer.
Here are some of them :

What is writing, in a legal sense?

Is shorthand, writing?
Is a rubber stamp writing?
Is a rubber stamp signature good on a contract?
Is a will signed at the beginning good?
Does a legal codicil make an invalid will good?
Are wills signed "Mother", "Father" or "Sister"

valid?

Viewed from a technical and scientific angle, this work
may be said to stand alone. Osborn, through patient effort,
wide experience and thorough knowledge has brought to-

273
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gether a mass of valuable data that will long remain the

standard of its kind. The book is bound to find a way

into the library of every lawyer and will prove its value

as the best thumbed volume on his bookshelf. Ames, Frazer
and Hagan wrote books on handwriting. Carvalho in his

"Forty Centuries of Ink" gave us literature, but Osborn
not only covers the whole subject but supplies the tools so

that others may dig in the same field of endeavor.
It is understood that the "Sorbonne" in Paris has lately

introduced a course in handwriting determination. In
America there is no broad highway to a degree in this new

science as in law or medicine. Text books are few and out

of date. The student must gather his information where
he may. It is plain that Mr. Osborn's writings bridge a

gap that has long confronted the seeker of special knowl
edge along these lines.

Having read the book there comes the conviction that
the so-called "handwriting" testimony of today is no lon

ger "mere opinion" testimony to be taken for what it may
be worth. It has become in fact "demonstrative testimony".
The one trained to find points out to court or jury the

physical evidence on the document itself that all may see.

He is prepared to give sound reasons in support of his opin
ion.
Wigmore, America's authority on "Evidence", writing

the introduction to "Questioned Documents", put his finger
on the true issue when he said "The feature of Mr. Osborn's
book ... is its insistence upon the reasons for an opin
ion". The examiner, to take his proper place in his profes
sion, may well keep before him the thought that the proof
of the fact is the best evidence.

Bert C. Farrar.
Washington, D. C.
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CASES ON DOMESTIC RELATIONS�by Joseph W. Madden, Pro
fessor of Law in the University of Pittsburgh, American Case
book Series, West Publishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota,
1928, pp. 734.

Because of its close relation to the life and experience
of the student, the subject of domestic relations as a branch
of the law seems to be of greater personal interest to law
classes generally than most other courses. But notwith
standing the interest it stimulates, in many schools it is
found impossible to give an extended number of hours to
the course, and because of the limited time available, even
in some schools adopting the case method of instruction,
there is a disposition to adhere to textbooks for this sub
ject.
Perhaps an ideal book from which to teach the subject

would be a combination of the case and textbook methods,
but as yet no such desirable volume has appeared. Because
of the hope that some day an adequate treatment of the
subject adapted to a short course will appear, the announce

ment of a new book on the subject awakens interest as to
its method of approach and the treatment it embodies.
Professor Madden's work was evidently prepared with

a view of adequately meeting the needs of such schools as

are able to give to the subject only a limited number of
hours, and the results he has accomplished are both avail
able and interesting.
The book shows a thorough and workmanlike presenta

tion of the principles of the subject and has many editorial
features not only commending it to the student but also

making it valuable as a reference book for the young law

yer. By the use of late cases Professor Madden has made
the subject a living thing and interest is further stimulated
by the use of annotation from and footnote reference to
national reporter systems, as well as to articles in law jour
nals and school publications. Probably with the thought
that the time allotted to teaching is limited, and the scope
of a work designed to meet that limitation restricted, the
author has refrained from devoting too much space to a
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presentation of historical developments of the various prin
ciples and deemed it of greater value to devote his cases

to the present state of the law.

In certain of his chapters the author gives only a few

cases and supplements them with extracts from text works,
and these, together with the references given in footnotes
to annotations and articles, generally fill out the subject.
But there remains, nevertheless, a distinct inadequacy of
the treatment of a few of the subjects. The chapter on

Illegitimates,1 for instance, might well have been enlarged,
even if at the expense of some of the cases set out in other

chapters, to illustrate conflicting views of the laws controll

ing in different jurisdictions.
On the whole, the cases are well chosen and interesting

in fact as well as in law. The student's attention is thus
obtained and the relation of fact to law well illustrated.
There are few opinions in the book setting forth only prin
ciples of law and those used, in great part, are reasoned
upon facts as well as law.

Professor Madden has divided his treatment of the sub
ject into four parts�Parent and Child; Infants; Husband
and Wife ; and Marriage and Divorce and Separation, with
well ordered chapters and sections thereunder.
The outline of the book, although some may prefer a

different order of arrangement, is good and the treatment
clear. The footnotes give citations of supporting or contra
cases, thus encouraging research by the student. In ad
dition, there is what always adds value to a book, an ex

cellent and comprehensive index.
John E. Laskey.

Georgetown University School of Law.

1 Part I, Chapter VII, p. 126.
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FACTS ABOUT BANKRUPTCY�by Max Isaac, American Bank

ruptcy Review, Inc., New York, 1928, 332 pages.

This publication in attractive and convenient book form
furnishes the profession a compendium of very useful
things, which every one indulging in bankruptcy practice,
or desiring properly to be prepared to serve clients even

occasionally in bankruptcy matters, should have at his el
bow.

There is no attempt at textbook treatment of the subject
of Bankruptcy. However, two constituent parts of the con

tents alone are believed to be worth the cost of the book.
These are "The Complete Bankruptcy Laws of the United
States, Revised to include the Act of May 27, 1926, with
annotations of leading cases and other references (to March

1, 1928)" and the "Abstract of the Laws of the various
states relating to Conditional Sales, Exemptions, Etc." The
annotations to the Act include not only references to sun

dry decisions of the courts, but to most helpful articles and
material in the American Bankruptcy Review and in many
of the journals and reviews of the law schools of the coun

try. No one would minimize the amount of aid and sug

gestion to be found in such material.

Speeches or articles on the following pertinent and inter
esting topics are incorporated in full in the volume : "Bank

ruptcy"; "The Four Months Clause In Bankruptcy�Its

Diminishing Value�Some Practical Aspects"; "Rights of

Margin Customers in Brokers' Failures"; "Contempt in
Bankruptcy Proceedings" ; and "Life Insurance as an Asset
in Bankruptcy".
There appear the General Orders in Bankruptcy, indeed,

as are the Bankruptcy Laws; a directory of lawyers spe

cially equipped to handle bankruptcy matters and a revised
list of the officers of court in charge of bankruptcy admin
istration.
Mr. Max Isaac, the author of the volume, was formerly

a referee in bankruptcy, and is editor of the American

Bankruptcy Review of New York. He is, of course, ex

cellently trained and equipped to exercise unusual judgment
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and ability in the making of a book like this and is en

titled to the gratefulness of the profession.
William Jennings Price.

Georgetown University School of Law.

DE OFFICIO HOMINIS ET CTVIS JUXTA LEGEM NATURALEM
LIBRI DUO�by Samuel Puffendorf, Oxford University Press,
New York, 2 vols., 1928, pp. 310.

Students of international law must have broad back
grounds and detailed knowledge if they would master such
a comprehensive subject. There is diplomatic history.
There are cases decided in courts. There are treatises which
give the foundations of the philosophy. Of the latter group
is this standard treatise by Puffendorf, over two hundred

years old and yet, like Vattel, essential to a reasoned un

derstanding. All international law is not mere treaty or

agreement or custom. Much of its proceeds from the sev

enteenth and eighteenth century conceptions of natural
law, that reasonable basis for relations which was devel
oped with the increasing growth and increasing nationalism
of modern nations. All parts of this book, in addition to
the minor international passages, are therefore useful.
Scholars desire actual texts, not summaries or transla

tions. For them is photographically reproduced the text
of 1682 in the Latin. Current usage demands simple Eng
lish, and for these is set forth a painstaking�and yet
eminently readable�translation by Professor Frank Gard
ner Moore, classcist of established reputation. Like other
volumes in the series of "The Classics of International
Law" to which this belongs, published through the benevo
lence of a Carnegie endowment, it is essential for any com

plete legal library. It would be gratuitous to discuss the
importance of this work. Such a task is beyond the prov
ince of a reviewer of such a new printing. Let it suffice
to record the volume and direct attention to the perfection
of its presentation.

Elbridge Colby.
Fort Hunt, Alexandria, Va.
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BENDER'S FEDERAL FORMS, by Charles L. Sylvester, Matthew
Bender and Company, Albany, New York, 1929, 2 vols., 2147

pages.

This is one of the numerous books relating to practice
and procedure in the Federal Courts, the publication of
which followed in the wake of the recent enactment of the
United States Code which collected, restated and re-arranged
all of the published statutes in the United States. The

present book, prepared by a former Assistant United States
Attorney for the Southern District of New York, is keyed
to the new United States Code; that is, in connection with
a great many forms set out in the book the editor has in
dicated the section or sections of the United States Code
which make appropriate the particular paper printed or

control and direct its form or content. This is, of course,
very helpful because it allows the practitioner to check up
with the statute the form proposed and reach his own con

clusion as to whether a form should be followed exactly or

in substance. There is no table of code sections cited and
for that reason it may sometimes be difficult when prepar
ing a paper under a certain section of the Code to find the
desired and appropriate form. This difficulty, however, is
reduced to a minimum by a very elaborate table of con
tents which numbers, defines and lists in order the 1205
forms included in the book. In addition to this there is
an index of about 75 pages so that generally forms may
be located with ease. In many instances a note follows the
form which includes not only a reference to a section of
the United States Code but also some discussion of the

propriety of using such a paper as well as an indication
of how the courts have treated the matter and what they
have said should be included in such a paper.

Many of the forms are of the character to be used occa

sionally by the general practitioner, such as captions, affi
davits, writs, motions, rules, declarations, statements of
claims, defensive pleadings, orders and judgments at law;
complaints, indictments and preliminary and final proceed
ings in criminal matter; as well as preliminary papers, pe-
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titions, motions, answers, decrees, orders and receiverships
in equity. There are also sets of the papers used in ad

miralty, habeas corpus, deportation, bankruptcy and pro
hibition proceedings. There are chapters again relating
to the papers employed in the production and examination
of witnesses and on appeals. There is a chapter relating
to papers employed in the Court of Claims, Court of Cus
toms Appeals and eminent domain proceedings.
In addition to these forms which are of use to the gen

eral practitioner from time to time there is a chapter de
voted to the forms used in the organization and conduct of
business of United States Courts. These are papers relat
ing to the appointment and qualification of judges, clerks,
criers, bailiffs, United States attorneys, marshals, juries,
United States commissioners and the like as well as to var

ious orders with reference to the custody of papers and
funds in the hands of the clerk and orders transferring cases

and assigning judges to courts. While these papers are

ordinarily prepared and used within the office of the clerk,
their form is frequently of interest to the practitioner since
he may want to see that the court trying his case is prop
erly organized and the officials dealing with it have the
proper specific authority.
Any lawyer having cases in the Federal Courts will find

this book very useful even though he will not expect to
slavishly follow the forms given. As the editor says "No
book could contain every form which a practitioner might
find occasion to use. However, we believe this work con

tains all the forms which the ordinary practitioner will
find most useful in his daily work, and also forms which
will serve as a basis for preparing other forms less com

monly used" and it is because the book is so rich in sug
gestion that it can be freely recommended.

Washington, D. C.
Karl Fenning.



UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT SERVICE.

This is the name given to the new method of acquainting
lawyers with information concerning all cases pending in
or disposed of by the Supreme Court of the United States.
This information is issued long in advance of the regular
reports, and the major part of the information never reaches
the regular reports.
The work is in the form of a loose-leaf service, issued

for each term of court and is published by the Legal Re
search Service, an organization created by Gregory Hankin,
Esq., himself a member of the Supreme Court bar. A brief
statement of the points of law in each case is issued shortly
after the case is docketed ; the disposition of the cases, and
the digests of opinion delivered, are issued on the day the
decisions are rendered. Lawyers having cases pending be
fore the Supreme Court, or cases in other courts involving
federal questions, which are likely to be presented in the
Supreme Court, are now afforded an opportunity by this
new service to gain information not otherwise available.

BOOKS RECEIVED

American Law Institute�Restatement of the Law of Con
tracts. Official Draft; Chapters 1-7; Sections 1-177.
1928. Pp. 304.

Henry Winthrop Ballantine�Ballantine on Corporations.
Callaghan & Co., Chicago. 1927. Pp. lxix, 927.

Milton Conover�Working Manual of Original Sources in
American Government. Johns Hopkins Press, Balti
more. 1928. Pp. ix, 167.

John G. Hervey�The Legal Effects of Recognition in In
ternational Law. University of Pennsylvania Press,
Philadelphia. 1928. Pp. xiv, 170.

Norman L. Hill�The Public International Conference.
Stanford University Press, Stanford University, Cal
ifornia. 1929. Pp. xi, 267.
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James Love Hopkins. The New Federal Equity Rules (6th
Ed.). W. H. Anderson Co., Cincinnati. 1929. Pp.
xvi, 409.

Charles E. Morganston. The Appointing and Removal
Power of the President of the United States. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington. 1929. Pp. xv, 224.

Nelson L. North and DeWitt Van Buren. Real Estate
Financing. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York. 1928. Pp.
xi, 630.

Thomas James Norton. Losing Liberty Judicially. Mac-
millan Co., New York. 1928. Pp. xiv, 252.

Albert S. Osborn. Questioned Documents (2nd Ed.). Boyd
Printing Co., Albany. 1929. Pp. xxiv, 1928 (reviewed
in this issue).

G. Kenneth Reibich�A Study of Judicial Administration
in the State of Maryland. Johns Hopkins Press, Balti
more. 1929. Pp. v, 155.

Laurence P. Simpson and Essel R. Dillavou. Law for En
gineers and Architects. West Publishing Co., St. Paul.
1929. Pp. xvii, 633.
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